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LETTER OF TRANSNlyrr.u..

DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
13IREAU 01 EDUCATION,

Ma8hington, Octobel. 7, 191.3.
Sin: The Fourth International Congress of School Hygiene, held.

at Buffalo. N. V., August asa notable event in the progress
of health superVision as a part of public education. Because.of itv
impulance. a member of this bureau. W. Carson. Ryan, was (Wailed
to attend this conference and prepare a report of it. This report is
contained in the aiconippying manuscript, in three parts:

1. An introduction giving a brief Annmary of the proceedinUs
of the congress.

11..A summary. of sonic of the most important papers.
III. Concrete data of the school hygiene movement as sho

in the scientific exhibit made tinder .the direction of t e
congress and in connection with it.

I recommend that this manuscript be published as a bulletin' of
the Bureau of Education.

Respect fully -titiniitted.

To the S'ECRE'TARY` OF THE INTERIOR.

P. P. CI.xTus,
Comm fxmio14e.
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SCHOOL HYGIENE.

PART I. INTRODIXTION.
4

P41)1 Ic 411)1114111 appear-4 to have accepted health supervision as a
-part of the educational system, presumably gin the sound basis of the
social purpose of education. Ilcyltlt is, above all, socializing in its
influences, since in respect to it. the welfare of each individual is in a Nth
literal sense the -welfare of all. Easy as this realization seems, in
practice it has come very slowly, only under stress of public neces-
sity, and even now the belief in school hygiene as a practical function
of school work is by no means as well accepted in practice .as in
theory.

So far IN the united States is concerned. therefore, the most impor-
tant' fact in connect ion with the Fourth International Congress of
School Ilygiene recently held in Buffalo is that in sonic sections of the
country at least the period of propaganda and experiment is yielding
to that of actual result. There are now u- number of commit ities in
the United States that have had their school health work organized
long enough to be able to give comprehensive reports of actual ac-
-complislment, and these reports were a most valuable feature of the
scientific exhibit held in conjunction witli the congress, as well as in
the sessions of the congress itself.

The two subjects that received most attention at the congress were
open-air schools and sex hygiene. Ow the subject of open -air schools,
sentiment was notably extreme. The delegates appeared to accept
unqualifiedly the idea that the benefits of fresh air should not be re-
served- for ailing children alone, but should be wnferred upon normal
children as well. Statements similar to that of Dr. Knopf, of New
York, thtit t` the open-air school trust become. the rule and the closed
room the. exception," Were frequently made and as frequently ap-
planded. There were additional reports of the comparative physical .

and mental improvement of children in open-air classes, open-window
rooms, and regular rooms; the part played by lchool feeding in the
betterment. observed hi open-air stlibol children was discussed on the
basis of hemoglobin tests from a recent New York experiment;
splendid pictures of open-air school work in many eities W&e shown;
the poSsibinties sof open -air architecture were discussed by school
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architects; and the congress adopted' a resolution calling on the
American Government to follow the leiid of Italy and place at the
disposal of the various States abandoned battleships for use as float-

.

4 ing hospital schools for tuberculous children.'
The influence of the open -air, propagiinda was revealed in the rest.-

tion that appears to have set in against intricate .nd expensive sys-
tems of ventilation. School architects seem to be less certain than
formerly of the necessity of the elaborate ventilating systems that
have been typiial of modern city school buildings in this country.

Sex hygiene was distinctly the problem that aroused greatest inter-
est at the congress. Not only was the main evening meeting on the
subject a large one, but an afternoon section meeting devoted. to the
question had to be held in the largest hall in Buffalo. Over 2,000
persons listened intently to a discussion. that was sensational, not
only from the subject matter, but from. the prominence of the
speakers and the striking differences of opinion -expressed. Senti-
ment'appeared hopeltssly divided. There was general recognition of
what President r had termed in his paper "the social emer-
gency." It,wa t something ought to be done toward remedy-

s ing" an intolera sle ition; it was even --admitted *that the policy
of silence had been a failure; but on the direct question of actually
introducing instruction in sex hygiene it the public schools, there
were two diametrically opposed points of view.

On the one sidb were arrayed those who believe with Dr. Hugh
Cabot that teaching control of the sex instinct is the function of the
public school; while on the other side are those who insist. that, if the
subject must be taught. at all,j must be broached only in the home:
that:knowledge of sex details imparted in a school course, or in any
other way, is dangerous in that is "apt to put forward by several

, years the time of temptation."
It was-clear from the discussion that medical men have gone much

-further on the subject than the public is willing to go with them;
the most determined advocates of sex instruction were medical men
of the very highest standing. Both sides admitted the urgent heed
for character training in connection with any instruction that might
be given on sex, and several speakers declared that..Character building
niusi precede any attempt at sex kclucation itself. Nearlyall.stressed
the point that no matter how much knowledge might bp needed,
knowledge alone *ould not suffice.

Many othemeakers were intolerant of the Attitude-of parents on
the sex questiof. There was the usual doubt expressed as to whether
children are really ignorant of sex matters as many, parents be;
neve them to be. Sezetoal speakers declared emphatically that pat.-

.. _

4 rer tlks. telt ten of tee monk"
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eats of the present generation are incapable of furnishing sex in-.
structiona particularly since they themselves have been wrongly
taught. 'It was felt that before sex instruction can be imparted
even in the home, a race of parents must be developed who have
been educated in sex hygiene as chiliren in the public schools, and
who will therefore be able to give sex knowledge to their children
honestly and sympathe

The Buffalo meeting may said to have opened the sex question
full and wide, if it 8$ not so pened before. The next few years
should see a rapid clearing of the situation through discussion and
experiment. A beginning has already been made in Chicago and
other cities toward instructing parents by means of lectures, though,
as Mrs. Young pointed out, this is not strictly the duty of the public
schools; instruction has already been introduced more or less formally
into the high schools in some localities through biology and hygiene
courses; next will come the further extension of this high school
instruction, but there will be considerable lively debate before the
step is taken.

It should be said in passing-that as a matter of fact many high-
school teachers, by individual counsel and example, already give
valuable aid in helping boys and girls over the dangerous age when

tinthey are least apt to be aided in the 11 e; but this is entirely per
sonal and unofficial in character. It .- when the proposal is made
to put such guidance on a formal, official basis that it seems most
questionable. It becomes at once apparent that mosts.tbeachers are
even less qualified to give instruction in sex hygiene than most )
parentA and sex instruction in the hands of incompetents offers but
little iprovenient over thee present transmission of lnowledge
through vulgar channels. Sex hygiene in the hands of qualified
physicians, however, assuming that such can be secured to do the
work, is far more promising.

It is in the general field of medical inspection that most has been
accomplished in American cities in recent years, and of this develop-
ment. the Buffllo congress offered valUable evidence, Starting as a
narrow preventive measure, to stop the spread of contagious. disease .1'
by school children, the medical inspection movement has come to
include a broarplan for thaisupervisional health care of all children,
in and out of school. In many cities medical inspection is accepted
as an integral part of the community's educational organization.

AU important problem in medical inspection is that of control.
There has been little conflict of authority in American experienbe,
and there should be none; but there can be a better balancing of the
two agencies, health and school, than there hits been and a stronger
linking together of.. all the health-promoting forces: .-
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A more fundamental problem is the extension of health super-
vision to country schools. Here again the rural school is much
behind the city school. If medical supervision takes the course of
other changes in education, it will proceed from the city to the State,
and may eventually reach all jibe rural districts if State supervision
is made effective. Where t1M is a county organization the task
of reaching the hygienic neads of the rural school is by no means
impossible; but adequate State- support and control are essential
if this and 'other needed improvements are to be made in rural
eclucatierial facilities. The beginnings of State medical inspection
are visible in a few States. Colorado has a State plan that is
reported to be working satisfactorily, Pennsylvania sends medical
inspectors into remote country districts, and New York has a recent
law providing for medical inspection in every school in the State,
the results of which will be watched with interest.

The growing realization of the importance of the school nurse,
in any system of medical inspection received added impetus at the
Buffalo meeting. Philiidelphia school and health authorities have
recently made careful investigations to test the workings of medical
inspection with and without the 0 follow-up by school nurses.
The results showed a real saving in school time and money through
nurse service..Not only did the nurse service save the pupils time
that would have been lost in returning to school, but in all instances
the number of defects corrected increased with nurse service. This
is the day of dollar efficiency, and the school system that can show,
not a mere temporary saving, but permanent economy of operation
i fulfilling community needs, educational or otherwise, is rewarded
wi public support. The advantages of school-nurse service are
pa cularly susceptible to demonstration by the efficiency method.
Furthermore, school nurse service justifies* itself on strictly peda-
gogical- grounds: The work of the school nurse is hygiene instruc-
tion of the most direct and practical. sort, and therefore belongs in
the school's field, quite independently of other considerations.

The development of dental inspection and dental clinics has fol-
lowed quickly upon that of. general medical inspection. In some
cities, notably Philadephia, the dental clinics are now an integral
part of the school health organization. Most often, however, the
clinic is°'e.stablished by arrangement between the school board and
some local organization of dentists interested in the care of chil-
dren's teeth., This is but one manifestation of an oral hygiene prop-
aganda that has been carried on vigorously both. in this country and
abroad. In this country the .National. Mouth Hygiene Association
hiss aroused interest in the care of children's teeth by lectures, moving
pictures; experimentil -clinics, and other meow. Members of the

tel profession .are.tot 'exactly in ,accord, however; asto the COI*.
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to be followed in the future, some of them believing that more em-
phasis should now be placed upon dental practice as represented by
proper nutritisand filling, and less upon propaganda.

Another iterin the health care of children that received marked
attention at Buffalo was that of vision. Care of the eyes is a task
that is peculiarly the duty of the school, since school work is usually
the chief factor in producing eye defects. The movement for con-

' servation of vision is in line with the modern tendency toward de-
creased use of the printed page in early education.

It is not quite clear how close the relation of dental clinics to the
school health organization* is to be. But here again the fact must
not be lost sight of that one very definite aim-of the dental clinic is
instruction; it is to teach the child by the only successful method,
that of practical example, the value of caring for the teeth, and
inferentially for other parts of the human organism. The clinic is
the present-day substitute for the physiology lectures and lessons that
failed to teach the former generation of school children.

The question of permanent connection with the school irganiza-
t ion enters into another interesting hygienic movement, thatlif school
feeding. The free breakfast and lunch, in the open -air schools,
or the penny luncheon," elesewhere in the school system, is usually
justified by its advocates- on one or all of the following grounds:
(1) Humanitarianthe children need it; one-tenth of the school
children suffer from malnutrition; (2) public policythe pupils do
better work when better fed; (3) medicaldiet is the'first essential

. in treatment in the open -air schools; (4) economic-,--the children get
more for their money in the school lunchroom than on the street;
(1) educatiOnalthe children learn valuable lessons in nutritive
values.

The first reason, though humanitarian rather than pedagogical,
may, in some cases be imperative; but the problem goes deeper than
the school, and the school ought. not to have to solve it. That all
the pupils, anemic and well-fed alike, do better work when better
fed is again a fact outside of the permanent business of education,
though the school may be forced by circumstances to take cognizance
of it and make temporary amends for society's neglect of its children.
In the open-air schools, school feeding as a purely medical measure,
applied without reference to the question of the school's special duty

s") in the matter, should be safely beyond criticism. That the-children,*
get more for their money in the school lunch room.than outside is
a doubtful ergtunent, unless the " more" is clearly understood to
mean more in nutrition flues; and even in that case it represents a

I combination of charity and business that is dangerous for argument.
There is, however, very real validity to the claim made for school
lunches as. instruction in nutrition;. school men, 411

.
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doctors believe that this one point, namely, the teaching of proper
.diet through school lunches, is of sufficient importance to outweigh
all objections that may be raised.

, Psychological clinics and the movement for mental classification
'which they represent formed an important topic at the Buffalo
meeting: The progress already made in separating exceptional chil-
dren in the public schools by means of formal tests and clinical
observations is merely an indication of what may be expected when
child classification becomes more generally adopted. In view of
the fact that the psychological clinic is deliberately scientific in its
aims' and lacks largely the element of popular appeal inherent in
school. feeding and dental clinics, for example, the developfnent of
the idea has been remarkable. The possibilities of the psychological

-clinic appeal to the teacher who sees before her every day the problem
of the child who is different; to the parent who genuinely desires his
handicapped child to have a better chance; and also to the school-
efficiency expert, who feels that the quality of the total product of
education depends in large measure upon the scientific ascertaining
of the individual needs of each child.

As to formal instruction in hygiene, less was heard of it at Buffalo
than at any meeting since health teaching became a recognized func-
tion of the schools. The emphasis was, on doing the thing rather
than on any lesson about it.. It was felt that. children will learn the
principles of good health far better by working under sanitary con-
ditions in a sanitary sehoolhouse than by reading about hygiene.
- Externally the Buffalo congress presented many interesting points.

It was the first time the congress had met in the United States, and
despite the bolding of the fifteenth congress of hygiene and demog-
raphy in this country less than a year before, the foreign attendance
was all that could be desired. Prof. Leo Bfirgerstein, of Vienna. was
among the distinguished European visitors. Several foreign nations
were represented in the scientific exhibit, notably Sweden with pi
most attractive and instructive booth, in which a bust of Per Ling,
father of Swedish gvmnaitics, occupied the place of honor. Latin-
America was particularly well represented at the congress. Twe
Cuban delegates presented an interesting piece of work in a "health
primer" to be used as first reading in the elementary schools. Mexico
had -a highly creditable exhibit, showing especially the history and
results of medical inspection in that country. Uruguay's splendid
exhibit unfortunately arrived too late for installation, but her dele-
gates took an active part in the deliberations of the congress.
Largely in deference to the Latin-Ameridan representativs, Spanish
was added to ,the list of official languages.

The brief-summaries of current contributions to the literature of
schoolool hygiene, prepared by 1)r. Fletcher B. Dressler and :mod 20
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'an exhibit of the Bureau of Education, formed a new feature that
was deemed worthy of a permanent plaCe in subsequent congresses.
While they were by no means intended as a complete survey of the
field, the thousand or more summaries prepared did cover a very
wide range of school hygiene topics and were particularly valuable
for the international view they afforded of the school hygiene move-
ment.

More than usual credit attaches to the citizens of Buffalo for the
success oftthe congress: They not only financed the big meeting in
the face of difficulties rarely encountered, but they manned the
various congress and exhibit committees with able men and women
who served only for the honor of it. The city doubtless felt amply
repaid not only by. the cordial acceptance of its hospitality, but by a
definite sense of the assistance rendered to school hygiene work in
Buffalo. It is easy t ) overlook this one real benefit derived from
educational meetings the renewed strength anti encouragement they
give to the community which entertains them. This quickening of
the civic pulse was distinctly noted in Buffalo as a result of the
school hygiene congress.

Before adjournment the congress voted to convene again in Brus-
sels, Belgium, in 1915. That the three-year interval hitherto pre-
wailing is to be reduced to two years is in itself a tribute to the grow-
ing importance of the school hygiene movement and the wider public
appeal it is now making. Americans have a right to be proud of the
work Dr. Thomas A. Storey and his associates have done at this im-
portant epoch in the school hygiene movement.

In Part II, which follows, selected papers from the congress are
presented in abridged form. In a majority of instances they are
hardly more than abstracts; for the full text of all the papers the
reader is referred to the Proceedings of the Congress. In Part II
the purpose has been mainly to show the trend of current opinion by
a few more or less .representative articles. In Part III, on the other
hand, concrete data and results shown- in the scientific exhibit are
given. The idea has been to 'select, here and there, for grouping
under convenient topics whatoseeined to be the significant actual at-
taiiunents in the progress of school hygiene. .



PART II.SELECTIONS FROM PAPERS PRESENTED.

, I. GENERAL DISCUSSIONS.

A. SCHOOL HYGIENE AND CHILD LIFE.

Sir JAlid Ed GRANT, CI

Few 5nbjects are calling f6rth wider or more diversified attention
at present than hygiene, which films to make growth more perfect,
decay less rapid, and death more remote. It treats of the laws of
health in the widest acceptation of the term, and includes a knowl-
edge of the causes of ill health and disease generally, as well as pre-..
vention, together with the necessary means of preserving health by
strengthening and fortifying the whole system.

Two exceedingl important problems are before tr;: The considera-
tion of the child of side the school and the consideration of it in the
process of educatioi within the school. To accomplish a good and
lasting work, cure a .inspection of a coming generation should
include child life at home and in the school. The home stands first
in importance, us the fundamental center of society. Two exceed-

. ingly interesting and attractive duties of parents originate and must
be carried out in the homefirst as to the child's food and second as
to its education. The home, whether in country or city, is unlike in
these particulars. All social movements relating to the welfare of our
people are rooted in the home, which absorbs all socializing agencies
closely connected with the lives of our children.

The, food of the school child is second only in importance to that
of the infant, and here rests greatly the home responsibility of moth-
ers as to the future of the child at school age: Modern school life is

. exciting, and food should be such as to quiet and sootheplain,
simple, and ntitritions, easily dig6ted and assimilated. Practical
instruction to wothersson child diet would serve a good purpose and
save many valuable lives. The necessity of a thorough knowledge of
the diet of school children is gradually gaining ground,,*and school,
authorities are moving more actively in that direction. Tiny brains,
phosphorescent and scintillating at every movement, can not be too
carefully nourished in the formative process of mental development.

_Nervous. troubIeSaand imperfect digestive conditions are closely
:associated. e, A,
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Next in importance to physical development of the child in our
schools is the acquirements of knowledge. Mental hygiene and
physical hygiene are inseparably associated in the essential balance
of mind and body. The educational system of the present day is
gradually _becoming more cumbersome and complicated, and forms
a serious test of strength to young brains in the plastic stage. The
mental and physical well-being of youth should advance equally,
and one of the most difficult and,trying problems is how to build the
best brains out of the material at our disposal. Educated evolution
is closely associated with the development of mental power. Each
brain, like each blade of grass, is single in character and power, and
must be studied on its-merits to fit it for the varied duties of life.
The drawing-out process of education must be conducted with a
thorough. knowledge of the sci titic principles involved to build
the best brains of the n el.' at our disposal.

The pliant character o youthful brain tissue in the formative
process of thought can not be too carefully guarded. An expert of
the highest, character, thoroughly informed in physiological and
psychological principles. shald be at the educational helm to guard
life and intellectual endowment. How true is the sentiment of Hux-
ley: "Freshness and vigor of youth must be maintained in mind
as well as body."

Careful school inspection is fortunately becoming generally
adopted. Ten years ago there was only one medical inspector of a
school board school in the whole of Scotland; at present there/ ture--
not fewer than 105 such scientific experts, and in England and Wales
fully 433 inspectors.. In Europe. Canada, and the United States
this progressive idea is very generally adopted. In Edinburgh an
impression is gaining ground that physical culture comes before the
humanities, and hygiene is reckoned .of greater importance than
higher mathematics. Simple atd inexpensive school buildings are
now advocated in preference to palatial costly stone buildings. Well
heated, well lighted, and perfectly ventilated, they will serve every
purpose as satisfactorily as the more expensive structures, and they
eau be razed to the ground should necessity demand.

B. THE STATE'S DUTY IN HEALTH SUPERVISION.

EUGENE H. PORTER, M. D.,

Comtoksioncr of Health, Yew York Male.

The State of New York, with nearly ten milhot of people, spends
many tithes more in looking after the health of its Rule than it does
.for the health of its citizens. In 1909 the health dapsrtment-,had
$140,909, which was less than one -half of 1 per t tof the total

now
. .
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expense of the State government. At. the same time the amotint
spent for the protection of game, fish, and forests was $568,595.

We are all familiar with the waste of human life that goes on in
our country day by day and year' by year. Some of us know that
much of this sickness and death' is absolutely preventable. We are
aware that just now we do not need to know more regarding the
prevention of disease, but we do need to apply immediately and
without further delay the knowledge that we now possess.

Increasing knowledge has shown the futility of much of the mis-
directed philanthropy of to-day. If a child is threatened with illit-
eracy, millions of dollars'are Nrthcorning for its education, but the
child that is threatened with preventable disease is toll: Just now
nothing can be done: wait until disease has attacker you and you
are helpless. Then there is a hospital provided for you and you
will be taken there, and an attempt will be made to save your life."
What we need to emphasize constantly is that it is not the curing
of disease that is important, but the prevention of disease. Where
one life may be saved by appropriate treatment a thousand lives may
be saved by timely preventive measures.

I believe thoroughly that it is the duty of health authorities to
compel all citizens under their jurisdiction to cultivate habits of
health, and to punish all who persistently refuse to acquire those
habits, so far as the evils of neglect are in any sense a danger and a
menace to the community. One of the unlimited educational possi-
bilities of health boards consists in their privilege to point out
repeatedly and. cumulatively the industrial and community benefits
which result from habits of health, and the industrial and com-
munity losses which result from habits of unhealthy living.

C. SOME HEALTH NEEDS OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

Josion Us, Boston.

To the growing child, as to everybody else, a vigorous mental life
is the greatest source of health. A good teacher is, 'accordingly, a
first item in sound school hygiene. But in order that a good teacher
may .really reach the child, she must be given in sufficiently large,
doses; that is, not divided up among too many children. When we
learn to care seriously about our children's health and education, we
shalLhalve the size- of classes in our elementary schools. To do so
will increase the cost 80 per cent, but .the child 's lives and health
are worth it. .

Further, to free the _cher's time, We must ha special classes; a
'class not only:Er ,the blind,. the deaf, the t bercular, But for

children requirink special treatments including& spetinly.hright
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pupils to whom the regular grades act as an intellectual hobble.skirt+
spoiling their natural gait perhaps for life. These special classes
are good for the pupils requiring special treatment, but their greatest
benefit is in releasing the teacher's time for the benefit of the normal

. .pupils.
We must have summer schools, because children grow in summer as

well as in winter, and should have their mental diet supplied tyll the
year round. The diet must of course be the right one and fitted 'to the
season of the rear. The three lower grades should have- their after-

... noons outdoors, not in the schoolroom, part that they may be free
from the demoralizing influence of heavy pressure work, even more
that the teacher may have time in the afternoons t6 take them, two
or three at a time, and find out what they really-need.

We must ok at the home, not as a boarding house, but chiefly for
its -spirits I contribution to health. When by promiscuous school
feeding NN break down the responsibility of the home, we have in-
jured the child even in his physical health more than all we can do
for him otild ever atone.

Finally, school hygiene is race hygiene. Childhood is the time for
effectiie treatment of physical defects, and the school is the one place
where every individual can be reached.

D. SOME IMPORTANT FACTORS PREVENTING NORMAL GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN SCHOOL LIFE.

D. P. NIA.c11111.tmq,
Director o' child study le the public schlois, Chicago, III.

There are many children Who are hygienically handicapped from
the beginnirig of life. First, the chain of heritage is weakened in
some links, and, of course, this goes back to unhygienic conditions
and influences. Parents for many generations back have not known
the first. principles of right living, in which, though few have been
willfully perverse, many were innocently ignorant. Children come
into the world 'ith incipient nervouS disorders, which environmental
factors earl ransform into overstimulated or understimulated nerv-
ous cyst s. Again, diseases in early years are found to be associ-
ated the child's life with unity enic states, Right livinohrough

r surroundings and' teachi , *4 ultimately make tile so-called
inevitailiihildren's diseases" a mere after of curious history in

child hygint. Further, amon these must be classed accidents to the
child's health and pertlan, al ough indeed one advantage is often

.

apparent in that very requsntly these at once arrest the attention
of . parents and guardians to at least remediable and recoverable''
cues. Any discussion must take into account the desirability. of
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considering cleanliness of family life, adequate and appl'opriate
clothing for till kinds of activities, as well as purity or impurity of
the air breathed in cramped and darkened, hothe quarter~; hilt above
all we must begin with diet, rest periods, and educative muscular
activity.

Most potent, because it is the most vital,ionstant, and controllable
factor during the periods of infancy and childhood, is the dietary of
the child. The food provided may not be sufficient, and this reaches
out to social economics; if may not be properly balanced and adapted
to growth needs in general or in particular to the needs of the indi-
vidual child's system; it may be irregularly partaken, and this is
dependent to a large degree upon the habits ofthe home; it may be
poorly selected food, cheap, old, decayed, and is very frequently
unhgienically cooked. Finally, as so often occurs, the children
are not educated to eat properly.

Next to, improper food in till its parts as a deterrent of normal
growth must he recorded the: factor of irregular, inadequate, or dis-
turbed sleep. According to our experience, this does not apply to
the poor and needy or the lower section, financially considered, of the
fairly comfortable social strata of a metropolitan school population, '
'as frequently as to the children of the comfortable and well to do.
With latter not infrequently
excessive indulgence through the day cause nervous exhaustions,.the
injurious effects of which continue to show themselves well along hit°
the adolescent period, and are often wrongly blamed on the school
regime. All this indicates the4ecessity for popular education to
reach back into the early and is home life of .children, not only
indirectly, but directly in some positive ways.

Further. the clean, well-clothed, and properly fed yining genera-
tion, provided with fresh air and adequate sleep, is still poorly fur-
nished for a life of efficiency if the remaining vital factor affecting
normal development is not assurednamely, educative muscular ac-
tivity. Educators are just awakening to:Abe vital :significance of
this for our present generation its a hygienic consideration of primal
importance, -and every physical and mental, test and measurement

- bears out the suspicion of our first inspections and observations. Free
and directed plays and games and ordered regular exerc* in munici-
pal playgrounds, social centers, and school yards, merkly point the
need and the way to begin early and adequately to 4ound' out the

H' physical and mental hydene of thc....ohild in educaiive muscular
activity.

These factors, which operate as handicaps to normal development
in infaney,and early childhood, continue their prejudi jai influence
With ctunulative poiver iv/ school life, and our attention most often
Called to:Iheir.after-offects, such as. phyOical asorderst hricaf de

-
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fects and their correlates, mental dullness, incorrigibility, and -even
juvenile crime. All departures from normal of this character are
merely symptoms of these underlying. conditions of hygienic living
which are outraged. neglected, or inadequately provided for..

Defective eyesight and hearing, difficulties in breathing, hyper*
trophied tonsils and adenoid tissue, decayed' and painful teeth, all
noncommunicable defects and contagious diseases of every sort have
come to be considered as preventives or deterrents to normal growth
and development of school children. Defects of ate senses of, sight
and hearing, to which 'appeal is largely made in schoolroom activi-
ties. are considered by sonic te- be Ate primary causes of delay or
derangement of normal development, and it must be admitted that..
they delimit the number and -quality of sense impressions as well as
contribute to the formation of injurious habits in schoolroom arts,
especially in younger children. but they are by no means such potent
deterrents as the deeper lying derangements, which we may group
somewhat roughly as nervous exhaustion* and constitutional disorders..
In looking over the records of the first 7.200 cases of exceptiona.ls that
readily came to hand in our files, it was found that nnly 8 percent are --

schoolroom problems because of defective Vision, and a little over .0
,per cent of the total numbet:require either special care or training be-
cause of defective hearing. whereas over 40 per cent of the total num-
ber are nervously depleted, ill-nourished, weakened in power of
resistance. uneducated in the fundamental bodily activities of-their
years, apathetic in voluntary initiative, and lacking in bodily control.

As education has begun once more to come into her own by includ-
ing, bodily features, and all that belong thereto, so hygiene, or the

.sciince of well-being, must always) be thought of in terms.of the mind
as well as of the body. And as we ascend in -the scale of human values
and cultural sensitivity, hygienic education demands the exclusion of
all morbidities, self-consciouSness, false motives, fears, envies, angers,
'all emotional neuroses, all disordered attentional habits, ail deranged
waiociational processes, every clogged or explosive act of will and'.
inconsistency in thinkingetnt il. the best functioning of mind as well
as body is the,common attainment of our children.

E. NOTES ON THE HEALTH OF SOH OL CHILDREN.

ADousnr KNOPF, IL I)
Ne oaturadnale Medical School a 4 Haopital.

The site for a. chool' "ding sh be on tented " .und, and
as Jai as possible moved traffic, dust, a d noise. I build-
ing should be san taryl w ed, and attra ive 'outside well
as inside.
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The janitor of a public, parochial, or private school should be a
practical sanitarian. 'Daily cleansing r. disinfection, when neeas-
sary;of classrooms should be obligatory. (

The toilet and washing facilities fur children should be..sani-
tardy perfect.

The rural school should not be less sanitary, less well equipped,
nor less well managed than the public schools of a city.

The more open-air schools we-can have, the more outdoor instruc-
tion in kindergarten, 'Public schools, and colleges, the greater will be
the physical vigor and strength of the pupils.

If we wish, effectually to prevent and stamp out tuberculosis in
children, the open-air school must become. the rule, the indoor class-
room the exception.

If there is not ample room for playgrounds and separate open-
air classes, the schoolhouse should have a garden, playground,..rec-
reation room, and some open-air classes on the roof.

Let us send the child to the open -air, or fresh-air, school before
tonsils- or adenoids am enlarged as a result of verwork indoors

and fighting off dust and ilifection.
If the indoor classroom must be used, the to iture and mois-

ture should be properly regulated with the aid of the thermometer
and the hygrometer, and the air kept in motion with the aid of a
fan. These three devices should be as essential to the equipment
of an indoor classroom as is the blackboard.

Tracheal breathing exercises, judiciously taught, should form a
part of the daily curfyulum.

Outdoor singing, outdoor recitation, botanical and geological ex-
cursions, practical lessons in horticulture or in farming. should be
introduced as often as the curriculum will permit.

Inculcate the love for open-air life into the child at school and
it will become 'a fresh-air apostle at home.

So long as we permit child labor in factory, workshop, cannery,
.field, mine, or home, so long shall we have physically, entally, and
morally defective citizens. .

The well-known methods of daily medical inspection of all school
children to exclud?those afflicted with acute or chronic infectious,
general or local diseases, should by supplemented by a thorough
physical and mental examination of every pupil by tle school phy-
sician on admission, and annual or semiannual reexaminations for
tuberculosis, heart disease, insidious nervous afflictions, etc. `A care-
ful record of the physical and mental condition of the child should
be kept and the result of each physical Enid mental 'examination re-
curded. Teachers and all school elOoyees who come.in close contact
with the children sbOuld likewise be examined on admissiOn and -
;imbmit toOriodicatoextlininatiOns.
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The tuberculous or predisposed; the mentally defective, delinquent,
or backward children should have separate schools, or at least be
placed in separate classes.

A goodly number of the seemingly delinquent, defective, and back-
ward children pe of syphilitic origin, and before classing them per-
manently with the defectives a Wassermann test .should be applied,
and if po,sitive, antisyphilitic treatment should be inaugurated.

The hopelessly feeble-minded and defective child- should be ren-
dered sterile' before puberty:

Health lessons and simple instructions in the prevention of dis-
,ease, such as tuberculosis for exaniple,, can easily be imparted to
even the youngest child.

"hussois in mental alertness, in what to do in hours of danger,
such lei the event of fire in school or at home, or a panic from what-
ever cause, and instruction in first aid to the fhjured, are to my
mind las -eSsential as ay health lessons. .

In case of epideNies Cf diphtheria preventive injections of anti-
toxin should be 'given to all children exposed. When parents object
to this procedure, their children should be excluded from sehooLqntil
the epidemic has ceased.

In .case of typhoid epidemics antityphoid vaccination should be,
used.

Every large community should Have a special outdoor or fresh -air
classroom for children afflicted with whooping cough.

While all hindrances .to the proper physical and mental develops
ment of the pupil should beaemedied, such as adenoids and enlarged'
tonsils, polypi, or a deviated septum, .defective eyesight, hearing,
or defective teeth, orthddental treabillent . for the correction of
irregular teeth.siwuld not be neglected. The same should hold good

the treatmed of any remediable unesthetic appearance in the

The school curriculum should be so arranged that the mental strain
shall not-react unfavorably 'on the physical and moral constitution
of the child.

Sanitary fountains furnishinggiod, cool water should form part.
of the equipmmt of every school, and the Oinking of plenty of such
water should be encouraged. .

\o .public school should be considered well equipped without its
swimming tank of running water; no curriculuip- complete without

i ,swimming lessens.
Gymnastics, calisthenics, esthetic and graceful dances, and ra-

tional athletics should. be taught to the boys and girls at school.
These exercises will begtefiCthe child's physique. and -give it a healthy
and happy- frame of woe
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No lesson in public schoolshould be longer than three-quarters
of an hour.

The teacher should know the value of Mental hygiene and realize
that-there is as great danger-in teaching too much as in teaching too
little.

The trained psychologist should be one of the most important
additions to any modern school. His help will be of inestimable
value to teachers, parents, and pupils.

Lessons in embryology and biology, leading to the explanation of
sex relation and eugenics, should be given according to the age and
understanding of the pupils. and in the higher grades preferably by
teachers of the same Sex 'as the pupils.

IL MEDICAL INSPECTION.

A. A WOFtICING PLAN FOR SECURING MEDICAL INSPECTION.

ALFRED B. MORRILL, Wuilingford, coml.

The problem of securing adequate hygienic conditions in our schools
is one of educating the public. This is pakicularly true of the
financial aspect of the problem. In all communities where Money
must be toted., a campaign of education, not only upon the social
and moral aspects of the subject, but upon the financial side as well,
must be inaugurated. It must be shown- that physical ill health
costs money that can be saverty adequate medical inspection. It
'must be shown by tables of promotion rates, such as Dr. Ayresrhas
. worked out, for example,,,,..tliat retax,ded children mean added expense
to the school hystewitat medical inspection, by lessening the number
of preventable retarded cases and bettering the promotion rate, will
produce an actual saving in terms of dollars, teachers, school,_ plant,
equipment, and 'children's time. .

.

Medical inspection, therefore, becomes a business proposition. In
a typical community with 250 children, for instance, a savin in
the promotion rite of 10 per cent, if the children complete th ght
grades on time; will be 175years of schooling, representing an-
nualoving of $5,250 at the rate of $80 per child per year. The
school plant needed for the accommodation of the children would be
decreased $17,500. .

iobs;.. ."1-lere are some facts as to the need of medical inspection and
what has been accompliShed when sdequate 'medical inipection has
teen. stabIished :

- ? iaine T...'ie. The money edit of rakition reruns itie. Waft rathig through ittiek1114
qai. .,40, Ask isa.,,Tonr.,=44"., Mg. - A1o4t The - eft of promotion retire. on wheely 'a i dat...11001k Soli ?tiir -sta. - 1." , ,

.- .
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1. In contagious diseases. It can be shown that in Plae4s where
thorough 'system of medical inspection:has been estaVished, the

number of,cases of diphtheria has fallen of two-thirds, and scarlet
fever five-sixths.

2.411, noncontagious diseases. Medical inspection eliminates a
large proportion of the physical defects That have Wen proVed to
retard ad.vancement through the grades. The fact to be made clear
is that failures of promotion are a large and positive force in in
creasing the .cost of our schools, and that medical inspection will
reduce the number of these failures; in other words, medical inspec-
tion has a direct bearing upon the reduction of schoohexpgnse. The
initial cost is more than saved from the lowest standpoint of dollars
and cents.

Too great emphasis can not be given to the value of a piiblic pre-
sentation of the needs and benefits of medical inspection, in written
reports or otherwise, before asking money for adequately doing the
work. A discussion of the financial aspect of the case appeals to
the practical men usually composing the councils which fix the
budgets or the communities which decide upon items of expenditure.
A plan should be presented, giving an estimate of cost.

Those striving for the introduction of medical inspection should
always present a well-thought-out plan. The following Ps sug,
gested: (a) A daily inspection for contagious diseases; (b) n
annual physical examination of each child4; .(c) a system of folio
ing up the parents to see that the children have the proper treat-
ment ; (d) team work in claperation of 'teachers, janitors, principal,
and superintendent, with the physical director. school nurse. andIe.

medical inspeetoOin the various phases of school hygiene.
This work should be done by: (1) The rooin teachers, -who make

.the vision and hearing tests, and can be taught to select children to
be referred to the inspector' on his daily. rounds. These include:
Childfen suspected of illness; children returning after unexpected

' absence; and those returning after ht0-ing been excluded. (2) Medi-
.cal inspectors acting under the general ,direction' of the .superin-
. tendent of schools or of the director of school hygiene, (a)' calling at
each sciapol as near the opening of the morning session as, poSsible
for the purpose of examining cases referred to them by teachers;
(b) once e year examining each pupil and recording the facts on to
card for future reference. This could be done at any time in the
day, and *mid take 10 to 15 minutes for-each pupil..

Such an\ exanlinatign is fruitless without a system of records and
.:the machinery for following up the cases needing attention. The

inspector a ould diagnose cases, not treat them. The parents must .



provide the treatment. Experience has shown that some parents
will heed printed notices, but that many require a personal explana-
tion, and that some need to be shown how.

This has led to the introduction of the most indispensable factor,
namely, the school nurse: The doctor visits for a few minutes,
whereas the nurse devotes her entire time to the work. She is the
most important feature of the whole plan. Her duties are briefly
these: To aid and advise the teacher in her work and to act in.
emergency eases until the doctor arrives; to follow up children ex-
cluded on account of minor contagious diseases, such as scabies,
impetigo, pediculosis. and ringworm; to visit the home and confer
with the parent. either showing her how to treat the case or influ-
encing her to put the child under the care of a physician.

The nurse is the most efficient link betWeen the home and the
school.' Her work is immensely important in its direct results and
very far-reaching in its indirect influences.

B. MEDICAL INSPECTION IN ROCHESTER.

GEORGE W. GOLER, M. D.,
Health Officer, Rochester, N. Y.

In. Rochester we have 12 medical school inspectors, 11 men and
I woman, working under the direction of the Health Bureau, for the
physical inspection of 19,381 school children in 36 public schools, an
average of 1,61 pupils to each medical inspector. Each inspector
is assigned to a district in which he not only has school inspection
work, including the vaccination of all unvaccinated children, but
also the care of the sick poor, and the insane examinations in his
district' He is assigned to from 2 to 4 schools, according to.the
amount of the additional work in the district.,«the size of the school,
and' the number of pupils. In 1912 the work of each medical in-
spector averaged as follows: Vaccinations, 450; visits to sick poor,
200; office calls to sick poor, 100; maternity cases, 2; insane examine-
Liens, 40.

medical inspector is also called upon to make a weekly sani-
tary survey of the school, covering heats lighting!.ventilating, and
cleanliness; to make a.physical inspection of each child during every
school year, anal to record his findings on a card, so arranged as to
'fellow up the child from grade to grade, and to present a written
statement on one card of the physical condition of the child during
its*,entire schoollife. 40!
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C. MEDICAL INSPECTION IN CITIES OF 100,000 OR LESS.

CLINTON r. McCaw), M. I)..
Chief illiC01 Inspector of 801L0018, Anent:, N. Y.

Medical inspection in our public schools is but the opening wedge
for the broader idea of health direction. The term "health director"
more accurately designates the functions of the officer who is to play
a part, constantly increasing in importance, in our educational sys-
tems.

Cities of 100,000 population or less offer the -fields where the work
of health direction can be systematized in the most ideal fashion.
These are the cities that in greatest numbers will introduce medical
inspection in the next few years, and as the scope of the work broad-
ens. the .$)..tem may well be expanded toward the ideal plan of health
direction, the beginnings of which we have in Albany.

The health director should be a " full-time," specially trained
physician, and should have under his direction a " full-time" medical
examiner to direct his energy toward the medical inspection phase of
the system, and a corps of school nurses.

The system should he under the board of education, and sufficient
appropriation should be made, to administer the work in a dignified
and scientific manner. The:privileges of the family physician must
not be disturbed.~ With the awakening of the general practitioner
to his sponsibilities will come an increased cooperation with the
health rector hich is bound to advance the standard of health
among chi I of school age. and.also may suggest methods of health
supervision of children prior to the htgiuning o school life.

There exist in the public schools five chief 11 sways to health:
Medical inspection,.school hygiene, personal hygien , physical train-
ing, welfare work. Health direction must take cool nee of theni all.

The health director should be the officer to keep the physical needs
of the child before the public and the educational authorities. He

should act as expert to the board of education. on questions of school
hygiene and to the superintendent of schools upon niedico-pedugog-
ical problems. He should pass upon the physical fitness of candidates
for the teaching force and should act as consultant to the director
of physical training, .director of school lunches, and supsirvisor
of special classes. His office should be made the clearinehouse
for "special castatl4kildren, where a properly equipped child -study
laboratory and a person skilled in the use of psychological tests may
aid in properly classifying these children, after which they may be
assigned4o the proper schoolaopen-iir schools, open-window claw
rooms, or schools for the mentally deficient. .-
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D. MEDICAL INSPECTION "IN MASSACHUSETTS-CORRELATION OF
WORK OF SCHOOL PHYSICIANS AND LOCAL AND STATE HEALTH
OFFICERS.

W. C. HANSON, M. I).,
Asitstant Secretary, Massachusetts State Board of Reath.

In a Massachusetts town with a population of about 10,000 inhabit-
ants, including a school population of about 2,000, two physicians are
employed by the school committee as medical inspectors, at a salary
of $150 per year. To supplement the work of the physicians a school
nurse is employed at a salary of $800. Although physicians and
nurse are alike responsible to the school committee, they conduct their
work in such manner'as they deem *proper, without any guidance or
instructions from the committee. There is, then, no supervision of
the work on the part of the school committee.' Moreover, neither the
'physicians nor the nurses are familiar with the work of the local
health officials.

The school physician's business is to exclude from the school pupils
found to be physically or mentally unfit for work, and those known
to have any communicable disease; the local health official's business
is to discover the source of infection of any and all cases of communi-
cable disease in the community, within or without the school, and to
do all within his power t revent the spread of infection.

The school physician, so ar as he is influenced at all, follows the
idea of the school superintens nt of carrying out the original course
of work that was planned at t e beginning of the school year, and
does everything that he can to pre -ebt the school's being closed. The
Neal. health officer, on the other han , when there is a case of scarlet
fever diphtheria, acting either wit or without the advice of the
school\ physician, closes the school throe the power of the board of
health to establish quarantine, and often u wisely and unnecessarily
causesan interruption of the school curriculum.

.Suppose, instead of the school physicians and nurses being in the
employ of the'school committees and having'no official dealings with
the board of health, the school and health inspection work is entirely
in the hands of the local board of health, what then happens?

In a Massachusetts city with a population of about 104,000, in-
cluding a school population of about 18,000, there are six school ph

in the employ of the board of health. Tvvo nurses are also
employed by the board to follow into the homes many of the children
With defects or diseases discovered by the physic' Each physi-
cian igid nurse dbes. practically as.he or she pleases, a the 'school -.
houses and the tomes of the pupils, and submits -his or er report at
irregular intervals to the board of health. The 'board as issued no
printed or written instructions for the guidance of eit ph = icians
or nurses.; ne physician, for example, may and does e a great

1,,
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deal of interest'in his work, the interest carrying him along in it,
even for the small salary of $200 per year, so that he does for the city
far more than he is paid for doing; whereas anothev physician does
his work in an irregular fashion, taking little interest in it, partly
because of the small salary, and submitting his reports only when
requested, if at all.

But there is one saving thing about the work as conducted in this
cityeach school physician must report at once to the board of
health every case of communicable disease in the school and in the
community wherein the school is located, for he acts not only as
school physician-but as agent to the board of health. He has, how-
ever, no idea of correlating the schpol and health work any more than
has the board which employs him.

From what has been said, therefore. it will he inferred that whether
the school inspection work is conijted by persons in the employ of
the local school committee or the board of health it is not super-
vised in the great majority of the cities and towns in the Common-

This is a fact.
What is the reason for this lack of definite supervision of the work

of school physicians? The answer is, it would seem, the same as
applies to all health work : Lack of sufficient interest and apprecia-
tion on the part of the public as to the benefits that come from work
of this sort if well done, andronsequently lack of money to stand-
ardize and putthe work on a practical basis.

Fundamentally it makes little difference whether school or health
officials control 'the 'medical inspection of school children. The first
essential is a thorough and well-supervised system of school health
work on the part of whichever board the local community in question
sees fit to appoint. The second essential is a practical correlation of

. the school and community health work. What is preeminently needed
in Massachusetts to-day is the bringing together of the local commu-
nities inssuch a way as to make it impossible for ark aingle community
not to know what constitutes, in a place nits size and characteristics,
the best practical soli of school inspection work.

.Massachusetts is particularly fortunate in having associated with
the State board. of health physicians whose chief business it is to
assist the local health authorities and to instruct and inform them, ii
necessary, on matters relating to the prevention of disease. They
are, from the nature of it position, their-training, and experience,
competent to do just thatlert of thing whiCh results in 'bringing
together the health authorrties of neighboring communities. That
was lily the Commonwealth.- wanted their Services. Having no
autocratic powers over the local authoritks, and standing as they do
between the municipalities of.3fassachuietkts and the health autherin
Ow, at the statehouse, they accomplish to -flay mucll.ia.the way of

,-; A .
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preventing disease that can not be definitely stated by the words of
any written statute.

Into thethe hands of these men, therefore, whose duties already take
them to the cities and the towns, could be put the supervision of the
medical school inspection of the State. Just as now they advise with
the health officers and boards, investigate conditions and make recom-
mendatimis, so they could advise with the school physicians, observe
their methods and results, nd by bringing to them definite expe-
riences of similar communities with similar problems, incite that in-
stinctive desire for high standards which comes so much more surely
and vigorously by education than by legislation.

State advisory supervisipn of school and community health work
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is in the interest of economy,
and is both logical and practical. It will insure local supervision of
the medical inspection of schools, regardless of whether that work
is controlled by the school committee or the board of health. It will .
gradually lead to a high and uniform standard of examination of
the pupils throughout the Commonwealth ; it will preserve local inter-
est and initiative in all health work ; it will permit local officials of
the school and health boards to have such information in common
as each needs, without duplication of work, and it will bring the
State educational and health authorities that
demands combined action in the interest of the pu'Aic welfare.if

III. HYGIENE OF THE SCHOOL BUILDING.

A. THE HYGIENIC CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOLHOUSES FROM AN
ARCHITECT'S STANDPOINT.

It, W. H. KILHAM, Boston.

So much advance has been made in the general matter of the
hygienic construction of schoolhouses that it seems as if the last
'ford must have been said as far as the architects ate concerned.
No longer is schoolroom air rebreathed by 50 pairs of lungs; the
common drinking cup has been replaced by the bubbling stream;
dust, once the bugbear of janitors, has fled before the combination of
rounded corners and vacuum cleaner; the schoolroom is sunny, well

. lighted, warmed to a uniform temperature, and, in fact, almost
sterilized by the various devices calculated to conserve the health of
teachers and mils. The city schoolhouse of to-day, compared -with
that of 30 years ago, seems toile almost a perfect structure.

But there is another' side. This germ proof, dustless building is
also a very costly one City after city passes large appropriations
to provide the;`thost.mckltrn schoolhouse that can be built." With
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their complicated equipment, the construction of these buildings
brings a formidable load on the helpless taxpayer. How . many of
the requirements of these buildings are fads, and how many are in
the class of :things really worth while V

About the most important single item of schoolhou, expense, both
-in construction and maintenance, is that of heating and ventilation.
The laws of Massachusetts and many otherlStates pros de that no
new schoolhouse shall be occupied until after the installation of ap-
paratus capable of delivering eat least 30 cubic feet of warmed out-
side air per minute to each occupant. In a large building this can
only be satisfactorily accomplished by providing a ponderous ar-
rangement of boilers, fans, ducts, and uptakes which suck into the
building the vivifying air fromout of doors, draw it through and
over steam coils which rob it not only of every particle of moisture,
but also of whatever freshness it ever possessed, then, sometimet
after attempting to restore the moisture by a "humidifier" or "air
washer," deliver it cooked, devitalized, and sterile to the children,
who take it as a substitute for the winds of 'heaven. This sort of

,.. air is the present supply for not only schoolrooms and assembly
halls, but even of gymnasiums. The successful working of a
" plenum system " as above described depends absolutely on the out-
side windows being kept closed, as otherwise the air would forsake
itsprescribed path in each room from the inlet register via 40 pairs
of lungs to the outlet and immediately find an exit by the nearest
opening.

In my young days I attended a public school which had been built
in the year 1874 and was regarded as a model of all t.ti a school-
house ought to be. but the of, ventilation had at iat time not
been seriously considered by architects. A hot-air register in the
floor, with a wooden ventilating duct about a foot square, was then
considered a very up -to -date arrangement. When the air of the
schoolroom in winter got to an impossible point, our progressive
'teacher would order a girl. to the piano, open all the windows, and
put us through a standing series of exercises done to lively music,
until refreshed and invigorated we sat down for another go at the
books. The pupils of this room had the cobwebs cleared out of their
brains by drafts of-real outside air, and there was no expense about
it. To-day a 20-room schoolbuilding of ordinary plan, costing, say,
$110,000, has to cover 900 more Eiquare feet and contain perhaps
40,000 more cubic feet, on account of apace devoted to vertical lines
of stacks'.' These stacks, built of brick or other fireproof, materials,
together with the horizontal ducts, cost perhaps $10,000. The cost
of the plenum system over direct heating apparatus in such a build-

i, ing^woUld be about $5,000. The extra consumption of coal might be
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variously estimated, but probably amounts to not less than 7a or 100
tons per yeitr.

Experiments with open-air classes have perhaps not yet demon-
strated that perfection has been attained, but the testimony in general
shows that pupils in these rooms make a great advance both mentally
and physically. It seems to me that much school work, especially of
the kind done in " study hours," could be profitably carried on in
rooms built with windows only on one side so as to eliminate drafts,
and made to open the entire size of the brick opening, and kept open,
the extreme cold in winter possibly being tempered by direct steam
coils. Recitations and blackboard work could be conducted in abso-
lutely open rooms oil the roof. made with glass sides to close when
The wind is too strong.

.

I am conscious that what I have sitirmay seem weak. reactionary,
and absurd to those familiar with the problems of school operation.
Under the prevailing laws indirect ventilation to the extent of 30
Cubic feet per minute per peon is obligatory, and probably rightly
so, for in working with open windows the personal element plays.

, perhaps too prominent a part and the' difficulty of supervisio4 be-
comes too great. But if it is possible to give the children invigorat-
Ing air and incidentally re(Ince thetnormous cost of schoolhouse con-
struction, I believe the matter is worthy of investigation, and the
gratitude of parents and taxpayers will rn nit the successful
investigator.

B. VENTILATION AND RECIRCULATION.

LUTHER H. Culm.K. New York. N. Y.

We are now able to account for the prevalent acute dissatisfaction
with vedtilatitp. For example, such men as Dr. John W. Brannan
and ,Dr. W. Gilman Thompson are saying that the more perfect
the system, the worse the results in the great New York hospitals
under their charge. We now see that the trouble does not rest pri-
marily eithcr with the ventilating apparatus nor with its operation.
The trouble is that we hygienists have set up false standards. We
have said: " Give. each pupil 1,800 cubic feet of outdoor unbreathed
air per hour." We now know that the important thing is neither the
quantity nor the history of the air, but its condition."' We have

'Striven for absolute evenness of temperature, althqiigh we know well
that variation in temperature is a necessary elenitnt Sin vasometer
stimulation. We have been extreme in our. .endeavors to avoid air
that has already been used.

. .

'Ile great change in our standards is.due to our discovery that the
'purpose of ventilation is,not at all what we had supposed:. The .air
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serves the body in two more or less Overlapping groups of ways-one:'
relates to the gaseous exchanges of the body. the other relates pri-
marily to heat control.

In order that the gas exchanges of the body should be perfectly
Aperformed..it is necessary that the air be pure, i. e.. practically in
those proportions usually found in nature.

On the other hand, the heat control of the body is influenced by
the condition of the atmosphere in which the body is immersed.
This is exceedingly variable, and the problem of ventilation is to
bring about the best conditions of air. In other words, ventilation
seeks to o:nt rot the conditions of the atmosphere in which the body ig
immersed. ro,her than to control its composition: because its compo-
sition is practically stable and needs no attention, while its condition
is exceedingly changeable as well as important.

The ideal ventilation for a school building consists in recirculating'
.and properly conditioning-its contained air: We have now arrived
at such a 'knowledge of ventilation that it is possible to have indoors
and practically all the time tlipse conditions which are found out of
doors only when nature is at her best. Man has at last accomplished
with reference to the air he breathes and in which he is enveloped
what he learned to do years ago with reference to the water he
drinks have it at its best all the time.

C. AIR WASHING AS A MEANS OF OBTAINING CLEAN AIR IN BUILDINGS.

Guom.vC. WoireLE and 31Et.vo.L.F. C. Wit teem 11sowstd Uulversity

Clean air in Motion and of proper temperature and humidity is
necessary to indoor-comfort. City air at the street level is dirty. At
higher levels it is cleaner. Air at the fifty-seventh story of the Wool-
worth:Building in New York was found to contain 27,000 particles of
dust per cubic foot as compared with nearly ten times as manylt the
street level. There was a similar decrease in the numbers of bacteria
and molds.

If dirty air is taken into a building through a badly located intake,
it nullifies the effect, of the ventilating system. Where it is impossi-
ble to secure a supply of clean air, the purification of the air supply
by wiishing is recommended. This process is like nature's process
of atmospheric cleansing by rain. Tests of air washers used in Bos-
ton showed thereto have an efficiency of about 75 per cent, but that
higher efficiencies 'are possible.

Experiments at the gymnasium of the'.Y. M. C. A. college in
Springfield. Mass.. showed the practicability of using air over and

-over, the air being washed and returned to the rooms. 'Such air woo:
und.tn be better than unwashed outside. air; but not quite. _
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as outside tir after washing. The advantage of recirculaticin lies
in the saving of heat, which at Springfield was found to be iiii.ward
of 40 per cent during winter weather. This lower cost of heating
makes it possible to circulate larger volumes of air and increase
indoor comfort. Air washing also removed bacteria, epithelial scales
derived from the skin, and odors.

D.. THE HYGIENE OF THE JANITOR.

11. SE RLEY,
Pre/Went Iowa Rfate Teaelters Cotleae, Cedar Palls, Iowa,

A
The sanitation of the schoolhouse depeods upon the school board.

the teachers, and the janitor. The janitor is the servant of the pub-
lic, and as such should be diligent in so conducting his part of the
business as to conserve the welfare of the pupils. At the same time.
the janitor is helpless in his endeavor unless he is granted the coop-
eration and the sympathy of the school board and the teachers. Cc
tain preliminaries in construction, in environments in appreciation
of service, and in knowledge of the values of sanitation are essential
to give the janitor a reasonable chance for success. Without tliese
necessary conditions the janitor can not maintain satisfactory stand-
ards, and will gradually lose his disposition to seek improvement
and develop excellence in all kinds of cleanliness.

There must be a sanitary environment for every schoolhouse before
there. can lie a permanence of sanitary conditions in the building
itself. Many schoolhouses are so unfortunately located, the streets

and the highways approaching them are in such an unfavorable con-
dition as to cleanliness, that it is impossible to pass over therit and
enter the schoolhouse without producing unhygienic conditions. To
better these conditions is'the task of the school board.

The work of the janitor consists in keeping the building immacu-
lately clean. This means that dust must be constantly removed from
the walls, the floors. and the furniture of the building in its every
part. Prevention is always easier than cleaning. Keeping the dirt
out of the building is of more helpful importance than removing
it after it is in. Janitor housekeeping includes the cleaning of
blackboards, the cleaning of floors, and the removal of everything
that should not exist under sanitary regulations. Sweeping with
brooms is not to be commended as a complete process

and
securing

hygienic conditions, since thereby dust is developed and scattered
everywhere to the detriment of all concerned. Methods should be
.aflopted that suppress the stirring of the dust that gets into a room
aud yet enable what is found them to be removed* without undue
complicatiOs and evils. Possibly_. the vacuum syStfuns of cleaning

.1` KkAillitts.f,71iMti"ii
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are great 'improvements on other method4 in existen e, but it is not
likely that'These systems can be universally adop . Besides, the
vacuum systems are unable to remove ch dirt tl t adheres to the
floor, walls, and furniture. Water ins the m t valuable cleans-
ing agency. Wiping floors, furnit and eve walls with clean
water.nnd a woolen cloth for at gives the frost permanent hy-
gienic results. Clean water -better than ..apy water or any
equivalent prepa ratio ruse it leaves o residue and gives a
wholesome effec ...n the atmosphere of #. room. The only com-
mendable use-for a broom or a brush as a preliminary agent; to
take up tfife coarser particles ethic. ay have been dropped on the
floor by the pupils; wiping with water is the final dependence in
completing the work necess to be done.

It is well known that t educated and the trained representatives
of the people do not y acknowledge and believe that the principles
of school hygiene a worth while. Even the scholar is not neces-
sarily a hygienist any remarkable extent.. Intelligence and clean-

\liness do Pot n ...arily go together. regard for knowledge and
rd f he a!' "hot associated factors in civilization.

33

quen v c es, public buildings, private homes, hotels, and tis-
k*tannin generally the most flagrant violators of the simplest laws

of bygie e. It is therefore very difficult to get public attention to
the necessities of school hygiene. The janitor not receive the
impressimi that a hygienic schoolhouse is requirras.nd an indifferent
public enciOurnges him to be careless, indolent, and even unfavorable.
it is possible that laws requiring suitable standards will be of some
benefit ; it is possible that earnest and interested teachers can be of
much influence; but, after all, a higher degree of intelligence and of
appreciation for scientific results must be brought to the conscious-
ness of e masses of the people. To-day the States are sending out
e. t representatives to help the masses of the people to a better
nd of agricultwit to a better success in animal industry, to the

making of more wealth and prosperity in business; but when,it comeill
to human health, jiuman happiness physically, human progress in
caring for human life, but few such experts are employed and but
little instruction is given.

E. THE IDEAL SCHOOL SITE.

WR.LIAlt A. BRAINERD,
Arohltset, Boston, Moss.

The essential sanitary problems of a school are: To provide a place
where ,instruction may be given with the minimum of fatigue and
strain for pupils and teachers, and to provide hygienic caltditions for
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the necessary accessories, such as corridors, toilets, Playrooms and
playgrounds.

The question as to lthw these problems are affected by the site may
be discussed under the following heads. arranged as nearly as pos-
sible in the order of their importance: () Vrxim.Sure to light ;. (2)
surroundings; (3) space; (4) access; (5) proper conditions of soil.
While the arrangement of heads is intended to be in the order of
their importance, it may. often happen /that the advantages to he
gained are so great under one of the less important heads, and the
difference under the more ;important head so slight, that a considers,.
tion naturally of lesser importance may be the cause of the final .

selection of the site.
1. Exposnre to lightThe first purpose Of the school is instruction.

The- first need of instruction rooms is light, for the use of the eves
and apparatus. Light must be in abundance and without glare.
Sunlight should reach all instruction rooms. and others so far. as
possible. Long-continued, hot sunlight is not desirable in classrooms.
The desirability of exposure for classrooms is in the following order:
EnAterly, southerly, westerly. For large- beildiUgs a site pefinitting
of the major axis running northeast and southwest is most desirable.
Classrooms should have the easterly and southerly expaire; assem-
bly hall- and accessories, westerly and northerly exposures. If the
siteiirovIdesoufficient exposure to light, the circulation of air will
probably be sufficient.

2. Surranding8.These should enhance, not (let racte, There should
be nothingnoisy or noisome. Light aml quiet should not be im-
paired, Beauty has positive hygienic value, by soothing andystimu-
lating the mind.

R. Space.The space must be sufficient to allow of low buildings
generally two stories, and never more titan three stories,- except in
crowded city districts.

.

There should be. open playground spac %amounting to from 30-to
50 square feet per pupil. Other needs, such as school gardens, athletic
fields, etc., should be considered. A southerly sloping hillside is many
times (desitable. Substitutes for acceZMty space may be found. in
adjacent mericipal grounds* or even in quiet side streets.

\ 4. Access.The site should be central to the district served. This
may beig. question of transportation rather than geography. Tho
site should not be exposed to the noise and 'danger of contiguous rail-

:- road or street car lines, or main automobile thoroughfare' s.
5. Conditions of so-il.-r,Must--Aprwide for a dry Wilding. This is

generally more a matter of eipen_ s. than of actual. soil. A well-
* *bled site with, if -possible, a sand' or gravel subsoil is 'desirable..
14 rand and town schools the range of choice is generally snfliciOnt

. .
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to provide a Initable locatttin. In older towns and in cities more
important considerations may make wise the exlmiditure necessary
to develop a poor site.

IV. OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS.

A. OPEN-AIR SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE.

JOHN II. VAN PELT,
Are/abet; Nrir York, N. 17

I7nlike the architecture of the ordinary school, where experithent -
has prescribed the type, open-air schools have Pot yet barn built and
tried out. Ferryboats have been adapted to the purpose, open-air
schoolrooms have been. built or altered from old schoolrooms asninor parts beenof buildings. roofs covered and uncovered have bee
used. but the complete school, planned in all its details toward the one
end, and of an advanced type. is yet to come.

In describing the ideal conditions to which I think such a school
-honk] conform, I have in mind a type slightly less radical than a
school entirely out of doors with little more than a roof. but some-
thing considerably more open. than what has been styled the low7
temperature school. In other words, I propose a building so con-
structed that the air in all parts of rooms where the children remain
will be continually replaced by outdoor air that has only sojourned
a few seconds within the limits of the building, yet not a building
that is entirely without heat.

The ground for such a school sliduld be sandy or gravelly without
too much clay. so as to preclude a humid condition in the entering
air. It should be protected from the wind by pine, spruce, or other
trees suitable for screening; but these trees should not be too close to
the building and should not cast a shade upon it. 'City schools should
be so situated that an will not be cut off from them by adjacent sky-
scrapers. 'This is also important, because the high %buildings of our
later construction cause concentrated air currents that would rrider
work in an open-air school almost impracticable by blowing/papers
and material about and forcing duSt and dirt up and through the
school. Exposed conditions; such Qs Riverside Drivein New Thrk
City, would be objectionable, rendering it difficult to protect the
schoolrooms froni.siojent storms,

The orientation of the school should,be such_ sun will enter
all classrooms, during it part of any day in tliryear. This is eve.-
cially important in such rooms as study rooms,. where the children

. sojourn for a protracted period. '
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Toilets are to be placed so that. odors can not. reach the open class-
rooms. An insanitary. condition of this kind will become particularly
objectionable in warm weather.

It is essential that the plan be so arranged that. all classrooms,
study rooms, the auditorium, and wherever the children sojourn,
shall have ventilation on two or more sides; to fulfill conditions
properly, the room should be open on at least two sides that are
opposite to each other. An open gallery is advantageous.

General plans may be divided into three classes-.-the U or H plan,
where the wings are about open courts; the T or star plan, where the
wings radiate from a center; and the inclosed court plan. The last
namedis not.so good, and all plans should so inclose the courts that
the latter are open on at least one side, which is not the north.. This
is to insure the entrance of the sun into all parts of the court din'ing
some part of the day.

I see no objection to a building three stories high above basement,
or even higher, if means of ascent can be provided. Open galleries
and open staircases are good, provided they are protected from snow
and sleet:' A great advantage is that children passing between the
cold rooms do not undergo a sudden change of temperature. Snow
and ice are particularly dangerous in the staircases.

Placing on the ground floor of
-\ the dust and odors from the street and the general impurity of the

'air.
Overhanging cornices are good, because they afford protection

from rain for the open windows, but on the top floor they cast a
shadow. A glass cornice, like a marquise, might be extended at the
.top of the building, or such protection might be constructed over each
of the large windqws.

The auditorium should be so situated that it can be thrown entirely
open. It may be convenient to have it arranged so that it can be
eloged for special exercises when visitors are present.

Classroom windows must be so arranged that any side from which
comes a heavy driving storm or a drifting mist can be closed. In
such schools as the Providence school, one of the first open-air schools
of the country, binged windows were tried. They have not been
found aikadvantageous as pivoted sash dividing the window into three
parts, the upper half of the lower sash opening in, so that it projects
above the head of a fullgrown person. Such sash, somewhat in-
dined to the outside, form a protection from slanting rain, throwing
the water out of the Building. Double-hung windows are possible,
running up, into pockets in the head of the window and below the
sill of the winnow above, so ,as to leave the entire opening free:

t
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They . are somewhat ditault. to ,operate Aid do not afford any
protect ion.

Classroonis may have the floor warmed. This would slightly tem-
per the air and keep the children's feet from becoming cold, tending
to dry them if they had not come to school' with rubbers. Wood
floors are good to walk on, as they are not too hard, and very durable;
but rain, snow, and dampness soak into them and are objectionable.
l4noleunr is good, especially if it can be cemented down. It wears
outrafher easily and is therefore expensive. Composition floors are
somewhat expensive, but come within a possible range of prices.

Coat rooms should be well ventilated, but kept reasonably warmed
about 65° Fahrenheit. This will appear quite warm to the pupils
coining from the classrooms and halls, and a higher temperature
would be uncoinfortable before the smaller children could succeed in
adjusting their clothes. It may be suggested that coat rooms could
be omitted. in that the children wear about the same clothing in the
classrdomthat they, do out of doors. If they have to come to school
through snow and storm, their outer wraps should be taken offand
dry wraps put on, and I believe it would be better to provide.a proper
place to keep siich wraps, allowing the damp ones to dry.

Furthermore, exceptional cases occur where fragile or anemic
children suffer from. time to time from the cold; the warmed cloak-
room offers an excellent place where their vitality may catch up.
Limited space may force wardrobes in the classroom, in which case a
warmed room for recuPeration should be provided on each floor.

Toilets must necessarily be warmed, as the children have to remove
some of their clothes, and in very cold - weather plumbing pipes
would freeze. A temperature of 60° to 65° is ample. Anything
higher than this would be bad. Toilet rooms should be screened to'
prevent insects from entering through the open windows.

In spite of the fact that such a school is open and a considerable
amount of heat lost, the fact that the average temperature of the
building is kept so much lower than is ordinarilythe case will prob-
ably cause a slight saving in coalaover the usual type of schoolhouee.
Hot-water systems can not be used, owing to the danger that pipes
and radiators may freeze. Hot air is useless, as it can not be con-

. trolled in such a building. Steam and water vapor are therefore the
only 'possible means of heating, and water vapor is hardly effective
enough under the conditionl that ustut4y obtain.

The acoustics in such a building-play an ejpeedingly important
role. In an auditorium, they must receive special study, as the open.
windows supply the equivalent of total absorption, and, furthermore,
allow exterior sounds to penetrate. This would make speaking in
the room mote dead, and in the noisy quarters of a oitg, 'exterior

I
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sounds would become predominant. In the classroom, the question
becomes quite important. Where classrooms are opposite each Aher,
across a somewhat narrow court, the sound might be thrown from a
wall opposite the windows over to the opposite room. In certain
cases, a glass screen could be built in front of the windows, deflecting
the travel of the sound to some extent, without permitting light to
penetrate the room.

In the matter of light, the general color of the classrooms should
be pat of the ordinary room, except that it must be kept in mind
that too light a wall reflecting a glare from the snow on a winter's
dIfy would be trying. As a much larger quantity of light will prob-
ably penetrate the rooms than ordinarily enters a classroom having

. glass areas of only 20 to 25 per cent of the floor area, the walls of
the room might advantageously be somewhat darker.

vo
B. VITALIZING SCHOOL CHILDREN.

WALTER W. ItoActi, M. D.. Plillatlelphi:i. Pa.

At. the Alexander Dallas Bache School, in September. 1912. we de-
cided to study the effect of low-temperature classroom work on the
educational. processes of the children. Two groups of normal third-
grade pupils were available for the test; one group occupying a room
heated and ventilated in the usual manner, and the others, with the
consent of their parents, all through the 'winter in a classroom with
the windows wide open. Both groups of children followed the regu-
lar school program, and we observed their work carefully.

The windows of the one room were kept constantly down from the
top and up from the bottom, and the room was cut off from the regu-
lar heating.plant of the building. The ordinary desks were removed,
and replaced with chair' desks which could easily be moved by the
pupils themselves to clear the floor space for frequent physical exer-
cises. As cold weather. approached the 'children were provided
with woolen sweaters, worsted caps, soft woolen blankets, and knitted
woolen gloves.. Thus their lowh extremities wore protect&I from the
cold floor with no disturbance of the circulation.

Week by week.during the fall and winter and spring we weighed
and examined these pupils, watched their study and their play, and
compared their scholarship with that of the children in the warmair
room. The children from both rooms came from the same kind of
homes, so that the test was as fair and as accurate- and searching as

111eToast . As might have been elpected, we found at the.end that the
pupils in theSpen-wiridow room had gained on an average more than
wise asInuch in. weight ss those in-the warm-air 'room They-kept
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wholly free from edicts, and were much more regular in attendanCe---,
than the others.

The experiment was not Made primarily to prove that fresh air is
kid for healthy normal children, in school. In these days the gospel
of sunshine and pure air is accepted and ought -to need little preach-.
ing. Many school boards do not, however, practice the doctrine that
their members believe in and preach. The average schoolroom is
maintained at too high a temperature, and ventilation as a rule is
poor.

To conclude: The beneficial' effect of open windows on the health
lAid scholastic progress of pupils can be attributed the following;

Volumes of pure. flesh, cool air .roll into the room with none of
the vital qualities impaired brattificial

Nature's proper proportion of-wisture is mixed with this atmos-
phere and nature's variation is a beneficial change:, Ventilating en-
gineers have made the inisthke of trying to establish a norm and stick-.
ing to it.

C. RESOLUTIONS ON OPENAIR SCHOOLS.

7

o Adopted lu the Fourth littertintlimal Congress; int gcht.mil Hygiene, Aug. 20,
1913.)

.Whereas. Nearly a million tuberculous. children or children
strongly disposed to tuberculosis are-attending our public . scliools
ayol there is hardly acconurtodation for 1,500 to receive instruction
in the open air. and .

Whecoti:. The 'congress is convinced that the open-ai hoof is one
of the most powerful agents in the--prevention and re of tubercu-
losis, and it has been further demonstrated that ne ly all climatic
conditions.'iiroviding the air is duSt free, lend tl mselves to the
pfeVentiou of tuberculosis in the predisposed and the care of the
afflicted, and .

WhereaR, Statistics show that there are not nearly enough hospital
and sanatorium accommodations' for adults and children afflicted
with pulmonary tuberculosis or children suffering with tuberculous -.
joint or bone disease, and-

1- heroes It has been demonstrated in New York and other cities
tha iscar ed vessels.. lend themselves admirably to,transformation
into a year und 'hospitals and sanatoria for consumptive adults,
sanatoria for tildren afflicted with joint and other types of tuber-
culosis, and into pen-air schools for tuberculous, anemic, and nervous
children; be it-L--

Resolved; That the Fourth International Congress on School 13,i7
.giene petitions the United States Government to place at the disPoski
of the carious- States of the Won as matay, of the'disCartlia battle.
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ithips and cruisers as possible, to be anchored according to their size
in rivers or at the seashore, and to be utilized by the respective com-
munities for opeti-air schools, sanatorium schools, sanatorium schools
for ,ehildren, or hospital-sanatoria for adults; be it further

Resolved, That the congress expresses its. appreciation to the
Italian Government of the example it has given by consecrating three
of its men-of-war to die combat of tuberculosis; he,it further=

Resolved, That this congress expresses the sincere wish that other
Governments may follow the example of Italy; and be it finally

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be presented tothe
American and other Governments represented at this congress.

V. ORAL HYGIENE.

A. OBJECTS OF THE NATIONAL MOUTH HYGIENE ASSOCIATION.

W. G. EBEBSOLE,
fleerchiry-Tr , Clereland, Ohio.

,' First. To teach the importance of healthy mouths to the health,
strength, and beauty of the individual.
Second. To teach methods which will change the conditions in the

public schools so that danger to both teachers and pupils from dis-
eaie will be no greater than that outside Site schoolroom. To en-
deavor to have the public thoroughly appreciate the value of the
service. rendered by the public- school teachers of the land, to create
a sentiment for the paying of salaries commensurate with the service
rendered'and the risks assumed by them. .

Third. To teach hoW to properly care for the mouth, including
1

advice as to the use of tooth pastes, powders, and brushes.
_ .. Fourth. To teach the people the proper kind of food to use and the

manner of masticating, so that the teeth may become strong and the
. mouth healthy.

Fifth. To teach the people to know and understand the value of
good dental service and to instruct them how to commandit.
:Sixth. To teach the public to shun people with diseased or dirty

mouths. (One dirty or diseased mouth in a room where all other
.-...

mouths are glean will fill the air in a few minutes with disease iernis
that will produce thsdisease in the others. As proof of this, comider
how qui aidds, diphtheria;scarlet fever; measles, and mxranoliterchittet1
diseases are municated from one person to another.)
.. Seventh. To encourage the establishment and maintenance of medi-. , . .

"encl dental clinics Is care for worthy, but unfortunate, people, .

..
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Eighth. To do these things by an endless-chain system of securing
members and coworkers for the National Mouth Hygiene Associa-
tion, who will not only pledge themselves to employ mouth-hygiene
methods personally, but will also pledge themselves to make a faithful
effort to secure five others who will become members of the associa-
tion, making like pledges to follow mouth-hygiene methods and
secure other members.

Ninth. To establish junior auxiliaries to the National Mouth
Hygiene Association among the school children of the country, for
the purpose of arousing their interest in our campaign.

B. METHODS OF SPREADING THE ORAL HYGIENE PROPAGANDA.

GEORGE F. 13i' E, Detroit, Mich.

fJThose who plead for universe oral hygiene are practically preach-
ing a new doctrine. The great mass of human beings, those whom
it is. most necessary to reach, have never heard of it. Nor are they
keen for the news. They are already bored to death with all the
new preachments that have been thrust upon them during the pest
few years:. The great humanitarian wave that has been rolling larger
and larger has touched them again and again, not only to bring
them relief, but to urge new efforts and impose new obligations upon
them.

It is a matter of tiucation among the high and the low, the wise
and the foolish. But education, even of the most superficial kind,
is a slow process. How shall we send out the news into the high-
ways. and byways? How let the fathers tun' mothers know that
often their children are frail and sickly, because they are ill-nourished,
in spite of plenty of food? How Show them thatmalnutrition jjj,.....,
directly due to the wrecked teeth, the black ugly stumps, foul and
diseased, that might have been white and sound, supplying the

1......means that nature provided for the proper mastication of food and
the resultant well-nourished 'hody?

There is much criticism in our day of the press. How much or
how lit& of it is deserved I do not know, but I do kiiney that there
is no power so overwhelming, lio far-reaching, so swift and penetrat-
ing as this power o,f the press. The papers reach all the people all
the time.

To the newspapers I can not.give too large a share of the credit
for the success of our movement in Detroit and Michigan. Intelli-
gent an ympathetic reports of the efforts being made "by 66'16 of
the dent ts to save the children in this regard were given in the

.newsnolumns; interviews on the need ana the best methods of meet.'
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ing it were used; editorials setting 'forth the meaning of this special
phase of the big humanitarian impulse were printed in all the papers.
Moreover, there were the Sunday feature stories, with- their strik-
ing headlines across the entire page, and illustrated to-show graph-
ically how terrible a thing the neglected mouth may become.

I should say that4no scheme for spreading the doctrine and ex-
tending the practice of oral hygiene was ideal without lectures.
Well-delivered. popularly treated, illustrated lectures will carry the
message to hundreds who otherwise would be unreached. In Detroit
the Federation of Women's Clubs lins for vears maintained a series
of winter lectures given evenings in the schoolhouses. in, the social
centers and settlements. and in the various clubs organized among
the men mull women of the working classes, There is such a strong
penchant for organization of every sort and kind in our day that-
it is an easy matter to.tind groups of people gathered for an evenintes
diversion. If you can teach them a new lesson pleasurably they will
listen. The story of what ruin a neglected mouth may work is not
without its dramatic possibilities.

Lectures, in ection of the teethA17;cbool children by dentistf,
clinics, us in ml as well advertised,a4ossible, always with the
backing of th ress and their cooperation in printing stories-Aiese
are tile media through which the child ropy l2e helped and saved from
the tragedy of a ivreeked, diseased. and disease-producing mouth.

C. CONTROL OF DENTAL CARIES IN SCHOOL CRILDRN.

P. B. 3fcCLt.oGH.
Chief of the Dental ntrialon, Bureau of Health, Philadelphia, Pa.

Theeundefined though expressed policy of the oral hygiene propa-
ganda has been to instill into the popular mind the. belief that the
care of the teeth; stteh as may be practiced at home, will prevent
dental -caries.

The futility of this teaching becomes apparent after Consideration
of the forces instrumental in producing decay. Like other organs,
the teeth are a product of the nutritional supply. When thiseis in-.
adequate the teeth show the effect, mid their resultant inceniplete
developlinent is not remedied by the toothbrush. .0-

Miller proved that the halve cause of caries is the acid serration
of.microorgani4ns in the main lactic arid fermentation. ' More-recent
investigations tend to show that caries is prevalent when the Mar-.
acter of the ivary secretion is fav,orable for the growth 'of the
acid producing bactria.

It follows by deduction. that the theory of a perfect nutrWorna
balance is fundanientalli the Secre of prevention of .caria-In-
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adequate nutriment during_ the developmental period rehdts in in-
complete enamel formation, and after eruption of the teeth the
saliva, influenced by the character of thediet, hastens decalcification.
The ,schooldental clinic is offered as a definite measure for control
midway between adequate nutrition as a municipal problem and
oral hygiene as the latter is now preached. ,

Clinical evidence shows that certain permanent teeth are decayed
at 1, 2, acid 3- years after eruption, or at 7. 8. and 9 years of age,
because these particular teeth are incompletely developed at the
time. Af 'eruption. In them are 'minute crevices providing lodg-
ment for the acid-producing bacteria. The first requisite, therefore,'
is that these natural imperfections shall be artificially repaired, and
for this condition the only known remedy is filling.

.

The first permanent molars are fourtwo lower and two upper.
erupting back of the last temporary molar. which is the fifth tooth.
from the median line on each side of each jaw. The development of
these - sixth year" molars begins at the eighth month of prenatal .
life; calcification of the enamel' is complete at about the fifth year;
they erupt,,as stated, at t yea ,s; while the otoots attain their full
growth in tie tenth ybar. No only is the development of these
teeth influenced by maternal environment before birth, but theirt.,
subsequent development occurs during that period of infancy and
early childhood when mortality is greatest. Since inferior food`is
supplied to both infants and 'children in city districts, development
i,s; bound to .4 extremel poor. It is not surprising, therefore, that
after'tabulating examinations \Ilrich we have made of 9,953 children .

of elementary selool age. we find 23,325 first Permanent molars lost
or decayed, or that of these four teeth nearly three to a child are
decayed. .

. .... .

Man is most susceptible t al caries during that period of-life
compassed by the elementary.. ool age. It is thereftre during this
timethat dental service is of greatest value. The first permanent

,4nolar:s requife this .service 'two to ou.e of all the other .permanent
teeth combined. 8i:fettle cavities in these teeth can be filled in front

_45 minutes tol hour ; cavities involving the pulp in theseteeth require
about ;, hours to a tooth witivisita-caerinrieveral days:

,., Weassume at the'Outset to be responsible for the control of dental
lades in every child -examined, with the single proviso that the 7'
patient make 'the nwnber of xisits reqred, in order that a discharge
may Oonify that all-the work indicated by the first examination has
been completed. Patients are:discharged for. from siituQutbs 6 'orie.'.1-:
year. .r.-- ... . :. ,-,..4

t ._ ...10. .., ...:The task of obtaining control of 'tams n4 not nearly so forMidable
as it may. seem. twenty- dentiSts can obtain control of .dental- caries'
in` 00,000'school children in fiveyears. Tbia.statement is based Rion. ...
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the number of patients treated and the number of operations actually
performed in one year in our dispensaries. It is is miSleading in this
respect, namely, that the number of discharges does not equal the
number, of new patients recorded.'_ It does, however, indicate what
can be done. It also makes patent this fact, that to claim control
thlit can be attested means that in each year the discharges must
approximately equal the number of examinations made. and that the
policy must provide for the enforced attendance of the child until
discharged.

-As for brushing the teeth, we insist upon it as a sanitary measure.
as we would the bath, but we do not share the general belief that the
toothbrush will prevent dental caries.

Next to adequate nutrition, mastication is the greatest develop-
mental agent. Mastication is also the greatest cleansing agent and,
only sound- teeth will be used. Children's teeth need only to be
properly filled and made regular, and even green stain will disappear
with this treatment and proper diet.

VI. CONSERVATION OF VISION.

A. SIGHT SAVING AND BRAIN BUILDING.

N. rmex LEwis. M. D., litIffult), N.

It is an accepted fact, recognized by ophthalmologists everywhere.
that changes occur in the eyes of children during the period of their
school life, of which the most prominent symptom is a steadily,pro-
gressive development of nearsightedness. As definitely formulated by
the late Prof. Dufour: (1) In all schools the number of shortsighted
pupils increases from class to class. (2) The average degree of short-
sightedness increases from class to class. (3) The number of short-.

, sighted pupils increases with the increase in school demands.
This form of myopia is dependent upon a relaxation of the tissues

which give form to the eyeljall, resulting in a gradual stretching of
the globe itself. It is not dependent upon constitutional weakness;
neither is it due to bad sanitary environment. It is not merely an
abnormal phase of development which is fortuitous in its manifesta-
tion. It is a logical sequence of conditions which may be recognized
and controlled. is beginnings are, primarily at least, due to oon-
genital astigmatism nd the consequent strain 'upon the accommoda-
tion of the eye in the ort to see. Its development is still further
encouraged by the ifours constant daily application in reading and
writing at that period in 1 e whesr the tissues are plastic and easily
atolded. *-
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There al.e.two obvious find logical remedies: (1) Relieve the ex-
cessive focal strain of the astigmatism or other abnormal refractive
condition by suitable glasses. (2) Conduct school studies in such
a way that close work on books or with pencil and pentis abandoned
or reduced to such limited references as would seen to be absolutely
necessary.

We arc destroying the eyes of a large number Of school children
by fae burden of continuous near work to which they are subjected.
At the arst appearance of beginning shortsightedness these children
should be segregated from the others in special classes in which they
are taughirorithont books. Measures may be employed .for such
children in which the building up of the brain, the training of the
mind in clew , accurate, and quick thinking, the government of the
will, and t velopment of all of those faculties which we consider
to constitu the education of the individual can be accomplished at
leastAs effectively, as rapidly, and as, ceainly with a fal4 less depend-
enqe upon the printed page than has heretofore been considered
necessary. In other words, us have more thinking and fewer
books.

B. SCHOOL LIGHTING.

reuse KEIR. M. P.. Loudon, England.

Ocular experience is the only final test of illumination. Eye-
strain is due to fatigue from overwork or glare. The eye adapts'
itself to brightness- by varying its sensitiveness. Primary glare is
due to physkal effects.pn the retina, secondary glare to difficulty in
adaptation. One-third of our elementary school chiltine.n.ohttre.
such defective visual acuity that better illumination is necessary
than for normal eyes.

Advances in photometry havq made measurement of illumination
convenient. Relative photometry in terms of outer daylight is the
best for school work. The minimum for any school place should
be raised to -double Cohn's demand of 10-meter candles. Javal's
measurement of sky visible from any place is fqcilitated by solid
angle gauges. The effects of reflection from walls are of impor-
tance; cross lighting and top lighting are also advantageous; but
accessory illuminating devices require caution.

Artificial lighting for each school place should be not less than
2-foot candles. .Blackboards require 60 per cent more. Give m_ ust
be guarde.4 against.. Theie should be ,indirect lighting, soft iflta
shadowless, for halli, Semi-indirect and local direct 'for fine work.
The use of gas and electricity- is not likely to be decided on hygienic

. grounds. alone.
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C. DEFECTIVE VISION FROM THE ECONOMIC STANDP

LEW LS C. WESSELS, M. D.,
Bureau cf Health, Philadelphia, Pa.

In Philadelphia each pupil costs about $34. per ear to teach.
Under normal conditions a pupil 14 years old shoith each the eighth
grade at a cost to the Stit-te of $280. If o'h account f defective vision
the child only 'reaches the fourth grade in that ne it has still cost
the State $280, but with. only $140 worth of re lt, a loss to the State
of $140. The loss to the child is consider more, because at the
age of f4 it is likely to be put to work, p rly equipped ler the strug-
gle for existence, its earning power ailed for the want of an
education, so that it can contribute big little toward its own support,
that of its family. or that of the State. So again the State loses,
and all 'for the want of.suitable glasses. While` it is quite easy for
the medical inspector t teacher to detect defective vision, the recom-
mendation for glasses can not always be carried \out on account of
poverty or ignorance. These cases can proctire fine treatment at the
dispensaries: but they are too poor or too indifferent\ to buy the glasses
prelicribed. and so they continue tostruggle along greatly handi-
capped and fall behind on account of their eves.

The department of public health and charities had solved this prob-
lem in Philadelphia by establishing a division of ophthalmology
under the bureau' of health, where poor children can be refracted and
furnished With glasses free. We are now refracting nearly 2,500
cases a year. If we save each one of these children but oye year
during- its entire school life there will be an annual saving of over .-
$87,000, not counting the chit's time and its increased efficiency. So
the furnishing of free glasses to school children is not a charity per
se, but is a duty and an economic problem. Many children have
come to the dispensary wearing glasses bought from some refracting
optician or from a 5 or 10 cent store. These glasses were not only
unsuitable, but they were positively injurious to the child's eyes.

Few children rentain-in school after the age of 14. the legal age at
which children are permitted to Work. This fact emphasizes the
necessity of examining the eyes of children in the ltindergarten and
the first grades. Municipalities should establish their own eye dis-
pensaries or the refracting.and the furnishing of glasses free to poor
pupils at least. This is an economic problem ratter than n charity,
as it reduces the cost of education and at the same time increases the
efficiency of both the pupil and the teacher.
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VII. SCHOOL FEEDING,
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A. HISTORY AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE MOVEMENT.

LOIMSE STEVEN8 IlFtvANT, University of Pennsylvania'.

The school-feeding movement is
)a

tart of the larger provision for
the child's physical needs, which has V wn out of the realization of
the dependence of mental progress on bodily condition. It. includes
first the study of the child's nutritional condition, and then the prac-
tical question of providing food at school. As a rule, the -term is
narrowed to include the provision ofswarm meals, either breilifast
or lunch, at a small stun covering the cost of the food, and its prepa-
ration and service.

Considered externally, the niovent is quite old. as its beginning 1.
antedated, compulsory education 111% Germany, -and was associated
with the first constructive attempt on the part of municipalities to
meet the social needs growing out of the industrial revolution at the
end of the eighteenth century.

In the main, the workers in the school-lunch movement in Amer-
ica are convinced that if the schootis to assume responsibility for the
feeding of the children, it must he because, of the conviction that
warm, nourishing meals, served at cost, are a benefit to 100 per cent
and are IV merely temporary remedies fqr acute distress among tlo
10 per cent that are acutely undernourished.

Five years ago there were four cities with lunch experiments under
way in the elementary Schools. There are now something over 70'
cities with lunches in the regular elementary schools. In nearly all
of these the school board assumes at least part of the responsibility.
In an increasing number it assumes entire responsibility. Lunches
ere provided as a regular part of the equipment in nearly all the.
open-air school's, which are now open in over 100 cities, while the
high-school lunch is-provided as a matter of course.

Wherever the school feeding movement develops, two things hap-
pen: First, in all countries, school feedingbegun by private
philanthropy as a relief measure, or by a semiofficial attempt to
encourage school attendance, or in some cases to, make it possible
becomes gradually recognit.ed, first by municipalities and then by.
States, as a legitimate extension of the principle of compulsory edu-
cation; second, as soon as the State begins to take part in the pro-
vision of food for its children the meals lose the character of relief
measures and become factors in education, with the double result
that the suitability of the dietaries is considei:ed.with far more care
than before, and the hygienic, and eSthetic aspects of the service
receive attention,
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The greatest need of the school -huich movement is not propa-
ganda--it is going forward with its own 'momentum. What is needed
is the development of technique in medical examingions and in
dietetic plans; the application of the principles of efficiency to.the
administrative system; and finally the constant extension of scien-
tific experimentation in this field, which affords an unrivaled op-
portunity for the development of the science of nutrition.

B. THE NUTRITION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

IRA 8. ,WILE, New York, N. Y..

If we approach the problem of schoo'l lunChes" and medical inspec-
tion with a consciousness that they are interdependent and cooperat-
ing to secure the same end, we shall better appreciate their educational
importance. Both are designed to act in a preventive and curative
way in all phases of physical and mental health. ?Medical inspection ...
seeks in part to eliminate contagious diseases from the publie schools,,
while school- lunches aim to increase the resistance of children- to
contagious diseases. -Medical inspection seeks out physical and motItal
defects-; school lunches aim to prevent or relieve physical or mental
defects. The common ground of school hinchsseind medical- insTee-
tion might well be said to be the prevention, determination,and
relief of malnutrition, During the early years of school life nutri-
tion may suffer, owing to incorrect adjustments to school life. A

late and hurried breakfaSt or a rush to school without an" food,
followed later by a bolted lunch, may be 'manifested in loss of weight
and supervening pallor. . .

It is most striking that lunches are now beingsupplied%for curative
..,,.. purposes to crippled, anemic, tubercular, and other subnormal chit-

',dren after the medical inspector has called atten-Sioo to the physical
deterioration of the children. These efforts tb'better. nutrition have
been accompanied- by a reduction in physical and mental delects,
together with a marked advancement in mental and moral progress.

' It is all well and good to supply abnormal children with -food tInd
fresh air, as well as mental pabulum, but it seems more rational o

. give the same opportunity for the preservation of health. tc the no
, mal children instead of placing a .premium upon' ill health. In ever

.' community there are many pooly fed children, the inadequacy of
whose diet is shown in part in anemia, underweight, enlarged glands,

,
and similar symptoms. Malnutrition is a factor,. though, to heAure,
not the only one,.in the etiology. of tuberculosis, adenitis (enlarge46
ghinds), anemia, defects in vision, mental defects,: chorea (St. Vitus's :*
Dance), protracted convalescence from: diseaies, and impaired re.
ttittunee to- .infections. A second fader In malnutrition to which in-

. ',.
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sufficient attention has been given is the effect of undernourishment '

before a child's entrance upon school. The relati4. starvation in
protein, lime, iron, calcium, and magnesium during the first five
year's of life helps to produce the child suffering from malnutrition
upon entrance to the public school. The report of the nedical in- 0
Spector, however, will probably class such a child as belonging to
the group with such physical defects as enlarged tonsils, anemia, or
.enlarged glands.

The purpose of school lunches is not to reli'eve acute hunger, OA
to relieve.clIronie \underfeeding. Dr. McMillan, of ,Chicago, found
15.9 per cent kindergarten children physically below par; and esti-
mated that underfeeding was the cause of,11 per cent in kinder-
gartens and 7.8 per cent in other grades. Dr. McKenzie regards
one- third .of all the school children in Edinburgh as poorly nour-
ished. br. Francis Warner and Hack Tuke found 28.5 per cent of
Lond9p school children suffering from deficient feeding. .T,he New
Yor 'onntlittee on the physical welfare of school children in 190T
declared 13 per cent of 990 children examined to be suffering from
malnutrition. and Dr. Sill in 1909 estimated that 40 per cent of the _

children in the elementary schools of New York City Were' poorly
nourished. The New York school lunch committee in lino, in-an
examination of 2,150 children, adjudged 13 per cent to be marked
cases of malnutrition. In Chicago, in 1908, of over 10,000 children
examined, 12 per cent were reported hs suffering from malnutrition.
In Boston, in 1909, underfeeding was found in 16 per cent of over
5.000 children. In Philadelphia 24 per centof 500 children exam-
ined were found -to be suffering from underfeeding. In Se: Paul,
in 1910, 20 per cent of 3,200 children in Schools in the poorer dis-
tricts were reported as manifesting the evidences of marked under-
feeding. ,

Regardless of the primary factor in malnutrition, whether it. be
(blest° a deteriorative reaction against an oppressive, physical en-
vironment, to unhygienic home conditions, or to lack of adequate.
or sufficient food, no inspection card should be regarded as complete
witliont some notation regarding-the state of nutrition. This Po-
sition is strengthened by the comment of the chief medical inspector
of London (1910) :
-qt Is certain that malnutrition and physical defects are elOsely associated
and relict upon each other, but it Is difficult to determine their exact relation
to each child or to say in what degree malnutrition causes the other physicalevils. Merely to increase the supply of food would in many cases not solve
the complex problem of the inditidtull child, although in many cases leek pf food
lies at the root of the 'mischief. ;

The relation between nutrition and medical inspection is patent.
Medical inspection should 1,4' so thorough as to.indicate not merely,
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the names of various symptoms and conditions, but should suggest
whether or not malnutrition could pdssibly be an underlying factor.
Under such condition's school lunches could serve in a remedial way
by raising the standard of nutrition. Frequently medical inspections
reveal some children not possessing marked defects, but who tyre
very close to the health;poverty line, and for them school lunches
could be instituted for prophylactic' purposes. Most civilized coun-
tries have already installed the school lunch as a natural and normal
part of an educational movement, without laying unnecessary stress
upon its value as a health measure. As medical inspections are
regarded as advantageous to the school system through the lessening
of disease and the improvement of the mental caliber of the children,
careful attention to nutrition may supply a valuable means of in-
creasing mental activity and building up the physical health of our
school children.

C. TEACHING NUTRITION VALUES 'THROUGH PENNY LUNCHES.
1

MABEL H. KITTEEDGe,

New York School Lunch Committee.

In a list of causes of malnutrition I notice that in England pov-
erty is put first, but it seems to Me In this country.ig,noranee comes

-first, and this ignorance can not be conquered by ladlinit a penny's
ivorth of soup And tempting children to buy graham crackers and

xice podding and fruit from a penny table. The general raising of
standards will, of necessity, be slow, but are we doing all we can to
change the habits of the families of the childfen who buy luncheons
from tist Take, for example, the habit of setting the table at home
and having no regular time for meals: This habit among many of our
immigrants comes from the confusion of living. The school hour at
noon does,not fit into the husband's hour off, little children demand
food more frequently than their elders, the rooms are small and over-
crowded, and after a time it seems too much trouble to set the table.

Every child in our schools should be taught that .health is only
possible with regular meals; pot taught it once, but repeatedly. Every
mother, through mothers' melings or by circulars printed in her
own language, should made to understand.that the school lunch
is simply one way to Wte more possible regular hot meals for her
children; that We are notfeeding her children because of poverty,
but because we realize the cinifusion of conditions that she is obliged
to meet; and, incidentally, that if she does not give her child at least

cents a day for his lunch she has not done her part
But even tiefore we get our 'tiniversally ideal educational system,1

believe we who are serving luncheons can du a great deli; niore than
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we are doing. For example, in New York next year we are to serve
a noon meal in 17 elementary- schools. We estimate that we shall
feed 5,000 children a day. If these 5,000 know each day the name of
the soup they have eaten and go home and tell their mothers about it; .
something,will have been done. Can not we have on the classroom
blackboard the ingredients used in the soup, and, possibly, a short
explanation of their food value, showing, for example, the food value
of a bean soup over a. candied apple, both being the same price, and
the latter very popular? It would make the lunch much more intet-
esting, and children do care whether they are strong and big or not.
The boy would like to get his money's worth- from the penny table.
When he saw on the blackboard that the penny he spent to-day for
rice pudding gave him four times as much good, growing, running,
fighting stuff as the penny he spent yesterday for a sweet cake, it.
would arouse something in hiln that would be one step toward better
health for that boy.

VIII. SEX HYGIENE.

A. PUBLIC OPINION AND SEX HYGIENE.,

CHARLES W. ELIOT. Harvard University.

During my somewhat recent active life I have never seen such a
change of public opinion among thoughtful people as has taken place .

among them within the last 10 years on the subject of sex hygiene,
using that term in its broadest sense. The policy of silence on all the
functions and relations of sek, whether normal or morbid, was almost
universally accepted for centuries hy physicians and clergymen, and
in family life. In the Protestant denominations of the Christian
church the normal processes of praeation and birth were assotfated
with the supposed fall, of man and his total depravity. In the
Catholic Church the offices of a priest were necessary for the mother-
and new-born infant by way of purification; and the perversions of Ja
the sexual passion were to be dealt with only by the priest in the con-
fessional. The miserable victims of the venereal diseases were excluded
from all hospitals and dispensaries, or were treated by compassionate
physicians only by stealth. Venereal diseases were regarded ex-
clusively as diseases of sin and shame until their frequent communi-
cation to wholly innocent persons had been demonstrated within
recent years.

Certain rather recent medical discoveries have contributed to the
extraordinary change in public opinion. When blindness was traced
to gonorrhea in the.mother, a potent cause of the crowding ofblind.
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asylums was thus brought to light. Insanity and general paissis
were in many cases traced back to syphilis, and an explanation was
thus given of the increase of insanity in civilized communities. It
became known to the medical profession, and later to many unprofes-
sional persons, that the consequences of gonorrhea were almost as bad
as those of syphilis in regard to the infection of innocent persons and
the destruction of family happiness. Quite recently a treatment for
syphilis has been discovered which has proved satisfactory in many
thousands of cases, although the permanence of the cure can not yet
be confidently affirmed, and it has been proved that by persistent

- treatment gonorrhea can apparently be permanently cured in a large
proportion of cases.

In obscure disorders the Wassermann test for syphilis gives the
physician, who is trying to make the diagnosis, on the one hand a
strong indication of the presence of a serious complication, or on the
other of its absence. As a guide to treatment either determination is
invaluable. The same test can supply evidence that a cure has been
effected. It will also probably furnish in time trustworthy statistics
concerning the prevalence of syphilis in the community at large,
statistics greatly needed, because the 'previous guesses and estimates
on that subject and the results of some recent applications of the test
to considerable numbers of public hospital patients are disquieting.

These medical discoveries raise important ethical questions. Will
the fact that syphilis can apparently be cured in many instances
increase sexual immorality? Will the fact that a few dissolute men
and women escape venereal diseases, and the further fact that there
are antiseptic precautions which diminish somewhat the dangers of
licentiousness make young men readier to encounter the dangers of
sin? These are questions which only experience can 'fully answer.

Public opinion has been moved strongly toward the subject of sex
hygiene, because of the many signs of physical deterioration among

.the civilized nations, which suffer from the eager rush out- of the
country into the city, from the factory system, and from alcoholism
and the sexual vice& Many thoughtful persons are anxious about
the diminishing size of young men at the age of admission To the
national armies, the rapid reduction within 50 years of the size of
the average family, the common inability of women to nurse their
babies the terrible infant mortality in cities, the alleged increasing

,---infmber of physically or mentally defective children, and the increns:-
jug proportion in civilized continuities of personsyoung, mature:
or oldwho are practically finable to earn their livelihood. The
humanitarian polities in regard to the treatment of the defective, the
incompetent, and the criminal classes seem to tend to increase the
burdens carried by the normal and inchistrious portion of the popu-
lation, and these burdens react on the vigor and happiness of the
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.no al people. The increase of liberty for all classes of the commu-
nity ms to promote the rapid breeding of the defective, irrespon-
sible. d vicioda

The ne interest in sex hygiene is not due, however, only to specu-
lations on ie durability of modern civilization or on that of the
white race. olitical philosophers And biologists naturally take a
strong interest in these large problems, but, the individual young
man or woman has a narrower sentiment on this subject, though one
quite as intense. The young people have lately heard for the first
time what the risks of marriage are; what the physical enemies of
happy family life are: how the different standard of chasttity for
men and women has worked during the slow development of the
society,now called civilized. With these young people the problem
becomes an intensely personal one. " How can I best regulate my
own conduct in order to win the normal satisfactions of family life?
Now can I be protected from the ignorance or sinfulness of itSso-'
dates? In short, how can I steer a safe course .through the swirls
and tumults of the sexual passion, which seems to be a principal
source not only of the normal satisfactions and delights of, human
life, but also of its worst anxieties and afflictions?" Intelligent
fathers and mothers feel a new sort of duty toward their children,
the duty of protecting them from vicious allurements and giving
them in due time knowledge of good and evil in sex relations.
Teachers in public schools see before them a deplorable proportion
of children who have bad inheritances, both physical and mental, and
who live in bad environments; and, sharing the new freedom in the
discussion of social .problems, they are eager to be told how they
can contribute to the arrest and prevention of these miserable tenden-
cies. Churches are taking a new interest 'in the questions which
arise out of unhappy marriage and easy divorce. Many persons who
get a smattering on eugenics are eager for legislation to make mar-
riage conditional on bodily and mental health and to keep in con-
finement the feeble-minded, the alcoholic, and the insane, not only
till they are of age, but till they are incapable of breeding their

like. Some knowledgieb,of social hygiene and eugenics has led many
persons to advocate lfastilq prepared legislation as a panacea for
evils which terribly afflict, modern communities, and yet are very

ancient. Such is the genesis and such the immediate outcome of the
new and widespread interest in sex hygiene.

The most important question before us is the question, "What
forces 'can- now be put in play against the formidable evils whic
gravely threaten family life, human happiness, civilization in general,
and the very life of the race? " Something must be done. Chris-
tianity, democracy, and humanitarianism have all failed thus far to
cope with these evils which are sapping the vitality of civilized
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'society. What can be done? It is clear that no one force or agency
is to belexclusively relied on. All the uplifting forces of society
must be 'simultaneously enlisted in this causestate, church, school,
college, industrial, and charitable corporations, all productive indus-
tries, and both preventive and remedial medicine. The attack must
be directed against the three principal causes of the present evil con-
ditions: First, against lust in men; secondly. against the weakness,
dependence, mental deficiency, and lack of moral principle of the
women who supply the demands of men; thirdly, against the greed
and depravity of the wretches who maintain a profitable commerce
out of this licentious demand and supply.

The struggle against lust in men must bring into play a variety of
defensive agencies, such as full occupation for body And mind, manly
sports, ambition and energy in the earning of a livelihood, timely
knowledge of the good and the evil in sex relations, temperance in
both food and drink, and deliverances from mischievous transmitted

beliefs, such as belief in the harmlessness of gonorrhea -or in the
necessity of sexual indulgence for the maintenance of health and

.

v or in men. For the giving of the information which all young
m need a variety of agencies must be utilized. The best source of
the rmation which the young man needs is the parent, the mother
in childhood, the father later; but inasmuch as many parents are too
ignorant to give this information, it is indispensable that schools,
churches, Christian associations, and the various kinds of clubs main-
tained for good social pnfposes should all be utilized. The public
-press, too, or that partof it which has moral purposes and a sense
of responsibility, must lend its aid, and the policy of silence must be
abandoned in favor of a policy of high-minded and reserved exposi-
tion. It must be made impossible for either young men or young
women to plead ignorance as theirexcuse when they fall into moral
and physical degradation.

The second attack must be directed against the lack of moral and
mental stamina in girls and young women whose inheritances have
been low and whose environment has been dull and miserable. 1)Pros-
litution'is voluntarily resorted to, by some responsible women whose
propensities are naturally bad, but the great majority of prostitutes
are physical, mental, or moral defectives in the strict sense of that
word. It is to the interest of all such defectives and of society at large
that they be first discovered in their families or at-school or..irt the
churches or social settlements or in hospitals and infirmaries; and then
segregated and confined under wholesome conditions where they
can not be seduced to a vile life nor be abandoned even foO aktour
to their own imperfect self - control. Here is a great service that the

'public schools can render to society, and here lies a strong arguinent
in favor of the .m4on of attendance at school beyond the age of 18
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or 14, which is now the limit of school life for a great majority of
American children. Family, school, church, and all good social
organizations should steadily contend against indolence, love ofex-
citement, self-indulgence, and luxurious tendencies in girls; should
prevent the depression or joylessness of extreme poverty; and should
provide and cultivate systematically botl? helpful work and health-
ful play for all sorts of girls and young women.

The third assault which society should make against licentiousness
may be undertaken with prompt decision and with expectation of
effecting rapid improvement. This is the assault on commercialized
vice. There need be no hesitation in attacking with all the powers
of the law the men and women who pander to men by seducing or
compelling young women to the horrible existence of the prostitute,
owned or leased by a dealer in the gratification of lust, and provide
shelter and facilities for the worst of human vices. In that shame-
ful business much irftelligence and shrewdness and much capital areemployed and much money is made. Some of the money made is
freely used to secure immunity. or periods of imm y, from prosecu-
tion in the courts. This iniquitous commerce sh tad be put an end to
by vigorous action under existing laws. No t rd party should be
allowed to make any profit out of licentiousn ss. No brokers or
commission merchants in vice should be allowed to exist in a civilized
community, and no owner of real estate.hould be allowed to use it
himself,or lease it to others, for immoral purposes. But one may say,
" The segregation. and regulation of brothels are policies which have
come down throtainnnumbered centuries in many nations and
under all the great religions of the world. Are we to attempt the
uprooting of such ancient policies of toleration and license? " I
answer, " Yes; we are; " because-those ancient policies have every-
where failed to protect the human race from evils which in the long
run will work its destruction. Former generations were not sure of
that failure. This generation knows it. Former generations had
no adequate means of .contending against the diseases which in the
human race accompany the perversions and excesses of the sex
instincts. We possess these means. Earlier generations had not
applirpriated the idea of government of the people, for the people,
and ty the people. For .ns the interests of the mass override the
interests of the individual, particularly when the alleged interests of
the individual are corrupting and degrading.

The interest of many thinking people in the subject of eugenics is
closely allied to interest in sex hygiene, but zeal for wise. breeding is
apparently leading to some hasty or ill-considered legislation. The
existing legislation to liMit selection in marriage is evidence of it
wise recognition of the clangers in continuing stocks burdened with
inheritable weakzresees.and is .so. far welcome; but not all the pro:
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posed prohibitions can be justified by biological science at its present
stage. The educated public have much to learn with regard to the
proper mating of persons who have some nervous defect. Such per-
sons should mate with those whose ancestry has no such defect.
Although it is undesirable that feeble-minded, epileptic, or insane
persons should have children, yet if such a person mates wisely, and
the children of such a union again mate wisely, the'progeny of the .
third generation will probably be quite as)ee from nervous defect
as the general population is. Again, the reproduction of the feeble-
minded will not necessarily be diminished by laws which prevent
them from marrying. Such persons ordinarily have very little self-
oeittrol, and, if left free, will have children whether married or not.
The laws against undesirable marriages need to be revised in most
of the American States, and the public needs to be convinced that

'no such law can eradicate the evil. Nothing but the 'compulsory
seclusion of all defectives under humane housing, training, and labor
conditions will accomplish the eugenic object of the community.
Laws which provide that candidates for marriage must be free from
syphilis or gonorrhea do good. provided that proper provision be
made for the certificate to that effect from a trustworthy physician
appointed by the State. The appointment for this duty for an ade-
quate number of physicians by the State boards of would
a new and important function to these. boards. The maintenance of
such a staff, furnished with all the means of applying adequrte tests
in doubtful cases, would be somewhat expensive; but this expense
might perhaps be covered in part by a moderate addition to the fee
for a marriage license. t ach physician wobelti probably require the
aid of a man. and a woman competent to inquire into the family his-
tories of the applicants for a marriage license.

It is probable that much public instruction will have to be given
through newspapers, magazines, lectures, and discussions in men's;
clubs and women's clubs before sound and effective eugenic legisla-
tion can be placed on. the statute books. Again, we find that public
progress in relation to sex hygiene and eugenics is to be procured
chiefly 'through educational methods. It is therefore of the utmost
importance that the processes adopted for diffusing sound knowledge
about the normal and the morbid sex relations, the dangers of licen-
tiousness, aide mating with a view to healthy progeny, the prevention
of the reproduction of defectives, the destruction of commerce in
vice, and the prevention of venereal contagions, should all be carried
on plainly, but delicately, without exaggeration or morbid sugges-

on, without interference with parental rights or religious convic-
t& , and in general in a pore, high-minded, disinterested way. The

''pioneering part of this work must be done by voluntary associations, ^,
as is usual in social reforms; but it should be the constant aim of

1
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these private organizations to enlist gradually the public authorities
in this vast undertaking and to transfer to the public treasury as
.fast as possible the support of all those parts of the work which
experience proves to be of sure and permanent public advantage.
The pioneering in regard to both research and practical measures
will probably continue for many years to be the work of voluntary
associations.

-

B. THE SOCIAL EMERGENCY.

WILLIAM T. FOSTER,
Pteeideni Reed College, Oregon.

The social emergency that confronts the human race is kunted he- .

fore us in Many unlovely forms and appears in new aspects wherever
we scratch beneath the surface. Study the results of human frailty
and the possibilities of racial betterment through any avenue of ap-
prOach, anti we meet the fundamental problems of sexual hygiene abd
morals. Our cities struggle in vain to free their police forces from
graft, while the business of prostitution offers such large and easyprofits. Students of municipal recreation centers discover such con-
ditions that- they regard parks_ and playgrounds as physical and
moral menaces unless under careful and trained supervision.

The home, the church, and the school have reached a Small pro-portion of the human race with adequate sex instruction, while
thousands of quack doctors still ply their vicious trade, widely dissem-
inating falsehoods, and Iwcying upon that fatal ignorance of vital
matters that we have carefully cultivated in our children under the
name of innocence. The juvenile courts bring in their daily records
of pitiful cases. The antisaloon workers present sad evidence of the
_dependence of commivcialized prostitution on the liquor traffic. .
Decent employers of labor cry out against the competition with em-
ployers who expect their young women to eke out a livingwage by
immoral conduct.. Honest keepers of hotel and lodging houses pro-
test that it is useless to keep up -the fight for decency while disrepu-
table houses under police protection make exorbitant profits. Stu-
dents of eugenics find sexual immorality the chief hindrance to Iacial.
improvement. Turn where. we may within any field of legitimate
human endeavor and we run counter to this, destructive force; we
discern new aspects of the social emergency.

In the fact of this social emergency, there are but few who offer - mo"""b"
no complaint. They are the white slavers, the pimps and the pan-
derera, _the imbeciles and feeble-minded among their victims, the

, keepers of bawdy houses, the " respectable 7' owners of property mood .,
, tipromote joint business of drUnkenness and proititutio% *WO .!
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in liquor, municipal officers and police who protect vice for a living,
fake doctors who thrive on ignoran and spread disease, and news-
papers that make such criminal business possible through advertise-
ments accepted at extraordinary rates.

I To begin with, there is the history of the question. Many genera-
tions have joined in the " conspiracy of silence" in matters -pertain-.
ing to sex and reproduction. The-result is widespread ignorance
of matters of the utmost importance to the individual and (he race,
ignorance of which many good people are proud. During these
.generations in which the home, the church, and the school have with-

: held the truth from young people, other agencies have -been busy
_ disseminating falsehoods. Having almost no opportunity to hear

sex and matrimony discussed with reverence, our young people have
almost invariably heard these subjects discussed with vulgarity.
Partly as a result of all this has come the general acceptance of the
doyble standard of morality which has bitterly condemned the girl
made her an outcast of societyand excused the boy ,for the sa4e
offense on the specious plea of physiological necessity. With the
sanction of this double standard, tacitly accepted by society, the
majority of men have grown up in indulgence and have developed
habits which are, or whiCh they believe to be, beyond their control.
Millions of men who recognize no law in sex life but their own ap--

t petite: are thus contributed to us by the past. Thei are factors in
the present situation and must be reckoned with.

As a matter of fact the educational phases of social form are
of most immediate importance. Nothing can so profitab occupy
the attention. of social hygiene societies as the education of th public.
If groups of. social workers come to serious disagreement on otlier
phases of the present emergency ;. if the discdssion of restricte dis-
tricts, minimum wage lima, health certificates for meringe, and
reporting of disease divides the group into warring camps; all can
unite in favor of spreading certain truths as widely as possible;
and it. is not difficult to agree on at lea4 a few of the many methods
which have already proved effective in educational 'campaigns,

At the outset of our attempt to educate the general public in mat-..,
ters of sex, we face certain factors which govern the scope, time,
place, and method of any successful efforts. Failure to give these,:
factors due consideration has brought many attempts to early aq,d
unhappy ends, and convinced some people that ignorance is 'safer
than such education.

No aspects are more important than those concerning morals and
religion. The restraining fear of disease may and probably will

_ be thrown 'off by science. Whether education in scientific aspects of
tiie.subject will do good or harm in a given case depends on the extent
to which moral and religious ideals control the conduct of the indi-
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vidual. The inadequacy of mere information in matters of sex is
painfully evident. To the knowledge of what. is right must be
added the will to do the right. All the other aspects of the social
emergency treated with superhuman wisdom would still leave the
greatest problem unsolved. As moral and religious instruction is
the dominant educational need of the present generation, so the
Bioral and religious aspects of sex probleihs transcend all the others
in importance.

.

These are the Most important phases of the social emergency. It is
difficult to see them in all their intricate relationships and to realize
that in ii. ny one :approach we touch only one side of a many-sided
problem. The great majority of our people see only the superficial
aspects or see one particular phase in distorted perspective because
that is brotight close to therh thrOugh a special case of misfertune.

nEven-social workers are i danger of narrowness of vision because,
of devoted service in partic lar fields. To attempt to deal with sex
aspects of school hygiene, as though these problems were ,distinct
from other phases of the social emergency, is to invite failure from
the start. The union of the 'American Federation for Sex Hygiene
and the American Vigilance Association is a step in the right direc- .

.

tion, for it gives promise of seeing tte social emergency clearly and
seeing it whole.'

C. EDUCATION v. PUNISHMENT AS A REMEDY FOR SOCIAL EVILS.

M.7(111 CADOT, M. D.,

President A niertcan Society of Gentto-E't (nary fittrgeoms, Boston, Maas.

Boys have, in general, been given no systematic training or in-
struction in the nature of their sexual make-up, But if the boy's
equipment was not ca'red for by education, it was not neglected by
nature. Natural.curiosity and intense sexual cravings attend sexual
maturity, and its phenomena are often rather terrifying.p the unin-
formed. To fall.into error is what might naturally be expected of
ignorance facing the unknown. Again, at.thei period when active
growth is. over, the young man will ndt infrequently be driven by
his sexual self to an extent almost, incompatible with efficient living
(of court* assuming dint he is riot married). His instruction is
likely to be at the hands Of ignorant contemporaries is the _form of
misstated fact. or direct lie. ..,, I

.Th girl has beon,,giVen even less information. Our attitude:hits
been, "-Don't, ask." Her religious teaching has laid. stress upon the
satetity of marriage, but she was not taught what the marriage reta-

Tbs two orronisatloos were sOutlgatoatid.Artbe Buftalo meeting., .
40: .
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tion is. Like the boy, she picked np a certitin aniount-of
tion.

Such was the equipment of the younger...gantiation. It taught
asceticism, not chastity, beforeMarriage,atil after marriage a licen-_
tious sexual life, limited ouly by..ita compatibility with human ex.
istence. And this standard we proposed to enforce by punishment.

The boy, fbIlowinghli; instinct, often became infected with vene-
. real diseaSe. Fearing to go to parents, and lacking money, he fell

into the hinds of quacks, with resulting complications and uncured
and chronic disease. The boy of stronger character adopted aseeti-

.' cism, and, ;not understanding the storms of his nature, in his turti
fell into die hands of the quack, and was drained of money, health,....
and at th4salmost of reason.

The girli was denied her natural defense, that. of comprehenSion,
and, when the defense of a guarded life was lax or absent, yielded
to she kn not what. Pregnancy, abortion, prostitution; venereal
`disease w re among the natural results; the last, if possible, me se
serious in her than in the boy.

The'pl n of dealing with the sex question (Ruing the past half
century h s not, I think, met with much success, and the continuance
of this method will meet with even less success in the future. The
dangers arising from the mismafiagement of the sex instinct are in-
creasing. Control by punishment, which has failed in the past, is
necessarily doomed to more tragic failure in the future. Punish.
ment dealt out as we'hnve dealt it is ooncealmelt, lying; concealment
and lying undermine character; and the wondeit is not that character
is leas firm and robust than we desire, but that any firinne".'ss di vigor
exists at all.

we are to stand any chance of su , it ill be upon a basis of
intellectual comprehension and b e d ibe ate strengthening of
the personal defenses of the in idual w 'el enable him to guide
successfully his own .dence nix) abiding faith, based
upon accepted dogma is not s ted to the sp t of the times. Faith
has wanek.can it use e have been f Ness/ We have lied,
and the failitre.of f ith 1s, t dividend paid or our untruthfulness.

To secure con end a thing far x i re fundamental. than
knowledge, instrttcti be given .early, ust be continuous and
progressive. It must ach fleetly and hone ly the true nature and,
effects of the sex instin struction leadi to comprehension will
require men and tome of unusual breadt and strength of *char-
acter, but I bel4we that n other form of 1 'cation is. more likely to

' produce Profpund and 1:: ing influence pon national character.
.:This teaching twist not be isolated form. We Must guard .against

the ever-present danger o aging people, old as well as young, to
regard` sexual morality as erent and removed from Miter toms of
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morality. We must so plan our instruction as clearly to relate this
form of morality to truth, honor, courage, virility.

Sootier or later we shall coins to realize that to
hension of the sex instinct is the function of the

ing the compre-
blic school, though.

we are far from such a realization e still cling to the idea'
that this instruction can be give n the home, forgetting that a large
proportion of parents are no equ.ipped, either by nature or art, to
give this instruction. If w depend upon the home as the source of
teaching, that teaching wi not be given.
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teachers in elementary and secondary schools to gile it to pupils in
these schools. .

D. POINT OF ATTACK IN SEX'EDUCATION.

Tuol s W. BALLIET, New York University.

'r 9 se public policy and as a means of accomplishing
he greatest good, sex education should begin where its
d practicability are universally recognized and where
ing its experimental stage will be much less serious than
f such instruction to young- children in school.
ly, the first point of attack should he the parent No
is the possibility of doing a vast deal of good by en-
athers and mothers on this vital subject. Public senti-
everywhere for this step, and competent persons can be

Ily among the medical profession, to give this instruction.
re. the proper instruction of parents will be the most
eans of creating public, sentiment in favor of giving such
proper form to children in the schools.

point of attack for which we are ready is the Army and
here is no place where such instruction is more needed, and
ity and practical value are not seriously questioned by any-
should be giVeti. entirely at the Government's expense

ally by men who have had medical training; and it should
given spasmodically, as at present, but systematically and
ily, and on a scale large enough to reach every enlisted man.

tird point of attack for which we are ready, and whiich has
y been quite vigorously begun, is sex instruction in the colleges,

for-men and women. Such instruction.will sot only meet the
nal needs of students, but will equip those wht/ are to become

A fourth, class of persons to whom sex instruction can now be
effectively given are groups of young men and young women in
Young Men's Christian Associations, Young Women's Christian
AssoCiations, social settlements, and similar organizations.
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E. CHARACTER AND THE -SEX PROBLEM.

IIICHAED J. TIERNEY, WOOdRIOCk C0114e.

Sex hygiene concerns the eternal destiny (A man, the fate of. his
immortal soul, as well as his temporal interests. It is not merely a
pedagogical question. In the last analysis the question concerns the
,abolition of sexual sin. To this end public teaching of sex hygiene
to school children is now advocated.

The proposed courses involve two elements, the intellectual and.the
ethical. The former is detailed; the latter vague and purely natural-
istic. The main result aimed tat is knowledge. The appeal is to the
wrong faculty, 'the emphasis in the wrong place. Information can
not..keep a man upright. Knowledge is not moral power. Precau-
tion to avoid diSease is not virtue. No marked improvement in
mqrals has followed the bringing to the attention of:our college boys
the dangers of sexual sin. " Damaged Goods " teaches that knowl-
edge does not protei William James approaches the same truth
when he insists that sensuous images must be combated by ideals
that lie beyond the intellect. As it appears to me, the detailed teach=
ing of sex hygiene will even thwart the noble purpose in view.

The imagination of the child is flighty, the will weak. The first
sex impulses are psychological. The detailed teaching of sex hygiene
makes a strong impression on the imagination. Sinful thou ate
desires, and conversation follow and prelude other -crimes which we
pass over in silence.

Sex instruction is apt to put forward by some years the time of
suggestion and temptation: Safety lies in diverting- the attention
from sex details. The two great natural protection.' are modesty
(reserve, if you will) and shame, not'prudei. They do not spring
from dogma and superstition, but are an instinct of nature.' Public
and frequent discussion of sex details will destroy both. Good inten-
tions will be thus frustrated.

The foundations of. chastity are in elemental character training.
-Sex instruction can not give character; it las not deep and compre-
hensive 'enough. Without character, it is as chaff before the ivind.
The movement, to be successful, must reach to the very elements of
character. Failure to form the child's soul does not come from the' '

difficulty of the task, but ti.om its neglect But such formation alone
is sadly inadequate. Life on. the highest plane is impossible without

'God and religion, and chastity belengs to life on the highest plane. ir
Appeal to religious sentiment in schools has sometimes raised so

strong a protest that it has had to be discontinued; will not this
happen if it is introduced intotsex lectures? And if not introduced,
will the lectures not be fraitful.of 'lilt Be convinced that religion
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alone will be of lasting benefit in this campaign. God, not hygiene,
is the supreme need of the hour.

My convictions are not. favorable to your movement in all its
details. Neither are they adverse: Eliminate the details of sex
hygiene; train character, teach that purity is noble and possible; that
vice is vile and carries its own punishment; that-marriage is inviolate;
that the family is sacred. Teach boys that their bodies are vessels
of honor, the habitation of a s'oul made in the image of God; train
them to reverence womanhood And to venerate motherhood. Teach
girls reserve, modesty of manner and dress, purity, and self-sacrifice.
Carry your campaign further. Purge the press, cleanseithe novel,
elevate the theater, abolish animal dances, frown on coeducation after
the age of puberty. Labor that all men may.realize the great obli-
gation of life, which ,is to know God and do Ills behests.

F. SOME METHODS OF TEACHING SEX HYGIENE.

LAURA B. GARRETT,

Tracker, New York, N. r.

'Sex hygiene is'not a new, subject, nor one of which children have
never heard. Normal children are curious about sex as about other
matters. They should have given them- correct ideas and ideals:
After correct training they will be less curious and do less talking.
It is not'sex, but reproduction of life, that it to be taught them, cor-
related with other vital interests.

What seems like-lth in their drawings and remarks can be made
clean by giving them plainly and honestly the facts they are ready
to understand. They need a good vocabulary to use in seekihg infor-
mation and to dignify their ideas. They need n respectful kriowledge
of the.form and appearance of the body, such as may be had by seeing
the whole body of a baby or by the nse °Idle best pictures or statues.

'The national committee for mental hygiene places sex ignorance ta.a cause of disordered minds. This is especially true of girls 'who
NNorry over some Mistake of youth, but when properly taught drop.
the burden and live accordinggo new ,ideals.

Instructions may be given to groups, preferably of 15 or less.
Boys and girls may be taught together in elementary work.

Knowledge as to sex organs and functions is preferably given before
adolescence, while the child is still lately unconscious of sex. This
training ought to begin in homes. In some homes the child is
told to run away and not talk of such things* In others he hears
with brutal. frankness what he shoulCknow, but without the4beatity,
higher ethics, and social values, Iii others he is told plainly, bon-,
eStly, and beautifully what heir, rea4,4for as he develops. This' is
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as it should be. Mistakes will be made, both of omission and of
actual teaching, but they are now being made.

Shall the teaching be done by special teachers or shall all teachers
be trained for it? Boys and girls now learn from each other or
from older, vilely ignorant people. All teachers.know more or less
of the iubject. teachers ought to be ready to deal with the
physiological and biological facts and with their ethical significance.
For older children more specially trained teachers are needed. Par-
ents and teachers can present ideas in connection with nature study,
gardening, or out-of-doors tramps as follows:

Cradles, or preparation for parenthood: The protection of the
young of plants and animals: seed pods. nests of fishes and birds,
holes of rabbits and others; the human mother; the cowbird as an
example of neglect. 41

Motherhood: The ovaries of plants; seeds; the 'ovaries and spot
of life" in animals; eggs, both deposited in nests and developed,
within the body; the reproduction the same kind. The care of
pet animals leads upto the facts of human motherhood. The teacher
here as everywhere must earnestly and honestly respect the creative
power of her own body, if she is to eliminate in her pupils the old
filthy notions.

Fatherhood: Both in plants and animal reproduction, the dignity
and beauty of fatherhood must be presented. The father's part may
be studied in the families of various pet animals. The breeding of
poultry and stock teaches about heredity. The value of a well-bred
male animal can be shown. The application'to human heredity can
easily be made.

By such teachings childrep learn the story of inheritance and the
importance of parenthood, and a new message of pride in re-creative
pOwer and its proper use may be gi "en to our people.

Away with secrecy, shame, and darkness, and the doctrine of " con-
ceived in sin." Let in.honor, respect, and joy in re-creative power, to
express joy, beauty, and blessing to the Individual and to others.

4. MENTAL HYGIENE OF THE SCHOOL CHILD.

CHILD CLASSIFICATION AND CHILD HYGIENE.
of

ARICOLD 014:EIELL, tale itat've&sity.

When knowledge is dub; classified it becomes scientific. Increas-
ing efficiency in tducational economy calls fora more thoroughgoing
chwification of the raw material and product of our schoels-Lthe
children.
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The primary room is the-threshold of the school system; the kinder-

garten, the vestibule. Through this educational Ellis Island our
future citizens pass, and it is a motley stream of incomers. We do
not ask them to matriculate; we can not deport; we must accept them
as they arenormal, subnormal, atypical. No one can thoughtfully
stand in the presence of such a motley assembly without feeling what
a misfortune it is to subject all of these children to substantially the
same daily and the same annual treatment. Nor can one feel that a
periodical medital inspection for medical defects alone meets the
situation. From the standpoint of sincere,' individualized child
hygiene, what is demanded is a thoroughgoing diagnosis of the
health and developmental needs of at least every exceptional pri-
mary child. The primdry school is the port of entry; and it is of
strategic importance for child hygiene. Here most of the special
types of children may be recognized and registered. This is child
classification at source; and it is the first step toward that consecutive.
biographical supervision of special children which must become the
policy.of child hygiene.

Take an ordinary kindergarten and first grade, with a combined
enrollment of 100 pupils. Among this number expect to find
at least one child feeble- minded (unable, say, w a man or a
house) ; one child who stutters; two or three who seriously lisp; an-
other extremely anemic; a badly spoilt child; another infantile
(babyish, a year or two retarded in mental or moral growth), still
another morally weak. There will be one negative child (passive,
colorless, physically flabby, mentally inert, uncommunicative, pos-
sessed of a feeble kind of imitation) ; one oversensitive, nervous
child (with exaggerated sense of failure, overconscientious. lacking
in humor); one superficially precocious child; another distinctly
superior (eager. ardent, imaginative, sociable). 'Without even in-
cluding a score or more of eye, ear, nose, mouth, and throat defectives.
we have at least a dozen children in every 100 at the threshold of our
public schools who demand special recognition (classification) and

attention from the standpoint of educational child hygiene.
Here at the threshold is the place for`timely treatment. For some of
these children there is no better disposition than prompt assign.
ment to u special class, the special class method having been put
into successful operation for 13 different types of children.

The necessity of improved classificiation extends to the special
classes themselms. Take, the classes for the feeble-minded. .The
desirability of segregating the lower gra& cases from the highest is
becoming more and more apparent; this segregatiotcwill become quite
practicable with the development of subnormal centers. A center
is a domestic group of .elassified special classes. ; The discovery' of
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the vocational aptitudes of morons is a further part of the task of
pedagogical ClasSification:

But of all the special classes the ungraded class (for so-called back-
ward children) stands most in need of inventory. Here are stranded
all the driftwood and flotsam which can not float upon the ordinary'
channels of the elementary school. The consequent diversity of the
ungraded class membership is often pathetically picturesque. Here
is the roll call for one such class in a large eastern city : Twenty-four
boys, 16 girls; nationalities, Norwegian, French, Irish, Armenian,
Italian, Austrian, American, Chinese; names range from Jamei Mori-,
arity and Ong Yung to Arcangelo Christiano and Nishan Kaleha-
doarian ; ages range from 6 to 18; mentality, from giggling imbe-
cility to ambitious intelligence; morality, from, truancy. cigarette
smoking, and thieving to good behavior; parentage, noted in special
cases, includes a drunken mother, an overindulgent mother, an illegiti-
mate father, an insane father, and, in three instances, gypsies;
physical conditionAom partial blindness and deafness, and spirial
trouble and anemia; to vigorous physical health. Think of the
problem before this teacher, who may not even have a working
definition of feeble-mindedness in her consciousness to, aid her in
classification and instruction.

The refinement of child classification and the progress of child hy-
giene go-hand in hand. The time is, of course, coming when, all our
large municipal school systems, and perhaps count educational
systems as well, will have the equivalent of a departrrent of child
classification and special classes. In a few cities we already have a
working suggestion of the possibilities. Onr present classification of
children is admittedly imperfect. To improve it we need among
other things psycho-medical experts officially part of the school
system, resident or semiresident school hygienists, supplementary
teacher-nurses, trained teacher-diagnosticians, supplementary and
classification classes.

All the world is a clinic. Some day as adults thee individuals will
be classified by the rigorous tests of actual life. It .is the business
of the public school to anticipate and perfect the present-day classifi-
cation of adults, especially that part of the classification administered
by courts and charity organizations. Child classification. is the basis
of child hygiene. But it is more. The primary school may develop
into a sociological clearing agency for the discovery and registration
of all children who, when adults, may prove socially dependent, de-
fective, or dangerous. Child classification thus becomes a -part of
the task of social hygiene 'as welL
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B. THE DISTINCTIVE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL

CLINIC TO THE SCHOOL HYGIENE MOVEMENT.

J. E. W. WALLIN.

Unirersity of Pit Will*"

America has recently developed a new type_ of school inspection
parallel and coordinate with, but entirely different from, dento-
medical inspection, namely, the psychoeducational inspection of men- -

tally unusual children. The first so-called p'sychological clinic was
established in the University of Pennsylvania about 17 years ago,
but we now have in the United States from 35 to 40 Psychological
clinics, more or less expertly manned, in the universities, schools,
and institutions, besides a large number of dilettantes who test chil-
dren, but who are neither psychologistsnor scientists.

The psychoeducational clinic performs a service for the school
child which no other type of clinic is able to perform. Its field is
the psychoeducational diagnosis and corrective pedagogical treat-
ment of mentally deviating children. It strives to determin,e the tl
nature .of the pupil's inherent mental strength and the character and
causes of his mental and pedagogical variations in order that it may
give intelligent advice in regard to the mental hygiene of the child
and his proper educational classification and training.

The work of the psychoeducation4 inspector is not competitive
with or duplicative of the work of the medical or dental inspector,
but it is entirely correlative and supplementary. No one is fitted
for the work of pzchoeducational diagnosis and treatment who is
not thoroughly grounded in experimental, educational, and clinical
psychology, child study, elementary methods, corrective pedagogics,
the methods of case -taking. and the rudiments of neurology and
psychopathology.

At the free psychoedueational clinic conducted by the University
of Pittsburgh, 11 per cent of a certain number of consecutive cases
examined were classified as supernormal, 9.9 per, cent as retarded,
39.2 per cent as backward, 11.6 per cent as border cases, 17 per cent
as feeble-minded, 8.8 per cent as morons, 6.6 per cent as imbeciles,
and 0.5 per cent as idiots. The different types included mongols,
cretins, paralytieS, choreics, epileptics, child prodigies, speech de-
fectives, psychasthenics, Freudian cases, and cases of infectious
infantilism, and .ataxia without mental, impairment. Alany,of theatt
cases came fallaciouslydiagnosed. In many cases the parents had beef,
utterly misled as to treatment. and prognosis and very many had been
educationally neglected in the schools; that is, they had for years
been forced to do work which was not suited to their peculiar needs.

The moral is clear: Society must provide the machinery whereby
the numeroui*inentally deviating children in the schools may be
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accurately, mentally, and educationally diagnosed and .elassified.
Only thus can we economically and scientifically train " all the chil-
dren of all the people." .

C. MENTAL HYGIENE IN THE SCHOOL.

WILLIAM H. BURNHAM;

Professor of Pedagogy, Clark Unfrersityi

From the point of view of hygiene it is better to prevent mental
disorder by observing the principles of hygiene in the school than to
cure mental disease by reeducation in the sanitarium. rf education
is necessary for the mental health, it is better to give it before rather
than after nervous breakdown. As for pedagogy, there is no conflict.
between a sound doctrine of pedagogical efficiency and the scientific
teachings of mental hygiene.

The outcome of the vast number of investigations of the optimum
conditions of work and the causes of fatigue during the last 25
years has been to make emphatic the following points: That work,
as well as rest, is necessary for the health of the human organism;
that both function eV relaxation are necessary; that the explosion
of energy, as well as the storing of energy, is a condition of health;
that by working hard with close concentration some degree of immu-
nity to fatigue may be attained; and, on the other hand, that rest is
equally important. with the time spent in study. Recent psychological
experiments have shown the great improvement in efficiency effected
by regard for these maiciples. Let me recount these somewhat in
detail :

Some years ago I had. the opportunity .to,make a brief study of
retroactive amnesia, of that clasi.: of cases where a shock or the like
obliterates the memory for a brief period prec,edifig the accident.
Such cases are familiar to everyone, perhaps. .'ront such cases I
found evidence that led to the tentative conclusion that the amnesia
was due to the fact that the memory was never completely organized.
That new impressions may become a part of the permanent store of
memory it is necessary that a certain period of time should elapse
i,order that a process of organization or consolidation may take
place. In normal 'memory these processes of organilation are con-
inually going on, and in order that ideas may be permanently
membered, sufficient tithe must elapse for the organization to be

co pleted. A shock or the like that arrests these processes of
nization obliterates the memory.

B gstrom and others have since found experifnental evidence of
this process of consolidation. Muller and Pilzecker found that in
learning nonsense syllables less wits retained if immediately after
learning a series the observer was required to concentrate attention
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on some other taska careful observation of a picture or the like
and they assumed that the mental strain of the latter checked the
consolidation process necessary for a permanent memory. This
result-strongly suggests also that interference of association occurred,
due to the task requiring attention.

Thia interference of association is especially likely to occur in the
first feye minutes after anything has been learned seems to be most
strikingly illustrated by these experiments of Muller and Pilzecker.
After learning a series of nonsense syllables by the method of paired
associates, they gave the observer a task requiring concentration of
attention a few seconds-after the learning of the original series was
completed. Again in another series the task requiring attention was
given six minutes after the original series was learned. In the first
series there was not time for organization before the distraction was
given; hence less was remembered, probably on account of the greater
interference of association.

The practical bearing of this is obvious on a moment's reflection.
Haste in learning defeats its own end, and a short rest may fre-
quently be distinctly more advantageous than continued work. For
the organization of permanent memory, and to avoid confusion, it
is especially necessary that suitable periods of rest should occur be-
tween the learning of disparate topics. In the schoolroom, for ex-
ample, from purely pedagogical reasons, not to mention hygiene.
it is usually wise to give a rest of 5 or 10 minutes, at 'least after
one recitation or the study of one subject, before taking up a dif-
ferent one. Especially after fhe learning of a fact or principle of
prime importance, a rest of a few minutes to give time for the
organization of the Memory may be a distinct advantage. The hurry
from ono topic to another in the ordinary class drill does not usually
mean efRiency. The teacher crowds as many points as possible into
the recitation, has little time for drill and application, and one minute
before the close of the hour assigns the lesson for the next day with-
out expla ation or illustration.

From th point of view of hygiene such methods mean interference
of associat n, confusion, and wory. It is not a matter of indif-
ference to ealth whether five or six hours a day for a long period
of school life be spent in hurry, attitudes of nervousness, and con-
fusiont or in developing habits of concentrated attention and orderly
association. It is precisely such conditions in the schoolroom and
often in the home that have developed the nervous irritability and
instability proverbial among Americans. It is the disgrace of the
school that its graduates have to be reeducated in the hospital and
the sanitarium.

A wise and successful superintendent told me some years ago that
he sometimes thought his best teachers were doing the least for their

...

L.
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children;tecause they were doing too much for them, and gave thein
littje opportunity/or self-awition and self-activity. This is typical
of many schools, an+so come to pass from the, point of view
of hygiene and these recent experimental studies that often those
who teach least instruct the most, and the poorest teachers do the
1;lomt for the children. The oft pickled and frequently resented words
of Kraepelin, that the inattention of children is their salvation, and
uninteresting teachers a hygienic necessity, have assumed a new sig-
nificance. Kraepelin might have. added that uninteresting teachers
are often a pedagogical necessity, because they alone give children
the periods of idleness necessary for the organization of permanent
memories and of what shay happen to be learned.

The business of the school is stfpposed to be learning, but learning
means the acquisition of new material, its assimilation, its organiza-
tion as a part of permanent memory. The essential conditions of
this process. however, are concentration of attention, orderly asso-
ciatiorr, freedom from hurry and nervousness, mental poise, and an
attitude of leisure.

X. ATHLETICS AND HEALTH.

A. EFFECTS OF ATHLETICS UPON HEALTH.

C. F. STOKES., M. D.,
Suyeon-Gencral, CnIted States Nary.

In 1911 the medical recorOs of 625 star or specialized athletes of
the-classes of 1892 to 191,1, inclusive, at the Naval Academy were
carefully examined and the results. of this investigation published.
In 1912 the records of 580 nonathletes of the same classes were
examined, not so much in the expectation that the physiological
question involved. was susceptible of- being answered definitely .by
mathematics alone, as in response to the general request for further
information.

The results obtained show that 22 cas4alties' (retirements and
deaths) occurred among the nonathletes as compared with 21 among
the athletes. Further, it was found that from those diseases selected,
to which athletics have a4possible o,r probable causative relition,

41
re has been but 1 death imong.nonathletes as compared with 6
the athletic group. The number still in the service whose medical

records show the listed abnormal physical tonditions is 187 for non-
athletes, as against 198 for athletes. The following conditions or
disabilities show an excess amounting to 50 perlcent or more among
athletes: Arteriosclerosis, valvular disease,;of the heart, cardiac
irregularity, cardiac dilatation, cardiac hypertrophy, gastric disturb-
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ances, albuminuria, general pbor health, obesity, tuberculosis, and
various traumatic lesions as well.

This bare statement of fact shows that in casualties and in the
listed abnormal physical conditions the nonathletes and the athletes
are about equal, but this is misleading without due consideration of
other factors involved. It must be remembered that the athletic
group consists of a body of " twice-picked " men, yet, despite the
handicap of suppose1y better physical material, the casualty list of
the athletes about equals that of the nonathletes. Another element
in this consideration which must carry great weight is the fact that
'hose who attempted 'to enter the athletic list and failed are counted
among the nonathletes. Further, the records naturally fail to show
those whose physical disabilities Are of such a character as not to
cause their admission to theesick list, yet whose efficiency has been
impaired by them. There are many such officers in the service who
consult medical officers for cardiac irregularities, obesity, or physical
staleness, in other words, for conditions that may be attributed to
excessive physical development followed by periods of physical
quietude exacted by service conditions. These causes do not become
matters of record unless they are of such moment as to render the
officers wholly unfit for duty, yet such influences in many instances
materially affect the military efficiency of the individual and should
be averted, if possible.

It is interesting to note that among the 625 athletes there we re
15 individualsndividuals who developed hernia and this disability appears to be
associated particularly with a football record. This game, though
somewhat hazardous as played, is considered dangerous by reason of
the disabling after effects that, in my opinion, make it questionablet
as a sport to be encouraged, at least where future naval officers are
being trained. Long-distance crew or foot racing appears to throw
the greatest strain on the organism, since the effort is severe as well
as loig continued.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the disabilities among the
athletic list are largely due to spectacular athleticism among young
men who are prone to overtrain or hazard too much and would not
have been acquired had the overstraining and-overtraining not been
indulged in. The prolonged, rigorous' iourse of physical exercises
necessary in physical sports is believed to be dangerous in its after
effects upon those who indulge in athletic sports sufficiently to excel
therein and I wish to emphasize the fact that we ought to look for
tile' after effects of athletics among those who tried to excel and
failed; it is here, I am convinced, that we shall fincl,a,high degree
of damage.

Aside from the injuries produced the test of modern'college ath-
letics has in the question as to whether or not they help the business

a.
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or pro fess. tonal man in his lafterlife. Personally, I am convinced
that this function is not fulfilled. I feel sure that .those who are in
a position to judge will age with me. Not only does the modern
method of physical training turn out men who easily Ian prey to
degenerative changes, but it wholly neglects the bulk of the young
men in college life, they (the "nonathletes") being left to gain what
physical development their own initiative inspires, unguided and un-
recorded. The tendency is to select those already well developed,' train them and grind them until the "unfit" are weeded out, and thep
overtrain the remainder.

I am not arguing for less athletics. In fact, I believe we should
hive more athletics, but they should be of a character to produCes
wel%;ounded development. of all rather than an excessive develop-
ment of a few who are already well equipped physically. Such phys-
ical .training should be compulsory, marked upon a basis of stand-
ards, and be as much required for graduation as excellence iti Greek.
Latin, or mathematics. It should produce a supple, agile, all-round,
well-developed individual, not a muscle-bound,mass of brawn.
Clear minds and developed muscles are conducive to prompt.
directed action in emergenCy and it is this mental and muscular
balance and resulting self-reliance for which one should strive.

is. SCHOOL ATHLETICS FROM A MEDICAL STANDPOINT.

4 5. W.. Fine:. 51. ., Fort Dodge. Iowa.

There are athletic events, especially those the track, that air,
too strenuous for the boy; they are 'unreasonable, inhuman, brutal.
Every track -event race -above the 220-yard dash belongs to this class:
the quarter-mile, which calls for die highest speed, the last ounce
of effort the boy can command from start to finish; the half-mile;
the mile Mc; the two-mile; and everything of this class or kind.

ese things are not educational, not developmental; they are foolish,
jurious, inhuman.
III all these races above the 220, many boys reach the line com-

pletely eoluittated; every cell and fiber of every tissue in their bodies
has been called upon to give its last unit of strength; heart.and.lungs
have been driven to the extreme liniit of their endurance; the vessels
are at the point of -bursting under' the-mighty pressure of the heart,
and frequently these vessels do give way and hemorrhages occur.
Many fall across the line and are carried from the field struggling
for breath; 40'

Would I abolish athletics? No; but Lwould make Athletics sane. ,
would -not. force the boy as I would not drive a horse or abuse a

dog, I would make every feature of 84191 athletics. fall, within the,
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reach of the box, I would safeguard it at every point by thor6ugh
medical guidance.

I would eliminate all that is harmful, and utilize that which will
develop the physical body of every boy and every girl regardless of

.ability to compete on track or field.
Physical cahure and development for all, rather than the pace

which kill?' for the few should be the aim. .,

a
C. ATHLETICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLBO7(J3 IN BOSTON.

Epcing L. RAUB.
14bniastel.., John .1. Andrea's School, Boston, Mars.

In Boston the elementary school sports are under bona. fide school
organization, under school regultitions and school rules. .These are
untouched Ity outside interests. No trophies are given, neither cups,
medals, nor buttons. 11'inners of events is the spring meet, and win-
ners u6divisien league. schedules in baseball and soccer, receive certifi-.
cats% ,testifying to the fact. These, like graduation diplomits, bear
the signatures of the chairman of the school committee and of the
master of the school attended by the winner.

Exclusive authority oser school athletics, including the appropria-
tiOn of money fot; playground work, has been vested in the Boston
schotil committee by State legislative enalqinent. The department of
school 'hygiene bas from the beginning: managed the sports of the
boys with hygienic and educational ends in view. .

Boston is conservative in the range of athletic sports followed, and
while providing for a variety of athletic interest;, affording exercises
for different groups of muscles, avoids 'the elaborate program of
events followed in some cities. 'Besides biseball and jceer, the prin-
cipal games for team play, 'there are short dashes, the shorter ilinS,
and relay races classified as trick sports; standing broad and run-
ning broatjuipp; running high.jump; running hop, step, and itunp;.
and shot -plitClasSified as field sports. There are no long runs, no
hurdle races, tfid no heavy shot.

No bby is allowed tta combete' in more than qtie &went, relay races .
not.excepted. This provision has a twofold usefulness: It is a pre-
veptive hygienic measure primarily, and at the same time it allows
the competition of an increased number of boys. No boy iscallowed
to compete in the meet unless certified by -the school physician as
being in fit physical condition. At the meet held in June, 191 tthere
were no accidents and no cases of, overexertion among 1,000 enfnes.

The chief features of the present state of Boston's plan are: Entire
sepaiution of school athletics from outside interests; close connection
With the regtilor school' work ; type di..alhletie sports chosen
gienic restrictions upon these; spirit of the training given; type of
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men giving instructionteachers, not simply athletic coaches; and,
more than anything else, elaborate precautions taken, to safeguard the .

boy while making ample provisions for his well-balanced physical
development, the whole plan operating under special legislative
enactment.

XI. THE TEACHING OF HYGIENE.

A. PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF HYGIENE.

LILLIAN M. TowNF, Boston, Mass.

Historical summary. The teaching of health ip the public schools
has been before the people since 1797.

About 1830 the parents of children and the tendieri in the schools...
were urged to cooperate in instructing- the children. In 1837 came
an investigation which showed that the teacher4 of Massachusetts
needed to be trained in hygiene. From 1850 to 1860 textbook in-
struction and dogmatic teaching that should make for habit were
botidvoeated.

In 1868 Horace Mann compiled statistics showing the st&nding of
physiology in Massachusetts; 'and, through his efforts, its teaching
was. voluntarily extended.

In 1885 physiology and hygiene *as made naihr_t_frsory study by
the laws the Commonwealth. 41*,

PregAtiday diffieulties.Sanitary conditions in the schools have
improved. Medical men have aided; yet tly subject is more neg-
lected than it should be. There is textbook teaching, but not enough
dogmatic and observationarrnstruction in either elementary or high
schools. The normal schools of the United States devote too little
attention to this important department of training. For the pros-
pective teacher, help is needed all along the line.

Advaneec\in Boston.In 1908 a committee 21 teachers planned a
detailed course in physiology and hygiene. This course is 1910 was
cut doWn to minimum essentials.

The board of superintendents 'adopted the teachers' plan, doubled
the time given to the subject, 'replaced old textbooks with new books,
added books for referenre and supplementary reading, provided for.a
"Hygitne twitting exhibit," made possible the 'purchase of Vang-
worthy's dietary charts for each district, and authorized a course in
"Applied physiology and hygiene " for teachers taking -promotional
exarnioations. 'The Boston Physical education Society devoted a
meeting to demonstrations of grade.'teachin in physioloky and
hygiene that interested educators and medical en.

, .
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Needs of the future.-1. School authorities and associations must

see that health teaching baS its proper share of time in the school
curriculum. Organized effort alone can accomplish this:

2. There is need for scientific combination of courses in hygiene
and in nature study in the elementary grades.

3. This should be followed in the high school by a course in
physiology and hygiene, differentiated to meet the needeof pupils
entering specific types of vocations.

4. Normal schools must amplify knowlgdge in subject matter, and
must give definite training in teaching method and in hygienic habit
applicable to the schoolroom.

5. Teachers in service must be aided to keep in touch with advance
in hygienic knowledge through distribution of pamphlets and by
illustrated lectures.

There is immediate need of simple charts and.models, of slides and
apparatus, whereby the teaching of hygienic principles may be made
eonceete and experinAntal as in other subjects. A list of reading
references for pupils is also needed.

6.. If the application of hygienic principles is to have importance
for...the child, the carrying out of hygienic habits shouldbe made a
factor in his advance, from grade to grade.-

B. PROTECTION OF STUDENT HEALTH IN THE COLLEGE OF THE CITY
OF NEW YORK.

By THOMAS A. STOREY, 11. I)..
Profevior of Hyvieue, New York, N. V.

Thelkotection of student health., in the College of the City of New
York is accomplished through the organized activities of the depart-.
'pent of hygiene and by certain committees appointed by the presi-
dent of the college. These committees are " The aslyisory committee
on hygiene and sanitation" and "The committee on student lunch-
rooms." The professor of hygiene is chairman oirch of these com-
mittees, both of which are advisory to the president:

There is no dormitory life in this institution. There are, t4ere...
fore, no problems in dormitory hygiene or sanitation. The students
in the collegiate department and the pupils in the preparatory depart-
pent live at home in the various boroughs. of Greater New York.
Their home conditions are, therefore, community affairs, and fall
under the jurisdiction of the board of health and other divisions of

- the city government which beam, upon community hygiene and
stunts ion.

The tiro organization of the department a hygiene has been
develo prinuirily in the interest of student-health intelligence.
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and student-health habits. For the accomplishment of these results,
the department has employed carefully planned lecture courses on
hygiene, class and personal instruction in health habits,%,and. indi-
vidual examination and instruction in personal hygiene.

The courses in hygiene required of the freshinliNvd sophomore
classes in the collegiate department include a series of short lectures
mining through four terms, graded instruction in physical exercise,
and regular inspection in personal hygiene throughout the same
period. The individual instruction in hygiene is further Oconi-,.

\ plished by Means of regular medical examinations applied to etrii
individual student at least once each term throughout the first three
years in the academic or preparatory department and throughout,
the fist three years in the collegiate department. In all 'of this'
instruction emphasis is laid upon the individual. The lectur4s,are
organized with distinct reference to the health problems that arise
in the daily fives of students living in a great city. The health
habits taught art. the simple, fundamental habits most essential
to physiological efficiency, greater stress being laid upon the needs,
of the city boy. The individual instruction in personal hygiene is
based -upon information secured by means of thorough medical ex-
amitiaiions of each individual concerned.

The' lectures on hygiene are made up of a series of 16 short talks
on "The Causes of Disease"; a second series of 16 short talks on
" The Carriers Of Disease "; a third series on " Our Defenses against
Disease "; And a fourth series on " The Nature of Some of Our
Common Diseases. "

Classroom instruction in health Obits is accomplished through
four. terms of work in the freshman and soplvoinore years in the
exercising hall of the gynasium. Here are taugfit habits of physical
exercise, habits of personal cleanliness, and habits of community
hygiene. The sanitation of the exercising hall, the locker room, and
the swimtninepool, as well as the objective hygiene of the individual,
are emphasized as matters of community importance and each student
is taught his obligOon to himself and to the community in which
'he lives in his relation to his fellow students. In this connection it
may be noted that the swimming pool serves ns a sort of an indcx to
the-standard of hygiene maintained by the student community using
the pool. If the bacteriological analyses show evidences of human
contamination, the fact is brought to the attention of the classes
using the pool and the responsibility is placed upon them. With
repeated careful instructions concerning the need of thorough bath-
ing before.entering the swimming pool; the necessity of washing the
private parts; and the importance of keeping all respiratory, bowel,
or bladder excretions out of the water in the tank; the subsequent

'4;
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bacteriological analyses invariably show tan improvement in the
sanitation of the water.

The medical examinations .which form the. bases for instructions
given the individual students concerning their hygienic needs -cover '-
the skin, scalp, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, throat, heart, lungs, abdomen,

- and genitalia. Wherever it is indicated, chemical and bacteriologi-
cal examinations are made. 'Phe,college has recently equipped a
departmental laboratory and employed the services of a competent
man for the purpose of identifying disease carriers among the stu-
dents and supplying the deparstment with information upon , which

.it can furnish advice to the -individual student concerned. It is
plvined within the .coming year to utilize this laboratory service-for
the possible detection of typhoid carriers and diphtheria carriers in
the student body.

All individual instruction which admits of being followed up is
followed up. The individual student concerned is required to report
to the department until his case is closed. Failure to report tr§
directed may lose to the student his membership in the institution.
The success of this instruction and its follow-up feature is demon-
strated by the fact that less than'1 per cent of the cases followed up
fail to -report as directed. About 96 per cent of them finally secure

I advice and treatment through their regular family advisors, while;it,., less than 4 per cent report to free clinics in the various hospitals of
thecity. . .-

..
-- TIke characteristic and striking features of the work in this depart-, 'inent are, first, its practical application-of the laws of hygiene to the
needs of the individual; second, its instruction in community hygiene;*"
third, its successful follow-up system in the interest of individual

1,h1struction in personalhygiene.

AA .

C. SCHOOL HEALTH WORK IN MISSISSIPPI.

Sum: V. Pownx,
Superr(sor of Moot Improrement Associations, Jackson, Min.

The Mississippi. School Improvement Association is -promoting
better health conditions principally by the following means:. .

1. Special days.(ar Clean-up-and-beautify day is observed at
the close of the sclipol in the spring, and again at the opening of the
school in the fall. These days are observed by at4east 2,000 schools
and communities with direct benefit. On these days the people
" work with their hands" and thus learn by doing: (b) A special
health-day program is issued and observed lay just as many schools.
On this day, in addition to actual work done to improve health con-
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ditions, a formal program is given to educate the people in matters
pertaining to health..

2. Correlation.Plans, instructions, and suggestions for correlat-
ing- the regular textbook work with the practical health. work are
issued -to the teachers so as to reenforee the abstract theories with
ccincrete examples. The pupils prepare booklets in which health
improvement material forms the basis of exercises in the regular
school branches is follows:

Spelling.Spell and define words used on the health placard and In the bul-
letins Issued by the State boafd of health. ,

Arithmetio.What is the ratio of window space to floor space in your school-
room? How many cubic feet of air does your schoolroom contain? How
many pupils? If each pupil breathes 10 times in a minute, how long will this
air last? What is the surface area of the dipper? If one square inch contains -
1,500 disease germlf4Lw litany may the surface of the dipper contain?

Compute tt "cost ,o a sanitary. closet Find the area of the schoolroom
flOor and estilriate cost of oiling it at $1 per gallon. Estimate the cost of pot-

' Wag the school in good sanitary condition: Cleaning, disinfecting, prevention
of dust, pure water, etc. Compare with average cost of a Case of typhoid -fever,

.tuberculosis. pneumonia. rr

History:Biblicar; London plagues: yellow fever epidemics: ccination, etc.
Civics.Rights and duties. Obligations of the community to the individual:

To provide.clean, comfortable. healthful trwtronment; to provide expert super-
vision; to Isolate those suffering from communicable diseases;to give inspection
and instiuction to the young on sanitation and hygiene. Obligations of indi-
vidualsto the -community: To refrain from promiscuous spitting; to observe
-laws of personal cleanliness ; to avoid exposing, others to communicable dis-
eases; to do one's part fn,keeping house and premises Id good eider. Laws on
Miklissippi statute books relating.to health.

PhysiologysSanItationandtyglene; germtheory; ventilation; lighting; heat-
ing; bone structure and necessity for adjustable desk; the eye and, necessity for
proper lighting; ear, nose, and throat and teeth, with need far inspection and
care; the skjn and necessity for Seanliness; digestion and proper food- (the s'
cblidt4n's luncbes) r the lungs, and proper ventilation; the blood nud effect of
air, light, and othet ,hygienic conditiobs; bone atLil muscle structure;'exercises
in correct posture and physical culture; dangers from spitting.

Engii,qh.Classify words on 'the health placard as nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions. Make sentences illuStrating principles in
grammar, regarding any health -topic mentioned abode. Write a paragraph
each on' Datigbr, sources, add prevention of dust in the Isthoolroom." Write'

r composition "How we observe clean-up-apd-betiutify c)&y.;" "health day; "
"How we clean our schoolioom ;" "The need for individual drinking cups;"
"our water sappy- ; ". "The hooleworm a greater menace 'to our State than ` -the
typhoid fly ;" "Resolved: That we need medical inspection In our public,
schools." 1

water.;GebgraPh V.Surface Water and ground drainage.
Writing.--Copy sentelds from heath placard. Copy the themes neatly and

make into a booklet. Copy the poems about health. "
lifinghifi.Xfotion songs; breathing exercises. -
a. Addresser; on sanitation.f.rhe local and county school improve-

:4sent associations have been put in touch with special agents of the .-
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State board of health and other helpful agencies. These men are
invited to attend the lOcal and county meetings and make addresses
on tuberculosis, typhoid, hookworm, and other preventalle diseases.
Local physicians and county health officers are also invited to visit
schools and make inspections and give instructions.

4. General improrement.Marked improvement is reported in at
least 1,500 schools in water supply, ventilation, prevention of dust;
lighting, heating, and building and care of outhouses. It is very
common to find the floors of rural schools oiled, the furniture and
walls cleaned with sanitary dust clothes, outhouses built and kept in
good condition, window sashes and shades arranged for ventilation
and correct lightifig,and the people generally awaking to the im-
portance of better health conditions in the home and school.

D. MUSEUM COOPERATION IN THE TEACHING OF HYGIENE AND
SANITATION.

C. E. A. WINsi.ow,
can .1Isseutp of Natural history, New Tort, N. T.

In the hall of public, health of the American Museum of Nature!
history we have now,.after three years' work, iistalled three fairly
complete .series of exbibits dealing with water supply and public
healih, with the disposal of cify-wastes and with bacteria, while a
fourth :wigs, illustrating the relation of insects to disease, is well
under w,ity.

The relation of insects to disease is a particularly fruitful field for
museum, work. and, is the one upon which we are- chiefly englig:
the present time. The American Museum alreadY feas in its depart-
ment of invertebrate zoologj wonderful enlarged models of mosqui-
toes, and the departmeilt of health has just installed s model of the
_house fly, enlarged 40 diameters, which took a skilled artist modeler
nearly a year to complete. A wide series of.facts bearing on the life
history of the fly are illustrated, as well as the relation of the fly,to
disease, the practical methods for its control, and the results achiepa
thereby. A similar, but more enlarged modebotthe flea (earrief of.
bubonic plague) is now under preparation, and we have already in
stalled models, some small and some life-size, dealing with the rats
which harbor the plague microbe and fromlwhich the flea .carries it
to man. The opportunity for future development here,;;and in con.:
nection with,the,motiquitoes of malaria and yellow fever, intim

-111of other disease carriers, is a tempting one Which we hope toNlevelo
in, the next New years.

10011.-18-7-7-0
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This hall is -our first 'Opportunity to serve the publiC scho8is in the
r- work of health education. The teachers bring their classes to the

museum in .one of the periods allotted to civic biology, and in an hour
with these models and diagram the pupils learn more than they could
get from books and lectures in a month.

In addition to the hall, which is open to nil the, visitors to the
museum (numbering 800,000 a year), we arrange special lectures to
the school children on the occasion Of their visits. It is the policy of
the museum to provide lectures (generally illustrated) on any sub
ject within the field for any teacherwho_may ask, it and for any nm-
ber of pupils, from a score to a thousand. Or.-if the 'teacher prefers
to lecture himself, we provide hall, lantern sltles, and operator. The
larger high schools send their classes twice a year near the end of each
term for a talk on u;ater, milk, insect-borne disease. city cleaning. or
some other topic which fits into their course.

For some time the American Museum has taken an active part in
the native-study work of the public schools by circulating loan collec-
tion of &rds, insects, mollusks, sponges; corals, woods, minerals, and
the like. At the instance of some of the high-school teachers most
active in civic biology, we have applied this same plan to our public-
health extension work. Our first attempt was in the form of an
album of large photographs dealing with the spread and prevention
of communicable diseases. , ,

During the.past Iialf yenr, these albums went to 10 high schools
and 22 elementary schools in the city. and ,were used by 52,010 chil-
dren.. The general method pursued by the teacher, is to go over them
pretty thoroughly in the higher grades, and then to bring them into
the general assembly ,hall; where a talk is' given upon th,em and
Where tliey are often left for inspection for a considerable period.
The time for which one of the rilbuies is kept in a school varies from
eight weeks to four months, and one distributing agent reports that
" once a teacher gets an albuk, she will not release it until her chil-li,
dren have seen it several times, and until the other children in the
schooehave seen it."

All this is, of course, only a begiiming'of list we hope t6 do, even
for the high schools. We have as yet scarcely touched the great un-
'derlying problem of the elementary schools, where it is most vital
that a sound basis should be laid for healthy living and where nt pres
ent (in New York City) 15 minutes n week is the maximum time that
can be 'spared for theoretical instruction in hygiene. ' Ws do feel,
however, that we have done enough to show that museum Methods of
instruction may be madelof use in the tenchinea school hygiene and
sanitation,
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E. AN EXPERIMENT IN STUDENT CONTROL OF SCHOOL SANITATION

AND HYGIENE.

(1. W. HUNTER.
De irut Clinton High Rehoot, New York, N. Y.

The great elementary and secondary-. schools of New York City
form excellent experimental ground for much-needed cooperation be-
tween upils, teachers, and civic authorities to obtain safe and sani-
tary conditions of life during ti &time that the persons involved are
in the school buildings. The city may supply the plant, sanitary anti
well equipped; it may safeguard the water and food supplies fur-
nished to pupils; and it may send teachers into the work tempera-
mentally and scientifically fitted to do the work of instruction for
sane and sanitary living; but if the student body does not cooperate
with the teaching staff and the civic helpers outside the school, then
the school building and its surroundings will be as hopelessly insani-
tary as if the message of the individual drinking cup and the indi-
vidual towel had never been preached.

An attempt to obtain cooperation has been made in the De Witt
Clinton High School. This school, one of the largest boys' schools in
the United States, is ideal for such an experiment becvse of its
peculiar environment and its cosmopolitan clientele. The building.
a splendid example of modern school architecture, is located on the
border of one of the most un6vory localities of the city, an area.
where the gang element in its worst form runs riot, and where race
battles are not uncommon even in broad daylight. The streets near by
are 'offensive and ill-kept, the one redeeming feature being the close,
proximity of the school to two large hospitals. The school building
is used day And night throughout practically all tlid year, housing a
great day school, a night school, and a lecture and recreation center.
Probably 5,000 persons daily enter its doors. Of the student body.
over 75 per cent are foreign'born, in most cases the migration having
been very recent. Most of the boys, especially the " easisiders," are
well behaved and anxious to learn, but have never had an opportunity
in their home surroundings to know Atat real sanitary and, hygienic
conditions, are. Consequently, in spite of watchful teachers and
efficient janitoral staff, the halls, rooms, andin particular the istair-'1
ways and lunch room, eftelit presented ,an appearance- that was far
from sanitary

Each half year in September and again in-February, nearly 800
new pupils, fresh froin the many schools of the various parts of thp
city, each with their own 4tandards, enter the portals of the school.
It was from these entering classes, aliens, without any idea of wine
the school and its activities stood for, that we experienced the most
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difficulty. No conventions bound them, school traditions were as yet
unknown, and the preaching of their teachers and the practical work
of their biological and hygiene training had not yet begun to bear
fruit. A trail of tore papers, chalk dust, and cast-off luncheon came
to follow certain of these first-term classes.

Then came the thought If these boys are unwittingly the offenders
against the decency and self-respect of the school, why not make them
sow the first fruits of a propaganda against this lack of consideration
of others? Calling together half a dozen of the better element from
among the incomers, a plan was evolved, the details of which follow.

Boys in the school for convenience in distribution are grouped in
sections of about 35 'pupils, each section being assigned to a given
home room in charge of a single teacher who acts as their advisor,
and to wham they recite in one subject. In this home room the sec-
tion has most of its study periods; there they discuss the affairs which
are solely section matters; and activities of various sorts are organized
there. WbateVer esprit de corps the section possesses arises in their
home room from the fellowship aroused by meeting together in the
morning or after school. Here was evidently the place to strike first;

. so. notice was sent out of a meeting to which each first and. second
term section was asked to send delegates. These delegates became
the nucleus of what was later knowdoas the Sanitary Squad of the
De Witt Clinton High School.

At this juncture we evoked the aid of Mr. Reuben Simons. of the-
department of street cleaning. This gentleman had done work of
a' similar nature among much younger boys in the elementary schools,
and knowing boy nature, came forward with the offer of badges,
to be used by the squad members as a distinctive mark of authority.
Committees were then formed, officers elected, and the work of*the
organization began. An executive committee, an improvement com-
gfittee, the duty of which was to suggest improVements in and about
the building, a street committee to police the streets during the lunch
periods, a hall committee, whose members policed the halls at all
hours of the day, and brought offenders against law and order to
justice, a lunch-room committee, ;ivhose onerous task was to "clean
up " the lunch room, and finally a social, committee, whose .business
it -was to provide the programs for the meetings held every Tues-
day afternoon. The officers of the club were a president. vice presi:
dent; secretary (for there were no dues), and a faculty director.
These officers made up an executiVe.council, and in reality directed
the interests of the squad in the right directions., .

Of the first useful activities of the squad was. to draw up and
hii7torlited a set of suggested rules of conduct. These printed
notices were Posted in every room in the school building and on all
bulletin boards in the halls and lunch room. Then. with the aid of
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large stencils, signs were printed, which were placed in the lunch room
and in the halls. These signs reminded the students that the cost
of the lunch furnished depended in the long run upon cooperation
between school authorities and the student body.

The work of the squad was at first directed toward bettering the
conditions in the lunch room, where over '2,000 boys were fed almost
every school day. Then, widening their circle of influence, they
took charge of the halls and rooms all over the building, and finally
the condition of the streets adjacent to the school was taken in'hand.

During the recent spring clean -up" campaign waged by the
civic authorities, the boys personally took charge of the distribution
of circulars in localities that they could cover. Several large me't-
ings were held to advertise the reasons for this campaign. The last
meeting was held in the auditorium of the school and attended by
over 1,500 boys. This last meeting 'was addressed by Dr. MacMil-
lan, the director in charge of the clean-up campaign for the city.

.

But the work of the squad was by no means all plain sailing.
Not all boys who. joined the squad proVed to be trustworthy, for it
was a hard matter for a 13-year-old boy to. see the ethics of picking
up another fellow's leavings. Sometimes open rebellion on the part
of the boys who were required to do clean-up work by squad mem-
bers made matters rather difficult for the director lo untangle. Boys
of the upper classes, who were at times careless, like all other young
men, resented being asked by a freshman to clean up anything, even
if they did cause the trouble. So a. " strong-arm squad ". came as a
natural evolution from work in the lunch room where conditions were
unusually trying.

On this squad only large boys with .a fair amount of tact were
allowed sto serve, and it was considered to be an especial honor .to
attain this position. The usual method of procedure on the part of
a squad member who saw a schoolmate throw something on the
floor was to ask him to-pick it up. If herefused,she would shqiv him
his squad badge and again make the request. If this .did not bring
the required response; the squad member would take the name of
the boy and report hind meet the director at the .court held every
afternoon. Sometimes the getting of the offender's name would be
sr difficult task and tnight mean trailing the boy to a recitittion.room,

requirea teacher would require the name to be given: Every after-
noon in the office of the director court is held. The director occupies
the chair, the assistant director acting as the prosecuting attorney.
The case is first stated against the repoited offender, then is allowed
to make his defens*'.witnesses are called for the prosecution to
rebut any false. statenlitts: that the prisoner nay has;e Made, and
finally the director pronounces sentence. This may merely consist
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squad to see what they are doing; it will be clean-up work under
issupervision of a squad member if the culprit is guilty, and it may

be in extreme cases a visit from the parents or a week or two in the'
tardy room, an after-school penal colony which houses the careless
or vicious members of .he school community.

What is the result of the year's experiment? Can we say that we
had a changed school at the end of the year? Yes and no. At the
beginning the attitude of the student body was that of a critical, non-
sympathetic,.and often directly antagonistic body of scoffers. But
litt ,Ie by little, as they saw the boys of the squad devotedly working
for the common good, immindlnl of the gibes of the crowd, a change
began to be felt. Older boys, who at first were openly troublesome
or who made fun of the squad workers, began to take an active
interest and even to appear at meetings. One body of older boys. of
their, own volition, formed a hygiene club, procured lecturerk;, and
began- to cooperate actively with the younger fellows. pest of all,
as faculty recognition came and notices of a favorable nature began
to make their appearance in the school paper, the student body com-
menced to wake up to the fact thqt it was pleasanter to have their
surroundings clean. The lunch room, which in former days, after
the lunch period, was a dis9rderly chaos of torn papers, half-eaten
fruit, and spattered odds and ends of schoolboy lunches, became
really livable, so that after 1,500 boys have finished eating, another
relay of like size may be sent to the room almost istithout tonchini,
the room or its contents. The halli and most of the rooms are now
kept in fairly gold condition, in spite of the occasional dirty or
careless boy. But, best of all, is a spirit, a subtle something, that
.has crept into the school as a whole, which makes the De Witt. Clinton
student think of the other fellow and his rights, helps him to under-
stand that sacrifice for the right is 'to be desired, and teaches him
the best lesson of the future citizen, that of cooperation with Author-
ity for the common good.

V. IMpROVING HYGIENIC CONDITIONS AMONG THE NATIVE SCHOOL
CHILDREN OF ALASKA.

WILLIAM IIAMILTOY1,

United Stoke Bureau of Education. .

The efforts of the ;BUreau of Educition to safeguard the health of
the Alaskan natives 'include: .(1) The maintenance of four small
hospitals in important centers of native population; (2) contracts
with three hospitals for the treatmentof diseased tutives; (3) the
employment of traveling physicians who devote their entire 'time to .

the medical and sanitary work among the valves in their districts; .
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(4) the employment of nurses who assist the physicians and do.ex-
1 ceedingly valusble Iv* for the children in the schoolrooms; and

(5) the providing of medical supplies and textbooks to the teachers
of the schools throughout .Alaska to enable them to treat minor
ailments and intelligently' to supervise hygienic measures.

In the native villages the teachers and nurses endeavor to establish
proper sanitary conditions by inspecting the houses, by insisting upon
the proper'disposal of garbage, and by giM.ing instruction in sanitary
methods of living. Natives are encouraged to replace their filthy
huts by neat,ovell-ventilated houses. Many of the school buildings
contain bathtubs and facilities for the proper washing of clothing.
In many. schools sputum cups and indhdual drinking cups and
towels are provided. tThe bathing and laundry facilities furni1hed
are usually greatly appreciated:

Jn some of the native villages the results of the ,efforts of the
teachers and missionaries are evident in the orderly streets and well-
built houses containing all the necessary articles of furniture, pic-
tures, and books. The natives in places such as these are self-
respecting, thrifty people, and their children are as clean as those iu
the average village in the States.

In other settlements not readied by civilizing influences the con-
ditions are such as to appall the most enthusiastic social worker.
The houses are wretched hovels, constructed of driftwood, crowded
together on an ill-smelling beach covered with garbage of all kinds,
including discarded articles of clothing, old tin cans, and putrefying
offal polluting the air with its horrible odors. In such a village the
houses contain but a single room each, very dirty and without ven-
tilation. Into it men, women, and children are herded, a stove and
a bed being the only articles of furniture. The bed is usually used
ft9 a "catch-all" for a great assortment of articles, the natives pre-
ferring to sit, eat, and sleep on the floor.

The establishment of a United States c school in such a
village and the advent of a teacher mark e inauguration of a
crusade against, filth and disease. The methods used in order to
establish hygienic conditions among tild school children coming from
homes such as those just described can best be told in the wards of
one of the workers:.

The clinic work of the school usually commenced with a talk on parasites
and the necessity for cleanliness, and this was followed 4ysau Inspection of the
entire class. Two ihd sometimes three of the older pupils were. selected ds
assistants. The boys were tkkeu to the clinic room, and &heel bad ciacips&'.
each boy's hair my assistants gave him a shampoo with antiseptic soap, dressed
his hairwith _a One comb, and anointed it with coal oil. Talks upon hygiene
were given eactr'day and the worst cases .were used as illustrations. After
the talk lay, assistants examined the heads of all the.children, and when nets*,

.
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miry gave the above-described treatment. The assistants soon learned to do
their work quickly and All and seemed much interested lu It.

Principa: rules were: "Keep clean. Waal your face. Wash your hands.
Wash your neck. Wash your ears. Wash your teeth every day. Bathe your
whole body with soap and wiirm water at least once a week." After these
rules were well understood, any child who'came to school with a dirty face
was brought before.the class for consideration. The usual verdict was "Scrub
'eta good with soap and warm water.". After the assistants were through with
him the subject was usually a shining example of cleanliness. It was most
encouraging to see the results of a little teaching, for after four or five weeks
it was a rare .xcurrence to have a child come to school with dirty hands or
face. The children soon dkeloped pride In their personal appearance and
would strive to have their few tern clothes at least clean. The desire for
cleanliness spread to the homes, and fathers and brothers were frequently
brought to school to be put through the. clipping and cleaning process.

G. HYGIENE IN THE PHILIPPINE SCHOOLS.

A. J. McLAuGHLIN, M. D.,
United Sprites Public Health Serrtre..

Practical hygiene is taught in the Philippine schools even in the
lower grades. In this tountry we are prone to overlook the enormous
influence of school childreiv ii the hygiene ,pf the home. Thelit
children of poor, ill-educated r'ents are often thq intermediary
through-which the shuple gospel of hygiene and disease prevention
reaches the pasents. In the Philippines this is even more true, and

..in many instances it is only because of the children that the parents
carry out the instructions of the- health officer. .

,. In combating cholera we were not slow to take advantage of the
schools. A cholera circular containing.the simple facts of the spread
and prevention of cholera was used as a catechism even in the ele-
mentary,grades. The children recited the answers daily; and in
times of actual epidemic this teaching took precedence over a11 other
studies and was supplemented by actual demonstration of

it
hand

cleansing and disWection.,
.

With an epidemic of contagious disease existing, there is a ten.-
dency in most communities to close the schools.' In the Philippines,
on the contrary, it is the policy of the bureau of health tosteep the

-- Schools open becatise of their extraordinary value in teaching the
. prceepts.sof disease' prevention.

They were. used in cholera epidemics as .demonstrating stations
where the children were taught how to protect themselves and' their4parents against cholera. The same principle is used in comlbling
tuberculosis, hookworm, dysentarY, andberi-beri. The children are.
taught how 'these diesases are co,ntracted and how thefklostrbe.

,
prevented. _ .
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The modern Philippine school building is a'model of construction,
adapted to the Tropics. There is no heating problem in the Philip-
pines, and as a consequence ventilation is very much simplified.
Water supply and sewage disposal are directly under themsentrol of
the bureau. of health. The pupils are specially trained in the neces-
sity of thorough hand cleansing after using the toilet and before
eating. The children have been used- also to eliminate the time-
hbnored Filipino custom of eating with the fingers out of one common
family dish.

The dense ignorance of sanitary principles and the oriental fatalism
of the older generation could not be successfully combated without
the aid of the school children. With their aid a very great improve-
ment has been effected.

There is now in Mini la-a very efficient medical inspection of
schools. This is particUlarly effective because of the splendid facili-
ties of the bureau of health for giving medical treatment. The city
is divided. into health districts with free dispensaries and hospitals
where the school children Ire' treated. In this country the health
department can often coo' no .more than recommend treatment. In
Manila the child is repetrted to the bureau.of health, and the powers
and organization are suelivtisat control is easily' maintained until the
child is returned to school cured. Special attention is paid to the
teeflrof children, and these'are treated in the free dental, clinics of the
Philippines General Hospital. Dilring the school year ended March
29, 1912, in Manila over 2,400 children were referred to the hospitals
and dispepsaries of the bureau of health for treatment:

Tfie effect of 'the teaching and practice of hygiene in the
pine schools is manifest in the improved physical condition of the
pupils, and it is a powerful instrument in the sanitary regeneration
of a nation.

XII. MISCELLANEOUS 'TOPICS.

-

X. HOW WOMEN'S CLUBS CAN sip THE HYGIENE MOVEMENT.

Eusz. DEN sos,
Bo sr of Usinfeiptil Research, tier Tork, N. T.

.. The gittitest service of women'sclubs during the next few years
will be td-apply everywhere what we already know; to use all the

'`af machinery already available in every city and every country; and
to earl.), out d ite programs' based: on 'the proved experience .of'
otiter\communit

-.0'
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The cities and towns where there in not adequate medical inspec-
tion, examination, and treatment of physical defecis, where all school
buildings are not properly cleaned, ventilated, heated{ lighted, out-
number 10 to 1 the cities and towns where even a beginning has been
made.

There is no need for more organizations of women. There is no
need for wasting 'precious time while communities "grow up " to
health facts. There is no need foi. added experimentation about tilt
more important phases of school hygiene, i. e., the physical condition
of tfie children themselves and the environment they go to school in.

May I suggest, therefore, that our "prophecies and promises"
for the next few years group themselves under the following four
heads:

1. Uee fact-gicing machinery.Women's clubs will use the machin-
ery. already in full swing to avoid being handicapped by lack of
facts.. Reference .agencies like this congress, the United States Bu-

. niau of Education, bureaus of municipal research, the Russell. Sage
Foundation, Slate and local bOards of health, tuberculosis associa-
tions, -etc., -are spending thousands of dollars every year getting
facts, making Them available, answering questions.

2. Draw 100 per cent pictures.Women's clubs will use the =chin-
Nery of all organized women, whether in, their clubs or in other clubs,

to give to their city a 100 per cent picture of school health needs in
that city. If an inspecting committee finds 'one school with unwashed
windows and ditty floors, the club machinery will ask, low many
morel If 90 out Of every 100 children in our schools were found
with decaying teeth, club women will ask, How many more? and
How can they all be fixed? If a building is found with one open-air
room for 20 children and bad.air for 980 children in all other rooms,

...club women will ask, What's die use?
8. Enlist professional cooperation.Women's clubs will use the

machinery of their local medical- anditdental associations and their
local groups of business men' to secure (a) publicity about health
needs hot met:- (b) preliminary volunteer examinations; (e) finan-
cial support by the city.

4. Solve other health. p lems.Women's clubs will use the Ma-
chinery of the whole city administration, to correct conditions affect-
ing the health of school ciAldren, or school buildings. Constant
;watching, reporting to authorities specific bad conditions,.following
up promised improvements, will be given to the questions of clean
etreetsliroutul cehool and for play; prompt garbage removal; where
drinking water comes from; how milk ib analyzed; what cake, candy,
*Oda, ant ice cream in ahOpi near sehooli is made of, it*.
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B. THE SCHOOL AND VITAL STATISTICS.

FRANKLIN C. GRAM, M. D.,
ONO of the Bureau of Vital Statialicillibtoartnicat of Health, Haifa lo, N. Y.

At first thought it might seem that the school and vital .statistics
are antitheses and their points of contact about as opposite as the two
poles. The same might have been said about medical school inspec-
tion only a few years ago. In an age of progress the (lend languages

.

give way to technical education and the philosophy of unknown
quantities to 'manual training. Granting this, you will ask, Where
will the study of vital statistics fit into the school curriculum?

It needed no argument to make room for the art of bookkeeping.
Even the unintelligent recognized the necessity of a_ lcnowledge by
which, in his crude way, he might measure his financial loss or gain
during a given period. 'Vital statistics is the bookkeeping of a com-
munity. It shows the assets as well as the liabilities. It does more.
It forms a permanent record e every individual from the beginning
to the end ofillfe.

If we teach our children that certain diseases, such as maities and
whooping cough, which have been regarded as blessed essentials of
childhood, and which our mothers were wont to invite by contact in
order to have them over with as earn In life as possible, are not
essential but more fatal than dreaded pestilence, then we assist them
in retaining a normal constitution and possibly prevent them from'
filling an early grave. .

The reduction of infant. mortality luisJong ceased to be a subject
of philanthropy or of public spirited benevolence. It is a recog-
nized duty of the State. The State can do nothing without the co-/
operation of its citizens, and unless its citizens can be made to under/
stand a condition there can de no cooperation, because it then becomes

matter of law and not of duty. --,
To a proper study of tliZse thin0 it is essential to have me

knowledge of morbidity and mortality conditions. It is nece ry to
know the number of births in a community in order to co pare' it
with the number of deaths. Vital statistics show at what riod of
life the lowest and higtest mortality, rates exist, the ca,t yes which
Produce'death at later periodsind this agsin leads to lie study of
prevention. Odnnected with this study is a bat Sl i iry into the
causation of disease, and while inich.study sill ,pr s's manrobsts-
des to the untutored mind, yet iris within the ran of passibility.

Nor is such study without profit to pupils befo they reach high
school or college. It is particularty valtaible fore tbatNtage
reached, because during this/period of life ins y of the conta
dtseases occur which. eat short a promising c r or leave, the

.yidttal hardened' with an istfrotity for life. ./

: l
?
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The study of vital statistics is entitled to a place in schools on the
following grounds: (1) It leads to an inquiry into morbidity and
mortality conditions of the home locality; (2) it forms a basis for
'comparison with what such conditions ought. to be; (3) it assists in
the study of prevention of disease and in the 'knowledge of public
health; (4) it is an, essential adjunct to medical school inspection
and school nursing; (5) a knowledge of health and disease forms the
bulwark of nations; (6) youth is the best period in life for beginning
to acquire such knowledge.

C. ACCIDENT PREVENTION AS RELATING TAO CHILD WELFARE.

Menus A. Dow,
General Solely Attest, New York Central Lines.

Remarkable resu0 have been obtained in the actual reduction of
industrial, accidents through the educatiOn of industriale workeis
along the lines of safety. in many instances large plants or railroads
showing decreases ranging from 10 to 40 per cent in casualties in one

. yey. In a very brief period the plan of systenatic education of in-
dustrial workers in accident, prevention has proved effectialuand suc-
cessful. .Why should it not be just a:4 successful if applied in schools?
Whe great need for a concerted, v411-dettned plan of teaching School
children "safety," " prudence," and " carefulness '' is apparent when
the great 'number of lives sacrificed annually is considered.

The railroads do not begin to furnish all the accidentS that result
in serious or .fatal injury to children and othArs. The dangers that
beset the child in daily lifeare numerous and varied. Matches and
bonfires, the automobile, the street cars, vehicles drawn by horses, and
Many other things contribute to the 'Inge list of deaths and injuries
to children from accident causes.

In New York City done there were 226 children killed and 479
seriously injured Whtle playing in the city streets during the ye

1912. In the Statesof-Naw York and New Jersey during the me
r'there were 164 children tinder 16 years'of Age killed by being

ittrucii# or run over by automobiles. and..935 iettttrid from the same
cause' There were 77 killed and 171 injured by trolley cara

4,4friin; and 249 injured.by'wagons, a 'total of ?el. children a 16
years of age killed and .155 injured in one year in dtly two states'
of the Union on account :Abell* struck or run over by vehicles while

,playing upen 8r crosing gblic streets or hilhways:
4
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D. INTESTINAL PARASITES AND THE RURAL SCHOOL.

JOint A. FERRELI,, g. I)..
Rockefeller Sanitary Commiaelon, Waal, It:0cm, D. C.

Infection by intestinal parasites is world-wide in its distribution.
It is most prevalent in the tropical and semitropical countries. where
it is a problem of great magnitude. As a factor affecting the life and
the health of the people, their physical tlind mental development, and
their material welfare, its importance. has not been generally-appre-
ciated. In fact, it has not been particularly emphasized by many
of our medical colleges and of course not by...the physicians they
graduated. Yet in the light of the revelations made during the past
three or four years by the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission, work-
ing in conjunction with boards of health of 11 Southern States,
there should be;great reform generally in the methods for acquaint-
ing both students of medicine and the laity with the essential facts
pertaining to this forM of infection

Types of pgrasitw=lluring the three and one -half years prior to
ly 1, 1913, thegrealth aloncies above referred to made 665,581

nicroscopic examinations of specimens of feces for parasitic ova for
665,581 perstms; of these, 329,578 were found to have hookworm in-
fection and were treated. Private physicians have treated and re-
ported 162,305 additional persons, giving.iwith those treated by the
health agencies, a total of 491,833 treated persons. The hookworm

byijar the most common and most important'-of the intestinal
-ites. In 326-counties of the South, infection surveys for hook-

worm disease have been made. Each survey is based on the micro-
scopic examinatiorl of a minimum of 200 country children taken at
random,Ages 6 and 18 years,inclusive. These surveys indicate that
in diffejlent counties, varying with their.geographical location, the
hookwOrm Infection ranges from 1 pet cent to as high as 80 or 90
per cent of those, examined.

In fanny rocalities 80 to 100 per cent of the school children have
been found totave the.4disease and to Have made only 50 per cent of
.the progres4 made by normal healthy children. In other localities
entire families heavily infected have had their systems so under -
mined that they were swept away completely, either directly by
hookworn1 disease or by intectirrent diseases like tuberculosis, pneu-
moz ia,. dr typhoid fever, which easily, overwhelm. the devitalized
bodies of hookworm subjects. ROutine, examinations for a series- of
graded soliDols have shown hookworm infection times. more
prevalent in the backward sections than in the 'advance sections fbr
the various grades. /
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The school in the rural section affords the greatest medium for
the spread of the infection. Suppose we take.aceitain school district
in which by chance no infection exists. Now let the son and daughter
of Mr. Smith visit Mr. Jones, who liras in a district where there is
much bookworm disease. While there, fruit of some kind is picked
up from the ground by the Smiths and eaten, and perhaps in
going barefooted "ground itch," the beginning of skin infection. is
contracted. The visit over, the Smiths return home. Having no
sanitary privy on their premises, the soil around their house is soon
polluted, so that one by one the whole Smith family becomes infected
in varying degrees of severity. Fall comes, and the neighborhood
school opens. The Smith children may by this time-be a little pale
and puny from the diselse, bu they start to school. The school may
be in a progressive neiihborho it may be painted and furnished
with patent desks, and perhaps it as secured a creditable library..
Good heaters have been provided, the light comes from the rear and
over the left shoulders of the pupils. Perhaps there is a _driven well
to supply water, but there will he no individual drinking cups. and
this is not the worst of it. No privy has been provided: but why
should there be? The pupils, not having one at home, do not think

are near the schoolhouse. The girls, b, custom, conceal /hemselve
)111of having one at school, especially since e woods and undergrowth

;

when answering nature's call in the woods on the east side And
the boys on the west. The Smith children do not know they
are

4
infected. They use the common hiding grounds with the

other children. Soon the whole school grounds are so heavily pol-
luted that on damp Flays every pupil who goes around barefooted
wid,contract "ground itch." and, moreover, those who play ball.
marbles, mumble- the -peg, etc.. get their hands infected. Facilities for
washing the hands are not available; so at lunch time they handle
their food with soiled hands which are likely to be contaminated. In
this way the pupils at school become infected. In a comparatively
short time the premises around the homes of all the school- children
are polluted, and You have a change which anemia procince,s coming
over the community. Prop4ess of the children in the school is re:
tarded; the daily attendance is poor; the health of the community

,., is below normal; the crops are not so well cultivated; and there is a
general backward tendency. The houses are not so well provided for
or kept. The whole community is sick and doesn't know it. The
economic loss is tremendous. Delay in establishing control of infec-
tion spread by such filthy habits is criminal, once the facts are
Isitown. The victims are ignorant of the fatts. Teaching them is a
duty of every informed citizen, board of health, and physician; yet

. these agencies are not sufficient to reach the masses.
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The common schools through the school children can reach practi-
cally every home. Hence, an important part of this work should be
directed to the teaching of sanitation, dealing particularly with
parasitic intestinal infection and other infections spread by soil
pollution. The school should be an institution where methods are
taught for saving and preserving:the child, for making him a
healthy educable child. one who will bless the State' with the
highest type of.citizenship. May we not hasten a reform which will
make the school a place where the teachings of sanitation are put
into practice and not a' center for exchanging and spreading- all
kinds Of filth-borne diseases?

r

a

Or
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PART III. THE SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT.

CONCRETE DATA OF THE SCHOOL HYGIENE MOVEMENT
AS SHOWN IN THE EXHIBIT. .

I. MEDICAL INSPECTION.

Boston, .1/aRs.--.-The division of child hygiene is concerned Kith
the physical welfare of every child in Boston froth the tune of 'con,
ception up to the age of 16 years. The work of this division is
0assified into three subdivisions, as folldws: (1) Prenatal and post-
natal; (2) medical inspection of schools; (3) physical examination
of licensed minors.

Physical examination of school children for the y6nr
. showed the following results:

Total number of puplla examined_ 121. 832
Total number of pupilm without defect% :a 409
Total number ofjmnila svltb defects 99.333

The defects noted were: Mental deficiency, 391; defective nasal
breathing, 9,174; hypertrophied tonsils, .24,720; defective, teeth,
60,709; defective palate, 366; :cervical glands, 11,370; pulmonary
diseasetuberculous 66, nontuberalous 1,10; cardiac disease, 2;796;
nervous disease, 303; orthopedic defecttuberculous 103, nontuber-
culous 3,154; skin disease, 3,768; rickets,644; malnutrition, 2,620.

Buffalo, N. Y. Medical school inspection in Buffalo is divided into
four general divisions: (1) Prevention" of communicable diseases;
(2) detection and. removal of physical defects; (3) child psycho-
physiology; (4) sanitary condition of the school .buildings and
environments.'

04
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The following is a resume of some of the work:

Report of medical 1.1sool examiner. pear 1912.

95.

irh. Total.

Number examined 4.. ..................... . 23.2411 24.727 47.9901111nti trit .... 468 392 860Anemia
617 459 1.076F.nLirgod glands
5123 789 1.412Goiter
106 33 139Net diseases.... 116 98 214Cardiac disease
112 111 223l'ulmonary disease
74 60 151Skin disease 367 247 634I elect , orthopedic
81 128 21211 achit is 1 ype.
81 62 143Defect of ciskm. 2.042 1.763 s. 3.80iOther diseases of eve

1.11 210 441Defect of hearing....
140 200 340.Discharging ear

81 54 1UDefect of nasal breai bine. 723 1.229 1.082Defect of palnte.,
73 58 131Defect of teeth..., 11.2114 12.1132 2.3.23$If vp led lonsiLl 3.'219 3.107 6.439

noertrophAdeids
233 314 577Mental cases 72 124 196Treatment ad 'iced. 1,080 1.194 2,274

Oltio.The bureau of medical inspection and relief is
organized with the following officers: Chief school inspector, with a
salary of $1,800; 16 district physicians, 11 on full time and bon part.
time, to whom a total salary of418,275 is paid; '14 school- nurses,
$10,920; 1 chief dental inspector. $1.500; 4.dental operators (part
time), $2,000; 2 clinical assistants. $1,100: l'elerk, infectious diseases,
$1.000; 1 clerk, tuberculosis records, $800; fumigator, $900; 1 chief
medical inspector and assistant health officer, $2,750. Their functions
are: School inspection, medical relief of the poor, surveillance of in-
fectious diseases.

The hours of medical inspection are.12 a. m.. 2-3 p. m. Twenty-
two publie,schools and 35 parochial schools, a total of 57, have medical
inspection only, without the school nurse. In 43 pUblie schools ant,
12 parochial, a total of 55 schools, both doctors and nurses are .

ployed. The average number of pupils for eagh nurse is '2,350.
During the period from September 10, 1912 to June 19, 1913, the-

school doctdr handled the following cases:
Excludetron account of infection disease or contact 113
Inspected after 4 days' absence 6.831
Examined but not needing treatment. 13.537

-Received for treatment 14.679
Total number of examinations of children 36.573

In the same peiiod the school nurses' activities were as follows:
Number of cases referred to nurses S. 874
Treated by family physician_ _J. 1.981
'treated by clinics and hospitals 2.901
Pediculosis and minor case a treated by nurses te. 2,811

sole 18-1.
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Cakes refused treatment- mad iwnding 1.076
School treatments Flven 8. 053

31Home visits____.. 4. 7

" The nurse is the connecting link between school and tine.-
A survey of 36.438 e\upils lt1 pnl,lic schools, April 21 to June G.

1913, showed:
Number. Per cent.

0 . 2.1Ttlberculous 84
Pretuberculous 505 21.. :8181

Anemic simply 1.034
, Total anemic 1. 619 1.44

Mentally retarded 057 1. 814

Tliis is urged as an argument for (1) more open-air schools and
low-temperature rooms: (2) new school for mentally deficient chil-
dren.

Among, defects 'diagnosed by school physician were: Defective
vision, T.435: diseases of the eye, 29S. Of these, 1,092. or 44.9 per
cent, were corrected by _glasses and treatiiient. Jlynertrophied 'ton-
sils. 2,692 cases noted. operative 642: medical, 650, a total of 1,292.
or 48 .per cent treated. Defecte teeth. exclusive of .dental inspec-
tion, 1,754; eases finished,.1.002, or 57 per cent. 'Medical and surgical
miscellaneous, 1,996: treated, 1,501, or .75 Per cent. Children *cil-
iated against smallpox, September 10. 1912. to :him: 111. 1913, 486;
of these 97.3 per cent were successful, tit were unsuccessful, and 76
unknown.

Detroit, Al ich.Resitats of medical inspection of schools. Septem-.
her, 1912, to,June, 1913:

Number of pupils examined
,

irk 7.-12
Number of pupils excluded _ 4.752'
Number of pupils vaccinated 0.4611
Number of defects found 6,062

Nurses' visits to homes_ 7.081
Nurses' visits to schuots_ 4.103
Nurses' visits, to dispensaries 432

Total visits
r

11,706

Attendance at school 27.223
Children treated at home 252
Children treated at dispensaries 1.038
Instruction to mothers 5.348

Eight nurses were employed at a total expense of $4,800, and 88
doctors' ($11,500), or a total cost of $16,350.

Jacksonville, Fla.fedical inspection of school children in Jack-
-soul-ilk Fla., showed that 77.1 per cent of all the children examined
were detective in one or more particulars. The following 'are the
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percent ages for the- various defects: .Hypertrephied tonsils, 36.6 per
cent; defective vision, '25.8 per cent; enlarged cervical glands, 9.1 per
vetnt; adenoids, positive. 5.2 per cent nasal breathing, 3.8 per cent;
skin diseases. 2.5 per cent; hookworm, positive, 2.3 per cent; mal-
nutrition, 0.85 per cent ; anemia, marked. 0.8 per cent ; defective hear,
ing, 0.65 pr c::::junctivit 0.2 per cent.

New Fork, .V. I'.The work of the division of child hygiene is
thus otalinml:

(1-) Inspection for the determination of infections diseases; (2) in-
spection and treatment of contagious eye-and skin diseases in school;
(3) examination of pupils for certain physical defects; (4) follow-np
visit by nurse to home to secure treatment for noncontagious physical
defects.; (5) treatment at clinics for eye, ear, nose, and throat;
(6) treatment of teeth at (Wntal

School medical inspection is organized under a (*dor and assist
alit director for the entire city, with a separate organization for each
of the five borOlighs in charge of a borough chief inspector. Uniler
each .1)orongli chief is a corps of supervising inspectors and super-
vising nurses, who direct in turn the routine medical inspectors and
School noses. In the year 1912-13 there were 825,664 children in
public and parochial schools of New York City under medical'
inspection. The cost of carrying on the work was $364.300, or 44
cents per capita. The chief medical inspector for each borough has
oversight of the clinics for school children.

Philadelphia, Pa. The scope of the work of the department of
medical inspection of schools is described as follows: (1) Detection
and correction of physical defects; (2) detection and exclusion of
contagious disease cases; (3) sanitary inspection of school buildings;
(4) examination at their homes absentee children, in order to
determine whether such child! should be excused from school;
(5) the, examination of applies is for the 'position of school janitor;
(6) examination of high-school oys entering into athletic contests;
(7) a clinic for the examinatio of mentally deficient 'children;
(t) speeiel medical supervision o three open -air schools; (9) free
vaccination of school children. he organization is as follows:
(1) Public schools; medical inspection (under bureau of hbalth and.
board of education); .(2) public schools, nurses (board of education
and bureau of health); (3) private schools and parochial schools,
medical inspection (under bureau of health)-; (4) eye dispensary
for school children, No. 1 (for all sehoOl children), under bureau
of health; eye dispensary_ for school children, No. 2 (public school
childten)Q bureau of health and board of education; (5) dental
dispensary for school children, No. 1, for all school children (Under.
bureau. of health); dental dispensary for school childrek Nos. 0,..

\
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3, 4, for public school children, under bulletin of h th and board
of education.

Albgeneral summary of medical inspection in dadelphia for 1912
shows:

Number of pupils lit elementary sAnols
nimber of pupils in high schools__ __ _

Number of school buildings
Visits triode by supervisors .
Visits made by assistant luspe tors__
Pupils sent to inspectors by teachers
Routine physical examinations

iSpecial examinations (classrooms) . 317,564
/Defects recommended for treatrient 138, 092

Proportion of physical defects corrected i)er (VII I - - 45
Exclusions from school, 7.046
Time lost from school by reason of exclusions, minorcontagions dis-

eases only _days__ 4.314%..
Number of throat cultures taken _ . _ _ _ 2,722
Number of throat cultures with positive results__ __ -_________ 413 '
Vaccinations oeyfornied ^_.312_

The folloxVing is a table showing physical defects
k
recommended for

.treatmentat two diffe?ent periods:

Defects V
Eyti
Ntise, throat. and mouth
Ear

' Teeth
orthopedic
4tnentla and poor nutrition
Nervous
heart
Lefective mentality

in

175. 905
%* 11. 502

280
1,355

35. rao.
_ 98. 171

1'4iseellaneo. int_ . - 2.05x4 2,552

Total

Fe1).-Ike.,
1912.

_ ,._ _ 25, 656
37.018

Jan.-.1 one.
1913.
16, 510
22.946

2. 249 1, 470
34 047 40.345

....
.

2.019 1, 086
2.543 1,434

i- 1135 670
' :167 587

163
19, 385

188
10, 144

142.534 93.592

Refrublie of .Mexico. -- Mexico has had medical inspection of schools
tai ee 1,896. Begun in a small way in that year, was considerably
ext Jl

air

500

did, by an act of 1908. Annual salaries an expenses for the
increased fromi$2,000 in 1896 to $52,000 for the year 1912-13.
g 'the same period the number of medical inspectors has in-

from 1 during the first three years to 43 in 1913. About
hil4ren are now assignea to each school doctor.

'Of isenses found in school children in Mexico City 1908-1912,
thoie co gt4s type most frequently found are pedictrlosis (15
per. n 4 rin&ortn (4 per cent). In the noncontagious diseases
anedlia with 0 per cent ; 29 ilirtent of the children have defec--

27 iae2i cent dental cirie.4nd 5 per cent defective
-.5,,
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THE SCHOOL NURSE. 1

'1

Br/Pilo, N. Y.School nurses in 1912 made 1.703 school visits and
2.014 home visits, of which 6004were to contagious and 1.414 to non-
contagious cases. Total inspections were 19.411.

Treatment or instruction was given as follows: Pediculosis. 1.364
eases; ringworm. 40; favus. 13; scabies, 184; impetigo. 470; skin,.
1.'201; eyes. 1.398; ears. 564; vaccinations, 379; miscellaneous,4381;
dispensary, 43.

------P-141-adelphia, Pa.The bureau of health of Philadelphia shows
the direct value of the school nurse service by comparing conditions
with and without nurses. A saving of nearly five days is obtained
on every case of contagious disease by means of the school nurse
service. The statistics show that the average number.of days lost
by school children when the schools are without school nurse service
is 5.0)458. The average number of days 12st when the schools have
nurse service is found to be 0.34268. Lack of nurse service is there-
fore responsible for 4.72191 days of preventable loss. Multiplying,
4.72191 (preventable) Joss (average days) by 16,884 cases' of minor
contagious diseases handled by school nurses gives 79,725 total days
of school time saved to these school pupils through nurse service.
The per, capita cost of education in Philadelphia is 18} cents, so that
$9,122.05 is saved to the educational system through this one branch
alone of the school nurses' activity. The total cost of school nurse
service from February, 1912, toJune,1913. was $25,760. The nurses
were employed in the congested districts of the city."

Another tOoof of the importance of the school nurse is found
in the follow-up results. Irrespective of social grade more physical
defects are corrected with nurse Allan without: FoIMPPoups were
studied: In group White, native, social grade A, 43 per cent of de-

. fects were corrected with 'nurse, as compared with -36 per cent when
a nurse was employed. In group white, grade B, 50 per cent were
corrected with a nurse, and 43 per cent without. In white, grade C;
50 per cent were corrected when a nurse was employed, whereas only
18 per ceht were corrected when thejig was no nurse. In colored,
grade C, (13 per cent of defects noted were corrected with the nurse,
as against 22 per cent without a nurse.

Rochester, N. Y.School nurses in Rochester paid 1,269 visits to .
homes.; took 853 cases to dispensaries and hospital's; cared for 1.906

sedefects; found 306 defects of eyss; 461 of ears, nose, and tht'oat; 273
. of teeth; 267 skin di6ases; 413 miscellaneous defects.
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M. ORAL HYGIENE.

C annectieut.In Hartford there are free dental inis for school
children supported by the Hartford dent In Waterbury
there are two dental inspectors, salar I, paid by the city. In
Bridgepatt the city appropriates r the dentai clink of the
Bridgeport dental society. New Lon has u dental clinic equipped
by the board of education and maintained by the New London dental
society. Other Connecticut towns report as follows: StistfOrtl--
examination by an individual dentist, but no town appropriation :
New Britain--examination of the children by the New Britain dental
society; Greenwichclinic established by the United Workers; New
Haven roorn secured in a school building for a privately supported
clinic; Meridenschool childi.en examined ,by the Meriden dental
society, but no appropriation.

Kentacky. Dental inspection and clinics in 17 communities
throughout the State.

New Fork. The 'State department of health is conducting an
active oral hygiene campaign by means of elaborate exhibit material.
which includes a model clinic.

Pentutylvania.Thirteen free dental dispensaries are in operation.
Besides the 5 in Philadelphia. there are 2 each at Pittsburgh and
Wilkes-Barre, and 1 in eacffhpf the following cities: Scranton. Phil-
ipsbuxg, Reading, Chester.

Boston, Maast.The Forsyth Dental Infirmary. Boston's answer to
the oral hygiene problem, is to be opened in 1914. Its work will be
to for the mouth conditions of all the children of Greater Boston
upS6 years of age. Attention will be given to adenoids, hair lip.
tonsilsin short, the whole subject of mouth, nose, and throat.
Follow-up work will be done by the school nurse and social secretary.
Patients will be required to return to the infirmary thtee. or four.
times a year for examination, treatment, end _advice. Vie institu-
tion will have facilities for 64 chairs. with room for 44 addition 1:
orb chair having a capacity of 12 patients per 8-hour day, or a total
eapacity of 7$& patients daily. There will be a lecture room for
public lectures on hygiene and oral prophylaxis.

Cincinnati, Ohio.Mouth 'hygiene is supervised in Cincinnati
throtlgh a cooperative arrangement between the Cincinnati dental
society and the bnard of health. The., board of health provides 1
chief dental inspector, 4 dental operators, and 2 clinical assistants.
The dental society. furnishes 56 dental inspectors and 89 lay volim-

, tiers. Th# number of children examined in different years was:
920 in 1909 ;. 4.594 in 1910; 8,482 in 1911; and 12,660 in 1912.

it/
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Operations. 1910
Sept.-Dec.

1011,
10 mos.

1912, 4,1913.
10 mos.

t' slings %
763 2,654 1,789 9,952Truittnents 334 1,335 1, 455 1,730Cleaning. 192 515 476 1,047Crowns 3 10 8 8Extractions 256 91) 961 1,555.,..,

Total oporattons 1,548 5,214 4,689 8,262Number of vases ... ... 210 790 972 ,379

Follo -u1) work in two typical schools:
First adiool. Seam, sdteel.

i

Number inspected 664 1 Number inspected 321No detects 74 I No defects 22Treated at dental clink 125 '1`relaed at dental clink 99I

Treated by family dentist , 290 Trelled by faintly dentin' . 116No treatment 129 I No trestle:en' c, 8
4-Withdrawn trona school SOF

Exprn Re,v f,f I h c f ree' dini.
1

1910, 1911,
Sept.-Jan. Sept.-Jim.

1912. 1963,
Sept.-Jan. Jan.-July.

1.EL12.,111ent

Supplies

EtilleatiOn

1118.76
626.00
74.97 '
77.47
93.80

210.15
1,445.00

151.00
78.50
11.40

$13.63
1,674.00

112.39
74.27

104.80

2641.71
2,610.82

20.84
48.17
6.66

Ohio. 1910-11 Cleveland was the scene of the na-
tional mouth-hygiene camps] 'he National Dental Association
supplied equipment for diti s. a trained nurse and finances for the
Marion School class. The ( hio State Dental Association paid'for the
printing and furnished the- use of a stereopticon. The Cleveland
dental society furnished the examining clinicians and lecturers.
Rooms were furnished by the Cleveland board of education, by the
library, and by St. Alexis Hospital. The campaign had for its objet:

To bring to tlw attention of the people. by means of dental Inspection of an
-.ntlequate number of children, the universal need of dental service: to show

by means of clinics thnt there Is n great demand for dental service by Indigent
children; to present to the people by Means of lectures the gient value of
mouth hygiene In the general welfare of the child; to show by means of the
Marlon School class the results possible to he obtained from an Ideal method of
InstruetIon In the care and use of the mouth, accompanied by the correction of
the faulty oral condition.

.

As a result of this campaign, 20.861 pupils were examined. The
mouths of 97 per cent were found faulty. The six clinics were oper-
ated for a total of 334 half-days: 372 patents were treated; ,2,21E1
operations were performed; and 49 lectures were delivered at the
various school auditoriums to parents of the older grade ptipils.

From a school of 840 pupils there were selected 40 children pre-
senting t1W-most faulty oral conditions, 27 of whom acquiesced in
'the plan, followed instruction, and tool; the tests. The children were
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each given a toothbrush, tooth powder, and a drinking glass. A
dental nurse trained therm to clean properly the teeth and out, and
visited their homes to see that the instructions were carried out. The
children were given special instruction in the use of the mouth in the
home and by specimen Ads in school. The faulty oral conditions
were corrected in the clinics. Psychological tests under an expert
demonstrated the mental as well as physical improvement due to
remedying bad mouth conditions.

Detroit, 31 ich.An appropriation of $5,000 was allowed for dental
inspection and clinics from September 1, 1912 to July 1, 1913. Fon'.
dentists examined 50,000 pupils; 12,000 patients were treated in five
clinics; and there were40 lantern-slide lectures in school.

For the year 1913-14, $8,000 has been appropriated. There will
be six inspectors and seven clinics. and twice as many lectures on
mouth hygiene as last year.

Lo8 Angeles, Cal.The board of education has now taken over the
dental clinic formerly maintained by the Los Angeles parent- teacher
association and the "county dental. society. During the past year
(1912-13) there were two full-time operators; 1,434 patients, were
treated.

Philadelphia, Pa.The city maintains a complete system of dental
inspection and clinics as a separate division under the bureau of
health. The work was organized in the fall of 1910 on a volunteer
basis, and remained so for one year, the city supplying the offices in
city hall and equipment for three chairs and one nurse. In January,
1912, eight paid dentists were engaged. In'Februnry, 1912, the first
school branch opened. in December, 1912, four additional assistants
and one chief were engaged, and in 1913 two additional school
branches were opened. The appropriation for .1913 provides as
follows:
Twelve operators, each serving three hours per" day, at $700 $3.400
Equipment for .t Wil) schools 1, 200'Mulutenance- 500

Nurse at central office 800

Chief of division T 2, 500

The school board at present bears no expense exceRt plumbing and
electric current.

e *ork of one ,of the clinics from. January 1 to June 30, 1913:
Patient.. Operation..

January 757 2.328
F,bruary .6,

645 ', 095
March 674 2,185.
April 945 2, 794

May 828 2,534
June GOO 1, 780

`4, 480 18, 718
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Girard College has a department of dental surgery, recently or-
ganized, which has for its sole object and aim the care of the teeth
of the boys in Girard College. The defpartment is under the care
of a dentist in chief,. two assistant dentists. and a clerical and me-
chanical assistant, all of whom are employed fidl time;

Rochester, N. 3%-A free dental clinic, .claimed tolbe the first in
the *world, was established in Rochester move than; 25 years ago.

was crosed after two years for lack of support. Thelfirst American
school dental dispensary was established in Rochester in 1905 by the
Rochester Dental Society. Dental dispensaries /1 11? /1 w operated in
schools Nos. 26, 12, and 14. In 1912, 2,104 patients were treated,
involving 11,137 operations. The total cost was $2,461.16, or $1.12
for each child. ' la

Toronto, Cdnada.-Lee School, of Toionto, claims the distinc+lor,
of having pupils absolutely without a carious Moth or an unclean
mouth. The pupils are all from the Girls' Ilvine, where daily care

'of the teeth is part of the routine.
Relation of dental hygiene to mental efficienc.-Dr. J. E. W.

Wallin has measured with selected test materials the increased mental
efficiency of children whose oral defects have been remedied. In
memorizing 3-place digits there was an average gain in those under
observatiOti of 19 per cent in efficiency; in the spontaneous association
test the average efficiency gain vas 42 per cent; in adding 1-place
digits, 35 per cent; in the antonym test. 129 per cent : Ind in the, test
of canceling. a's there was an average. gain due to dental' improve-
ment of 60 per cent.

IV. OPEN-AIR SCH 6.

Horace:llann School, New York, N. Y.-Two third-grade classes,
as similar us it was possible to have them, were compared for a
period of six months. One class was an outdoor class, the other
a regular indoor class. The two classes were compared in respect
both tv physical improvement and mental improvement, with the
following results:

Phymleal Papowement.

Average age at beginning of testa
Duration of tests
Average gain MT

Weight.
Height
0 frth of cheat.:expandedBitt
Depth of chest 1
Lung capacity
guttrerth: apt arm

Strength, upper book
trength, ausa..

Indoor.
1 Outdoor.

a yrs. 6 MOS..
8 mos

1.6 kg. or 3.5 lbs
2.6 cm. or 1.0 in
1.3 cm. or 0.8 In
1.8 cid. or 0.6 in
0.9 cm. or 0.37 In

8.0
0.0

CIL in
1.4 kg. or 3.0 lbs
1.4 kg. or 3.11be
LS2.0 kg.or4.41bekg. or 2.21be

8 yrs. 4 mos.
6 mos.

1.7 kg. or
2.8 cm. or
1.8 em. or . .
1.7 cm. or 0.7 in.
0.2 . or 0.971n.-0.4am. or - 0.13 141.
3.9 cu. in.
0.8 kg. or 1.7 Ibsur
2.11m. or 4 .61b4.
2.0 kg. or 4.4 lbs.
8.2 kg. or 7.01b4.
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Indoor class improved more in f?fir of these meairements. Out-
door class gained more in six of these measurements. Classes gained
the same in strength of-back. Outdoor class giined more in height,
weight, and girth of chest.

ental i,nprnrement.

A V P TI1gP

!Cumber of ! Improve-
mein.

Dee. 12. L Vey 13.

In termini English: i
IS in DeeOpen air

112 in May!
I}

mg.
37

'1221n Dee !IIndoor
127 in Mew . .( 33

In liritlimetk:
I14 hi Dee.Open air I!'122 in May

Indoor ri Try I }

Pei rent Per erne.
57

48 I 13

88

78

:Elizabeth Mreormiek Memorial Fond, ChiCago, 111.The Eliza-
beth McCormick Memorial Fund was established in 1008. -Its gen-
erarbject is "to improte the condition of. child life in the United
State's.' One of the chief special objects is: "To promote, in an ex-
perimental way, open-air schoOls by maintaining in Chicago schools
like the Elizabeth McCormick open-air schools, and by standardizing
the methods of such schools." The fund gathers information on
open-air schools and other child welfare agencies, and disseminates it
for the guidance of citizens and legislators. " Open-Air Crusaders "
is the title of an attractive report that sums up the open-airwork.
The exhibit at Buffalo consisted mainly of apparatus for open-air
work: Cot, clothing. etc.

Cincinnati, Ohio.A typical Woodland school for prettiberculons
and anemic children is maintained by the board of education for
children of grades 14, The school was established in 1911 on the
principle that "education without health iti useless." The cost hw;
been 19 cents per pupil per day. Children with tubercle bacilli in
sputum are not admitted to this school.

'I' In the regular open-air school the board of health /furnishes a
w. __nurse and medical director anti equipment for 25 pupils. The build- .

ing cost $1,266 and the equipment $600. The average cost for main-
tenance was $2.35 per week per child. Temperature, pulse, antLies-
piration are-recorded daily at 8 a. m. and 3 p. m. 'hemoglobin tests
are given upon admission and whenever indicnied. The treatment in-

, eludes a warm cleansing bath andcold showers daily (special cases
excepted). It is significant that on Friday the pupils show a marked
gain, and on Monday a slight loss. The children are .fed inspected

. milk and crackers morning lad afternoon: There isn dinner, with a
A
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specified menu for each day, prepared by the domestic science de-
partment. The total expense per child for food is 17 cents.

From September 10 to June (1,1913, the average gain per pupil in
weight was pounds. Every child gained in weight. Two girls
gained 12 pounds 12 ounces. 1 girl 11 pounds 12 ounces, another 10
pounds 12 ounces, and another 9 pounds 10 oughts. The average
daily attendance in 1911-12 in the open-air school was aro per cent,
as compared with 95.4 per cent in a typical elementary school of the
regular type.

Oakland. Cal.The report of the commission declares: " In each
new building there shall be at least one open-air schoolroom. that can
not be entirely closed. In all new buildings provision shall be made
whereby every classroom may be easily transformed into an open-air
room.

Chicago, 171.There are nt present in the Chicago public school
system four open-air and six open-window, or low-temperatuy school-
rooms. The open-air rooms are conducted-upon roofs with little other
than overhead protection, while the open-window rooms are in regu-
lar school buildings, with the rooms and conditions adapted to meet
the needs of undernourished and tubercular children. In the sum-
mer term th&,-e children are taught out of doors, in tents erected in
the school yard at the various schools.1/4

Other eitks.Cleveland. Buffalo. New York, Newark. N. J., Roch-
ester, and PhiliLdelphia are other cities winch hare ma' de notable
efforts to incorpointe the open Air idea into their school system and
exhibited some of the results of Their experiments at the congress on
school hygiene.

V. SCHOOL FEEDING.

History and present status.The American home Economics lasso-
-elation shows that the school feeding- movement is by no means a
new thing. SchOol feeding began in Germany in 1790; France, 1849 ;'
44rent Britain, 18G9; lind in the United States in 1895. Seventy-
seven cities in this country now maintain school lunches (1912).
LuncheS-are also served regularly in special and open-air classes in
a number of cities, among them being P141adelphia (special class) ;
New York (undernourished children) ; Syracuse (open-air school);
Newark (open-air school).; Cleveland (fresh-air- class) ; Antral°,
N. Y. (open -air school). The claim is made that 10 per cent of the
children in our cities suffer from malnutrition. 11.-

In all the school feeding work empllaiis is laid upointe increased
food value resulting from school-lunches supervised by a dietician
It has been estimated that children in the cities of New York, Chi.
°ago, Philadelphia, .Boston, St. Louis, Baltimore, Cleveland, d
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Pittsburgh spend a total of $1,554,000 for lunches every year. This
amount will buy on the street the equivalent of 81,000,000 calories of
food. value; while at the school lunch it will purchase 178,000,000
calories. Typical school and'street luncheons are compared_ us fol-
lows: School lunch, consisting of cocoa and whipped creath, 3 cent-s;
egg sandwich, 4 cents; banana, 1 cent; four dates, 1 cent; three
cookies, 1 ced; gives a total of 700 'calories food value for 10 cents;
while in the street three crullers and a cup of coffee, costing 10 cents,
furnish a food value of only 250 calories.

High-school children in Philadelphia spend $Q2,000 for lunche; iii
St. Louis, $57,423; in Boston, $52,721; in Rochester, $18,760. 'The
cost of kitchen administration for Boston, Mass., and Bradford,
England, are contrasted as follows:

Cost of kitchen administration (per cent).

Boston
Brad lord, England

Food. 1)(41 very Labor. Rent. Utter
expenses.

54.2
54. 0

4. 2
1;.8

32.4
18. 0

1.4
2.2

7.8
7.5

Cincinnati, Olao.School lunches in Cincinnati are in chargeof
" The penny lunch association," whose members are made up from
the Civic League, the Council of Jewish Women, and the civic de-
partment of the Woman's Club. Eleven penny lunchrooms are
maintained in congested districts. The kitchen equipment and the
pay of the cook are provided by the board of education. " Once
started, the penny lunchroom is self-sustaining," according to the
Cincinnati experience. A different menu is provitled for each day
of the week. The benefits as observed in Cincinnati are: The penny
lunch improyes general health and increases mental efficiency; the
child learns Ito appreciate the value-of good food and disseminates
the knowledge of selection and preparation of wholesome food in
the home. In the Pioneer Penny Lunchroom, established in 1908,
50.penny luncheons are served daily.

Chicago, 111.Three penny-lunch centers have been in operation
in Chicago since December, 1910. During the school year 1910-11
the entire expense of these luncheons was borne by the board of
education, but ,in November, 1911, the permanent school extension
committee of the Women's Clubs undertook their management. A
suitable room, with janitor service, one paid attendant, and. a com-
plete equipment are provided by the board of education. 'nit
school extension committee provides a trained supervisor, who pur -'
chases the food, plans the meals, and sees that they are properly
Cooked and served. At each Center volunteers from the various

's clubs assist.in serving the luncheons, The following menus
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have been served during the past year on successive days: Cocoa,
bread, and sirup; vegetable soup, bread, and jam; meat, soup, bread,
and sirup; split pea or lican soup, bread. and sirup. Due regard is
paid to national tastes or religious requirements.

VI. SEX HYGIENE.

Chirago, M.By resolution of the Chicago board of education:
Specialists in sex hygiene who lecture In simple, yet scientifically correct,

language are to be secured to give during the year 1913-14 a_ se of 3
lectures on sex hygiene in each of the 21 high schools, the pupils to be grouped
in reasonable numbers, boys and girls separate; provided that all pupils who
bring notes from their patents asking to have them excused shall be excused;
that after December. 1913, the lectures be limited to first-year classes in hygiene
or biology.

1.3

Part of the original resolution also provided for certain sex in-
Aruction to children ingroups in the middle and upper grades of
the elementary. sch s, but action on this has been deferred, to await
the result of the ex riment with high-school pupils. The Chicago

1
board has also. provided for appropriate sex instruction through paid
lecturers to parents pf school children.

Plan for sex education. The Child-welfare Exhibition Commit-
tee, showing panels based on the recommendations of the American
Federation for Sex Hygiene, outlines the following plan:

Answer hongtly when the child of even 3 or 4 years asks, "Where
did baby come from? " A-true but simple statement about mother
and baby if given at this time may keep the child from picking up,
when older, false and unclean ideas from street companions. .

From 6 to 12 years children can be interested by parent or teacher
in nature study.. it children of this age observe the life and repro-
duction of plants and animals. Their questions are natural. Con-
cealment breeds curiosity. Answer them frankly. Treat sex and
reproduction as a natural and pure phase of life. You will' receive
frankness and confidence in return. Young children's thoughts of
sex are pure until their minds have become contaminated. . Sex 0
knowledge from pure sources is the best protection against such con-
tamination. At about the age of 12 the child's sex interest becomes
more personal and needs not only pure and honest frankness, but also
direction toward self-respectvhonor, chivalry. The sex instinct thus
dirkted becomes the ally of idealism, altruism, aspiration, religion.
Religions Aid moral training are a profound influence at' this age
and must help direct the sex instinct. Physical exercise,: intellectual
interests, and wholesome amusements furnish occupations foe\Tind
and body and are at this age wholesome and necessary? \

\
2 For a dettiled analysis of the plan of, the American Federation of tie: Ilygtene,

Bureau of Education bulletin, 1018, No. 18, pp. 3.1-38.
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Venereal disease in Bu Palo. In order to show the need for instruc-
tion in sex hygiene, the Buffalo Society of Sanitary and Moral Pro-
phylaxis has collected figures showing extent of venereal disease in
Buffalo: Reported by 128 physicians.. 1.113 cases; estimated by 330
others, 2,983; treated by patients, 794; total for' November, 4.800;
total for year 1911 (estimated), 14,423 cases. There were also. direct
infections of children under 1t years as follows: Reported by 122'
physicians. 85 cases: estimated by 330 others, 178 cases; total, 263.

I
VII. EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN.

Psychological clinics.lcoorcling to the National Child-welfare
Committee, the following States have psychological clinics in connec-
tion with universities and normal schools: Washington, California
2), Colorado, Kansas. Minnesota. Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan. Ohio{
2), Pennsylvania (2), New York (2), Connecticut, Massachu-

setts (2). .

Three States, Indiana. New -York, and Massachusetts. have hospi-
tals where psychological clinics are established. Illinois and Con-
necticut have such clinics in connection with juvenile courts. In
one or more places in the following States the psychological clinics
are in connection with the public. schools : -new York (2). Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois. . .

Psychological clinics exist in connection -with institutions in Minne-
sota, Illinois, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and Massachu-
setts. Ohio has a psychological clinic in connection with A vocational
guidance bureau (Cincinnati).

The first psychological clinic was established at the laboratory of
psychology, University of Pennsylvania, in 1896.'

The resources of a psychological clinic are summed up as follows:
Psychologists trained in clinical diagnosis; examining physicians
familiar with developmental diagnosis; social-science department for
follow-up work and for cooperaVon with individual homes, schools,
hospital, child-welfare agencies and institutions: accurate and com-
plete clihical records; summer classes for observation; hospital
schools for eases needing extended observation and care.

The psychological clinic studies each child on the following plan:
1(1) Historybirth, babyhood, childhood, school, disease, parents;

(2) physical examination; .(3) psychological examination ; (4) visit
to and report an home; (5) continuing observation, study, diagnosis,
treatment as required and as long as required.

School of education, University of Pitteburgh.--The school of edu-
cation, University of Pittsburgh, undertakes the following 7tetiiiti6s,
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which may be taicen' as typical of the newer psychological-
pedagogical work:

1. Conducts a psychological clinic for the Pittsburgh district, for
the examination and classification of backward, feeble-minded, epi-
leptic, insane, speech-defective, sense-deprivative, and precocious in-
dividuals.

2. Advises parents, teachers, or attendant's as to the proper mental,
pedagogical, hygienic, and institutional treatment and disposition of
the cases examined.

3. Refers examined ctses requiring expert dental or medical treat-
ment to dispensaries and hospitals.

4. Contacts demonstration clinics atNachers' institutesend at
national and international congresses.

5. Offers the following courses to teachers, nurses, social workers,
mothers, psychologists, and physicians

(a) Clinical psychology, and the scientific study of mentally
exceptional individuals.

(b) The cure and education of the feeble minded, backward, pre-
cocious, etc.

(c) Psycho-educational pathology and educational therapeutics.
(d) Mann-mental and occupational work for the backward,

feeble-minded. epileptic, and insane.
G. Prepares expert psychological diagnosticians for schools, uni-

versities. institutions, juvenile courts, research foundations, and wel-
fare institutions.

7.= Issues frequent publications for distribution among physicians,
teachers, 'and social waiters.

B. Supports a technical library of hooks and periodicals.
Chicogo,-177.The.detiartment of child study, and educational

research of Chicago has been in active operation since 1898. The
department acts as a bureau of investigations of child lift and teach-
ing. "Children requiring special care or special training and prob-
iem'casies are examined by the department and sent to schools, centers,
classes, or divisions where they may receive the necessary hygienic
treatment and adaptable education."

The following is a table of cases examined from July 1. 1912, to
June 30, 1918:
Blind or detective vision_ IRO
Dent or detective hearing 103
Crippled es
Truants and incorrigibles (at otlice)- 41

Truants and Incorrigibles ,(at parental school) 49f1
Pubnormals 401
Detective hi speech (persistent cases only)
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Tuberculons (not including sneaks) 20
Epileptics (most aggravated cases only) 21
Children with constitutional depletion, nervous disorders, or particular

physical defects
Special cases: Unusually

aberrants
Feeble-minded
Total number of children examined

bright children, moral delinquents, mental
744

207
47

2, 916
Number of reexaminations 781)
Total examinations 3. 205

Detroit, M 719 suspected cases examined, 9 were found
normal, 354 backward, and 356 mentally defective. The mental
defectives were further classified as follows: Moronhigh grade
43, middle 100, low 125, a total of 268; imbecile!high grade 38,
middle 28, low 19, a total of 85; and idiotichigh 2, middle 1, low 0, a
total of 3. The educational recommendations in these 719 cases were:
Sent to special rooms, 498; to ungraded rooms, 13; to regular grade
rooms, 167; institutional assignment, 41. As to physical defects, 278
Wad' none ; 68 showed defective eyes ;.13; defective hearing; 164, nasal
defects; 129, throat affection; and 265 had defective teeth.

New York, N. Y.The following is the organization of the work
for-mentally defective children:

1. Suspected cases are proposed by the school principal, parent,
physician, or court official.

2. Two reports are secured: (a) Showing race, nationality, health
condition, school history, special tastes, peculiarities, habits; behavior;
(b) social-service report, economic status of the family, heredity.

3. Examinations are made by staff physicians and members of the
advisory board: Anatomicalthe stigmata of degeneration ; physio-
logicaldisease or defect; psychical native and acquired ability;
developmental historyprenatal, postnatal.

4. Disposition of cases: (a.) To hospital, dispensary, or convalescent
home; (b) to religious society, religious organization, or Children's
Aid Society; (c) educationalto outdoor school, school foi deaf,
class for -blind, vocational school, regrading in regular school, un-
graded class..

Vineland (N. .) Training School.The Vineland. Training School,
Vineland, N. J., is a State school which demonstrates the educa-
bility of the various grades of feeble-minded children. The school
has 844 children who are the wards of the State of New'Jersey, 18 pri-
vate pupils from New Jersey, and 28 private pupils from other
States. The central idea of the work is thus expressed:

The true education and training for boys and girls of backward and feeble
%ininds Is to teach them what they ought t pow and can make use of when

they become, men and women In years.
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VIII. THE SCHOQL BUILDING AND THEJANITOR.

SelwolhoaNe ron.4ruction.According to the Child- welfare Exhibit
Committee, ouly one State has complete regulation by law of school-
house construction. The following degrees of regulation are noted:
Complete regulationOhio; moderate degree of regulationUtah,
South Dakota, North Dakota, Kansas, Louisiana. Indiana. Virginia,
Pennsylvania. New York, New Jersey. Conneeticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine; deficient regulatious-,-Washington,
Oidifornia. Arizona, Montana, Colorado, Io Wa, Alabama, South Car-
olina, .North Carolina. West Virginia, New Hampshire. The remiin-
Mg 20 States are entirely without regulations.

,t1/00/ eleaniog.An investigation of the question; "How often do
cities in the United States wash their schoolroom floors? " revealed
the following: Of 856 investigated. 11 wash them daily; 55 every 2
to 7 days; 243 cities every 2 to 4 weeks: 156 cities every 2 or 3 months;
148 cities, once in 5 months; 82 cities, once a year; 51 cities. never.

Janitor serrice,Under the caption, " Health habits educate more
than health maxims.- the American cadem of Medicine urges the
importance, of systematic, standardized janitor service. The academy
declares that the so-called " school diseases --anemia, catarrh, and
nervous disordersare invited by dusty, overheated, arid, or stagnant.
air. " The school housekeeper is responsible for the health of hun-
dreds:. the home housekeeper only for a family; why train home
housekeepers and not janitors ?" asks the academy.

IX. ATHLETICS.

- /Mears and " orerat Met; isimn."Doctors Barna. Savage, and
Marks, of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, have made a study
of the runners in a regular Marathon race (40 kiloineters, 24.85
miles) with regard to the. effects of the race on the health of the pat-
ticipants. In this race 55 started, 29 finished. The average time was
a hours 48 minutes; the best time made, 3 hours 14 minutes. The
run included' 4 hills, of 510 feet, 310 feet, 120 feet, and .190 feet,
respectively. A heavy rain delayed the runners. The ages ranged
from 18 to 52 years; more than half were under 23. The average
height of the 55 contestants was 5 feet 6.4 inches. The average
weight was 140 pounds. There, was an average underweight from
training of 6.4 pounds as compared to normal 3.6 pounds. Pre
vious experience: Of those who had never run before, 5 out of 6
finished; of those who had run once, 9 out of 15 finished; of those
with two runsatt> their credit, 3 out of 8 finished; .of those who had

13011°-18,_v741
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run the race more than twice before, 11 out of 20 finished. Ap-
parently, In Marathon running by this class of athletes, the first race
is the best. After they run three times they either quit as failures
or continue as survivals of the fittest.

Effects of the race: Blood pressure fell 20 per cent after the fin-
ish. The heart-muimur cases showed the greatest ffill in pressure.
Ten days after the race the blood pressure was lower than before the
race. Immediately after the race X-ray examination showed that
11 out of 14 men examined had dilated heart; 2 ran but 11 minutes
without dilatation; 1 ran the full distance without dilatation. One
Week after the pace 11 men were examined. In 9 cases the heart was
smaller than before the race; in 2 cases hearts were the same as imme-
diately after the. race. Diet: Out of 55 entered there were 6 vege-
tarians, one of whom was disqualified.

From our observation it appears that the athlete most likely to withstand
this form of severe exertion is one between 15 and 25 years of age. He will
be less than average height, and underweight. He will have a light upper
body, a relatively large chest capacity, and well-developed legs. He must have
a sound heart. healthy lungs, and a well-developed ,diapliragm. His training
should have continued for nine mouths.pr longer. During training he must be
temperate In habits and moderate in diet. Our observations show that the
greatest injury comes to those who are insufficiently and improperly trained.
We are also convinced that the successful running of this race Is really beyond
the realm of the average amateur athlete.

New York, N. Y.An elaborate system of supervised sports is a
feature of athletics in the elementary schools of New York City.
Girls are provided for, as well as boys, the public- schools athletic
league having a " girls' branch." The sanctioned athletics for ele-
mentary-school girls are: Walking, swimming, folk dancing; relay
racesshuttle relay, potato relay, all-up relay, hurdle relay, paas-
ball relay, basket-ball throw ; team gamesend ball, captain ball,
basket ball, and punch ball. For high-school girls the list includes
also: Ice skating, horsebtick riding,. golf, tennis, general athletics,
track and field i.indoor'baieball, field hockey, basket ball, volley ball,
and ring hockey.

The girl? branch of the public-schools athletic league wail organ-
ized in 1905 with the approVal of the board of education. Its an-
nounced purpose is to secure for public-school girls sun and outdoor
.air, wholesome pleasure, recreative exercise.. "The. of these is a
menace to their futuTe moral and physical. health. The funds-
mental policies are* (1) Athletics for all girls; (2) athletics wit
the .school and no interschool competition;, (3) athletic events in
which only teams (not individual giris) take -part;.. (4) athletics
chosen and practiced with. regart to their suitability for girls, not
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merely in' imitation of boys' athletics. Methods: (1) Free instruc-
tion classes i'u folk dancing and athletics are conducted for Pubik."-
school teachers, who in return organize and conducts girls' athletics .

after school hours; (2) athletic badges and trophies are'olfered for
(a) interclass competition in team events; (b) completion of pre-
scribed season's record in all-around athletics; (3) the use of all
available facilities for outdoor athletics is secured. Results: In the
year of organization (1905-6) 328 girls practiced folk (lancing and
athletics after school, under 38 teachers in 90 schools. In the school
year 1911-1; 20,-620 girls practiced folk danOng and athletics after
schdol. under 941 teachers in 269 schools.

Public-school boy athletes in New York are cla ed by weight,
not by age, for the following' reasons: Anatomi approximately
half the body weight is muscle; physiologicalweight is closely
correlated with physical age; administrativeit is easier to weigh
a boyA than to ascertain his correct age; socialevery boy gets a fair
chance. There are three weight classes: 85 pounds. 115 pounds, and
unlimited weight. All boys compete in the jumping events. The
longest inn for the 85-pound class is 110 yards; for the unlimited
weight class, 220 yards. Only 1davy-weight boys are allowed to
compete in the shot put. To encourage all boys to train in all-around
sthletics, every boy who attains certain standards of performance
is awarded a badge. The New York standards are: For bronze
badge, broad jump, 5 feet 9 inches; chinning the bar 4 times; running
60 yards in 81 seconds. For silver badge: Broad imp, 6 feet 0
inches; chinning the bar six times; running. 60 yards in 8 seconds
and 100 yards in '14 seconds. " There are 200,000 New York City
schoolboys engaged in athletics every year.".

X. CHILD LABOR.

Cincinnati, Ohio. The division of child labor reports 2,366
dren granted work 'certificates in 1911-12. The year before, '2,800
such certificates were granted, and in 1909-10 there were 3,348 roil
certificates issued. As to the nature of the occupations of children
who leave school to go to work, 33 per cent went into factories (20

''per cent, shoes); 22.5 per cent, Viands; 13.5 per cent, stores; 8.7
per cent, sewing; 6.8 per cent, at Tome; 1.9 per cent, office; 1.1 per
cent, housework; 10.5 per cent, miscellaneous. Of the 2,366 children
who began work in 1911-12, 39, or 2.0 per cent, had finished 9 or 10
grades of school; 216, or 15.8 per cent, had finished 8 grade.; 296, or
21.7 per cent, had finished 7 grades; 387, or 28.4 per cent, 6 grades;
and 425, or 81.2 per cent, 5 grades. These.itre the figures for public
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schools. For parochial schools the figurlis are: 18, or 1.8 per cent,
9 or 10 grades; 234, or 23.3 per cent, 8 grades; 296, or 29.5 pe'r,cent,
7 grades; 247, or 24.6 per cent, '6 grades; 208, or 20.8 per cent, 5

-grades. Of the public-school children, 901, or 66.1 per cent, were
14tears old, and the remainder (462). 15 years old. In thexarochial
schools, 820, or 81.7 per cent, left school at 14, and 183, or 18.3 per
cent, were 15.' Of those who received work certificates, 1.117 were
girls, and 1,249 were boys.

Cincinnati investigations show that retardation is twice as great
among. working children as among school children. Of children in
school, 3.9 per cent are ahead of grade, as compared with only 1.2
per cent of public-school children at work; 66.7 per cent of children
in school are normal, as opposed to only 31.5 per cent of public-
school children at work; only 2l1 :4 per cent of children in the schools
are retarded, as against 67.3 per cent of those public-school children
who are at work. k ," The employment of young children is like the
felling of young treesan outrage upon nature.-

Rocheniter, N. Y.The child-labor bureau of Rochester reports
2,316 work permits. issued in 1912 totchildren between 14 and 16
years of age. There were refused 996 perinits, refusal being based
on the following grounds:, For defects of eyes. ears. nose, and throttt,
126; for defects in teeth, 494; for miscellaneous defects, 59; for
under age, 72: for no evidence of age (birth not recorded). 155; for
insufficient eilncation,

"HYGIENIC DRESS FOR HIGH-SCHOOL GIRLS.

Dr. L. F. Fuld, of New York...exhibited a suggested hygienic cos-
tume for high-school girls as follows:

Gymnastic costume: A one-piece slip, without belt or waist. com-
ingrer the shoulders with two stieulder staVs and buttoning down
the front under one of several large box plaits.' Worn with a wash-

gui-npe.
Undergarment: A combination undergarment of nainsook, fitted

at the...hips, bifurcated, and with a very wide' flare at the knees.
Combines in a single garment all the advantages of a petticoat, closed
drawers, open drawerS, and corset cover.

--b.-Mocking girdle: Not worn on the iliac crests, but so fitted that it
crosses the sacrum in the back and slants down on top of the tro-
chanter, buckling over the pubic bones in front. Entire freedom
from pressure on organs of body.
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XII. PLAYGROUNDS.

Oaklo Cal.Onklnnd's alaygrounds are managed by a board of
playground directors, appoid by the mayor. In 1912 there were
15 playgrounds maintained; 9 playgrounds were supervised; 22
supervisors were employed; and the attendance during June, July,
and August, was :-)3,7:',T. For the fiscal year 1911-12 an attendance
of 482,4S0 is reported. There was expended for maintenance during
the %year $18.5 and for improvements $21.60:). and the annual
average cost. of maintenance per person attending playgrounds was
competed ajt 4 cents. , The playground activities inch*: Boy Scouts,
dramatics, evening entertainments. folk dancing. gardening. induS-
trial work. lectures. pageant -, story-telling,singing. baseball, basket-
ball. volley ball. track and. field- events., manual training, sand box
,c ml apparatus, kindergarten games, swiniming,, summer camps, self-
government.

Ciocinnoti, Ohio.There are '31 school 1)413-grounds, with appa-
ratus, and'10 after-school playgrounds. From April 11 to Octqber
30. 1912, the attendance was 131.000. and die cost of operation $2,650,
or a cost per pupil of 2 cents. Six playgrounds were open for vaca-
tion grounds June. 23 to August 31. 1912, and the attendance was
132,000, with a maintenance cost of $5,650, or 4.2 cents per pupil.
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